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The mechanical behavior of composite materials is very complex. With this thesis, it is in-
tended to provide an insight on the physical principles thatexplain the material’s behavior and
its possible failure modes.
The most significant analytical models for predicting the behavior of composite materials
were used for the simulations of fracture of notched composites.
Meso-mechanical numerical models which have the ability ofm deling composite materials
at the laminae level were used and developed in order to modelaccurately their constitutive
behavior.
An eperimental program was carried out, in order to compare the results with the analytical
and numerical predictions.
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O comportamento mecânico dos materiais compósitos é bastante complexo. Com esta tese
pretende-se fornecer uma visão sobre os princı́pios fı́sicos fundamentais que explicam o com-
portamento deste tipo de materiais e os seus modos de fractura.
Os modelos anaĺıticos mais importantes de previsão do comportamento mecânico destes
materiais foram usados na simulação da fractura dos materiais compósitos na presença de
concentrações de tensão.
Foram desenvolvidos e utilizados modelos numéricos meso-mecânicos de forma a prever com
precisão o comportamento constitutivo dos materiais compósitos.
Finalmente, foi realizado um programa experimental de forma a comparar os resultados ex-
perimentais obtidos com as previsões anaĺıticas e numéricas elaboradas.
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Advanced composite materials were early identified as key materials for high performance
and low weight structures. The continuous development of these materials has been outstan-
ding. The number of different applications in which composite materials are used has in-
creased significantly over the years and in particular for aerospace and aeronautical structures.
The recently unveiled Boeing 787 is made mostly of carbon fiber reinforced polymers: com-
posites make up to 50% of the structural weight of the airplane, which is approximately 80%
of its volume. By comparison, the Boeing 777 uses just 11% of composites by weight, which
demonstrates the incredible growth of composites in the Aeronautical industry.
The growth of composite materials in advanced structures has three primary limitations:
1. Manufacturing processes;
2. Inherent material complexity and propensity to stress concentrations, contributing to a
significant scatter in the material’s measured properties and strength;
3. Lack of accurate analytical or numerical tools to solve generalstructural problems.
The main objective of this thesis is the development of analytic l and numerical tools which
will allow for a better modeling of the mechanical behavior of advanced composite materi-
als in the presence of stress concentrations and the associated effect of size on the structural
strength. Nevertheless, understanding the material’s behavior is the first step towards an ac-
curate material modeling. Therefore, Chapter 2 will present veral material tests performed
by different researchers in order to provide a better insight to theparticular behavior of these
materials and the major practical difficulties faced by those who need to handle them. No
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dynamic problems will be addressed in this thesis. The second part of Chapter 2 will consist
on a review of the most significant analytical tools available to predict the strength of notched
and unnotched composite laminates.
Chapter 3 presents the numerical models developed and used in this work. In the beginning
of this chapter, the state of the art of the knowledge about the mechanical behavior of com-
posite materials will be provided. Currently, researchersare using advanced techniques in
order to understand failure mechanisms at the microscale. Aparticularly challenging topic is
the longitudinal compressive failure of these materials, as demonstrated in this chapter. The
remaining of the chapter will be dedicated to explain the theory behind the numerical models
developed.
Chapter 4 provides information about all the experimental work performed during this thesis.
Performing experimental work is useful because it allows toactually establish contact with
the material, from the manufacturing process until the finaltesting. Observing and realizing
different tests facilitated the understanding of basic composite materials’ mechanisms.
A comparison between the experimental results and the analytical and numerical models is
presented in Chapter 5. The thesis will wrap up in Chapters 6 and 7, with the main conclusions




This chapter aims to describe the behavior in tension and in compression of unnotched and
notched Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics (CFRP). In order to introduce this subject, a review
of the most relevant experimental work performed by different researchers will be presented
in the first section. Understanding the particular characteistics of fracture in composite mate-
rials, the interactive nature of their failure mechanisms and how the latter affect the material’s
performance differently according to numerous factors, are the main objectives of the referred
section.
The strength prediction of composite materials using analytic l methods will be addressed in
the second section. Here, Open-Hole Tension and Open-Hole Compression strength predic-
tions were emphasized, due to the current importance of these tests for the aerospace industry.
2.1 Experimental Observations: Size effects on Carbon/Epoxy composites
A size effect is defined as a change in strength with specimen dimensions [1]. This phe-
nomenon of composite materials is known for quite some time,yet poorly understood and
usually not accounted for, explicitly, in design of composite structures [2]. Not accounting
the size effect when a composite structure is designed can lead to its premature failure, pos-
sibly with catastrophic human and financial consequences, if the part is several times larger
than the small test specimens normally used to obtain the matrial’s mechanical properties.
Size effects have been reported in tension [2]-[5], bending [6, 7] and compression tests [13]-
[16] for unnotched and notched unidirectional compositesand also forunnotched and
notched multidirectional laminates. Several difficulties in testing these materials have been
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found, being the most usually reportedthe difficulty in loading specimens without causing
significant stress concentrationsdue to the high fiber strength. This is an important fact
because it may induce some erroneous conclusions, e.g., [8]-[10]. Another example of the
practical difficulty of testing composite materials was found byBing and Sun [13]. These
authors performed off-axis compression tests in Fiber Reinforced Plastics (FRP) in which it
was proven that friction at the specimen’s end surface can produce size effects, that other-
wise would be negligible (if the friction between the specimen and the loading elements was
minimized).
The previous paragraph shows the reasons why in some cases ther is significant scatter when
measuring the composite materials’ strength, although it is becoming easier to obtain good
measurements’ repeatability due to the constant improvement of the available standards.
With this literature review it were identified 3 types of sizeeffects:
1. Volume effect (three-dimensional scaling)
2. In-plane dimensions effect (two-dimensional scaling);
3. Thickness effect (one-dimensional scaling);
In the following subsections it will be shown the 3 types of size effects in CFRPs, although
the Volume and Thickness eff cts were the most extensively reported in the literature.
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2.1.1 Tensile Strength of Carbon Fiber/Epoxy Composites
2.1.1.1 Unnotched specimens in tension
Volume effect
Wisnom et al. presented results showing size effects in unnotched tensile strength of uni-
directional and multidirectional (quasi-isotropic) carbon/epoxy composites of the material
IM7/8552 [2] (the same material used for the in-house tests that will be presented in Chapter
4). Table 2.1 summarizes the results obtained for unidirectional specimens.
Table 2.1: Results for unidirectional unnotched specimens loaded in tension. Material: IM7/8552.
[2]
Thickness Gauge length Width No. of Mean failure CV
(mm) (mm) (mm) specimens stress (MPa) (%)
0.5 30 5 12 2806 4.2
1 60 10 12 2687 2.5
2 120 20 9 2553 3.8
4 240 40 6 2410 6.0
The authors concluded that the larger specimens showed a progressive reduction in strength
with increasing size, withthe largest having strength and strain both 14% lower than the
smallest. In Figure 2.1 the strengths are plotted against gauge section1 volume [2].
Figure 2.1: Size effect in scaled unidirectional unnotched specimens. Material: IM7 /8552. [2]
1 Gauge section: clean section with constant thickness, i.e., excluding the ends of the specimen
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Wisnom and co-workers [2] have also analyzed the size effect forquasi-isotropic (unnotched)
specimens.This effect is much more complex in laminatesbecause there are different
failure mechanisms which contribute differently according to many distinct factors such as
material’s nature, stacking sequence, geometry, load, etc.. Moreover, there’s the possibility of
interaction of matrix cracking and delamination with fiber longitudinal failure.
In a laminate there are two different ways of scaling the thickness:
1. Sublaminate-level Scaling: repeating blocks of plies;
2. Ply-level Scaling: increasing the number of plies of the same fiber orientationbl cked
together.
The authors studied the size effects in tension of the referred multidirectional unnotchedlami-
nates with these two types of scaling.
Sublaminate-levelscaled specimens were investigated first. Table 2.2 summarizes the results
obtained for lay-ups of 8, 16 and 32 plies of the previously refer d material (IM7/8552)
with stacking sequence [45/90/-45/0]nS (sublaminate-level scaling), wheren = 1, 2, 4 res-
pectively. The stacking sequence was chosen to minimize therisk of delamination by using
small angle differences between the plies. The mean thicknesses were 1.09, 2.0 and 4.18mm.
Table 2.2: Results for quasi-isotropic unnotched specimens loaded intension – sublaminate-level













n = 1 [45/90/-45/0]S 30 8 11 842 7.6
n = 2 [45/90/-45/0]2S 60 16 6 911 2.0
n = 4 [45/90/-45/0]4S 120 32 10 929 3.9
Figure 2.2(a) shows the typical failure for the smallestn = 1 specimen. All the specimens
performed similarly, although forn = 1 a more severe delamination was observed extending
away from the fiber breaks, but no damage was visible during the tests.
The results provided in Table 2.2 reveal atrend opposite to the observed in the unidirec-
tional material: the largest specimens failed at a 10% higher stress than the smallest.
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Figure 2.2: Typical failure (a) and edge of specimen away from fracture location (b) forn = 1
sublaminate-level scaled specimen [45/90/-45/0]S. [2]
The authors justified these results by looking carefully to the failure region and noticing that
the surface 45◦ plies were completely delaminated. The edges of the specimens w re also
examined using a dye penetrant away from the fracture location nd clear evidence of trans-
verse cracking and delamination of the surface ply was found, as shown in Figure 2.2(b) for
the smallest specimen. The authors investigated this last fact and considered that it occurred
before fiber failure, which was proved to be reasonable because they calculated the expected
strength removing the contribution of these plies to the lamin te modulus and resulted in very
close values to the ones experimentally obtained (althoughno details of the calculations were
given nor the analytical results).
Ply-level scaling of the same laminate was also investigated. The previous n = 1 specimens
were scaled up by factors of 2, 4 and 8 by increasing the numberof plies blocked together. The
lay-ups were [45m/90m/-45m/0m]S wherem = 1, 2, 4 and 8. All dimensions and the loading
rate were scaled, and the mean thicknesses were 1.09, 2.11, 4.16 and 8.36mm. The curve
for m = 4 is shown in Figure 2.3, this is an interesting plot because it establishes a relation
between the failure mechanisms and the corresponding effect in the stress-displacement curve.
The specimens presented different behavior: delamination occurred sooner and for more plies
as the thickness increased. For the detailed discussion of the behavior of each specimen it’s
recommended to see the complete work [2].
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Figure 2.3: Sequence of damage events inm = 4 ply-level scaled specimens, [454/904/-454/04]S.
Material: IM7/8552. [2]
The results for the failure stress are summarized in Table 2.3, and Table 2.4 shows the rela-
tionship between the failure mechanism and the corresponding stress.














m=1 [45/90/-45/0]S 30 8 11 842 7.6
m=2 [452/902/-452/02]S 60 16 8 660 3.3
m=4 [454/904/-451/04]S 120 32 11 458 5.8
m=8 [458/908/-458/08]S 240 64 10 321 2.9
Table 2.3 shows thatthe ply level scaled specimens showed a 62% drop in strength by
a factor of 8. Authors claimed that failures on the larger sizes were controlled by complete
delamination of the 45◦, 90◦ and−45◦ plies from the 0◦ material [2].
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m=1 - - 842 7.6
m=2 403 13.8 - 660 3.3
m=4 316 11.4 458 5.8 541 5.2
m=8 222 10.3 321 2.9 458 7.2
This particular work from Wisnomet al. was presented first because in the experimental work
described in Chapter 4 it was used the same material (IM7/8552). However, the behavior in
tension for other unnotched carbon/epoxy materials has been characterized by several other
authors.
Jackson et. alalso performed experiments changing all three dimensions tgether in order
to investigate the Volume effect on AS4/3502 carbon fiber/epoxy specimens with cross-ply,
angle-ply and quasi-isotropic lay-ups [7]. One of the testsperformed by them included ply-
-level scaling of the specimens with the stacking sequence [45m/-45m/0m/90m]S, with mvary-
ing from 1 to 4.A significant size effect was found, with strength reducing by 28% over
a factor of four increase in linear dimensions. However, the failure strains increased and
there was also a change in the failure mode from a localized fractu e for the smaller specimens
to more extensive fracturing throughout the specimen for the larger ones.
O’Brien [11] analyzed the ply scaling of another carbon fiber/epoxy material, T300/5208,
with the same stacking sequence used by Jacksonet al. ([45m/-45m/0m/90m]S, with m)
varying from 1 to 3, and concluded that this stacking sequence is susceptible tofree edge
delamination when loaded in tension.
Johnsonet al. used the AS4/3502 carbon fiber/epoxy to investigate the sublaminate scaling
in cross-ply, angle-ply and quasi-isotropic laminates including the same stacking sequence
[45/-45/0/90]nS with nvarying from 1 to 4 [12].The results showed an increase in strength
from the smallest to the other sizes(the latter gave quite similar results) because, according
to the authors, the smallest specimens are more susceptibleto th effects of free edge delami-
nation. It was interesting to verify that similar scaled specimens using carbon fiber/PEEK
(tougher matrix and therefore less prone to delamination) showed little scaling effect.
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Notched specimens
Notched tensile strength is one of the design drivers for composite structures used in the
aerospace industry because it is an easy way to simulate stress concentrations as a result
of the use of mechanical fasteners or as the result of damagedareas in consequence of dif-
ferent kinds of impact (e.g. tool drop, bird impact, etc.), among other possible causes of
stress concentrations (e.g. geometry of the component, etc.). Stress concentrations around a
hole and the corresponding behavior in tension and in compression are particularly important
compared to any other type of notch because the large majority of stress concentrations are
circular: think again about the mechanical fasteners and the amaged areas resulting of a bird
impact or a tool drop. For this purpose, aircraft companies have includedOpen-Hole Tensile
TestsandOpen-Hole Compressive Testsas part of their qualification procedure.
In the next section some results for several open-hole tensile tests performed by different
authors will be presented, proving that the size eff ct phenomenon occurs also at themacro-
-mechanical levelfor composite materials.
2.1.1.2 Open-Hole Tensile tests (OHT)
Figure 2.4: Open-Hole Tensile test specimen. [24]
The presence of a stress concentration, in this case a circular hole,leads to enhanced complex
damage and failure mechanisms, causing a wide range of eff cts not present in unnotched
components. The mechanical performance of a laminate to a notch is sensible to many factors,
including: material [25, 27], laminate size and thickness [24, 32], notch size and geometry (in
this case: hole diameter) [24, 28], lay-up and stacking sequence [24, 29, 30], ply orientation
and thickness [30, 31] and machining quality. A typical specimen used in Open-Hole Tensile
tests is presented in Figure 2.4.
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Hole diameter effect (in-plane dimensions scaling)
Camanhoet al. [23] performed open-hole tensile tests, using Hexcel’s IM7/8552 quasi-iso-
tropic CFRP laminates with the stacking sequence of [90/0/±45]3S, in order to quantify
the size effect. Specimens with five different hole diameters,d=2, 4, 6, 8 and 10mm, and
with a width-to-diameter ratiow/d equal to 6 were tested in a MTS servo-hydraulic machine
following the ASTM D-5766 standard [40] according to the test matrix shown in Table 2.5.
Five specimens were tested for each geometry.
Table 2.5: Open hole tension test matrix. [23]
Specimen ref. d (mm) w (mm) w/d
OHT11 2 12 6
OHT10 4 24 6
OHT3 6 36 6
OHT6 8 48 6
OHT9 10 60 6
The remote failure stress is defined using the failure load measured in the tests (P̄) and the






failure stresses obtained for the different geometries are summarized in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6: Results of OHT tests. Material: IM7/8552. [23]
Hole diameter (mm) σ∞t (MPa) STDV (MPa) CV(%)
2 555.7 15.3 2.8
4 480.6 21.4 4.5
6 438.7 25.3 5.8
8 375.7 15.1 4.0
10 373.7 14.1 3.8
The failure mode observed in all specimens was net-section tension, as shown in Figure 2.5.
Camanhoet al. concluded that the experimental results presented in Table2.6 clearly identify
a size effect: an increase in the hole diameter from 2mm to 10mm results in a 32.8%
reduction in the strength. Moreover, it was stated that the observed size eff ct is caused
by the development of the fracture process zone identified inthe Acoustic Emission results,




Figure 2.5: Net-section tension failures in specimens withw/d = 6. Material: IM7/8552. [23]
Another significant work was done byIarve et al. [33]. The authors also studied the influence
of changing the in-plane dimensions of quasi-isotropic carbon fiber laminates with two differ-
ent stacking sequences [45/0/ − 45/90]S and [0/45/90/ − 45]S with three different hole sizes
of 2.54, 6.35 and 12.7mm. The material used was IM7/5250-4 and the nominal thickness of
the specimens was 1.1mm. The experimental results are listed below.
Table 2.7: Experimental results for OHT quasi-isotropic specimens. Material: IM7/5250-4. [33]
Hole diameter
σ∞t (MPa)
[45/0/ − 45/90]S [0/45/90/− 45]S
2.54mm 565.4 (c.v. 5.1%) 677.1 (c.v. 7.8%)
6.35mm 468.5 (c.v. 3.9%) 560.7 (c.v. 5.6%)
12.7mm 436.0 (c.v. 9.4%) 479.2 (c.v. N/A)
In this work was also observed the existence of a size effect in OHT tests with carbon/epoxy
specimens. An increase in the hole diameter from 2.54mm to 12.7mm results ina 22.9% re-
duction in strength for the [45/0/ − 45/90]S laminate and results in a29.2% reduction for
the [0/45/90/ − 45]S. Besides, the authors observed thatt e laminate with outside0◦ plies
showed significantly higher tensile strength for all hole sizes. They attributed such differ-
ence to fiber direction stress relaxation due tomatrix cracking in the form of splitting 2 and
delamination affecting the referred stacking sequence. X-radiography and sectioning stud-
ies to evaluate the state of matrix damage precipitating fiber failure were performed, which
led to the conclusion that no delaminations were observed for the [45/0/ − 45/90]S laminate
and only small delaminations, not in the high stress concentration area, were observed in the
[0/45/90/ − 45]S laminate. The length of the splitting of the 0◦ ply and the cracking in the
45◦ plies neighboring with the 0◦ ply were tabulated by the authors with the extent of de-
2 Longitudinal matrix cracks that cause the fibers’ separation.
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lamination, leading to the conclusion [39] that the size of the area around the hole that was
affected by matrix damage was more important for the lay-up withex ernal 0◦ ply. Thus, as
a consequence of more extensive matrix cracking and accompanying stress relaxations,the
lay-up [0/45/90/-45]S was able to sustain higher loads.
Ogihara et al. confirmed in [27] the major role played by the 0◦ plies and the importance
of their position in the lay-up. They investigated the following two lay-ups: [0/45/90/-45]S2
and [0/45/90/-45]S. According to [39] the authors showed that the existence of tw 0◦ plies
grouped together at the center of the laminate reduced its notch sensitivity, and they also
pointed out that splitting in the 0◦ ply at the hole edge was the first occurring damage, trig-
gering delaminations at the 0/45◦ interface.
Lagace[37] found that for [0/902]S laminates with a center hole loaded in tension thefailure
mode changed from fiber-dominated to matrix-dominated withdecreasing hole diame-
ter, and that change was accompanied by an increase in delamination and much less change
in strength with hole size than expected on the basis of the Whitney-Nuismer or Mar-Lin hole
size models (an overview on the current main analytical models to predict the strength of com-
posites loaded in tension and compression will be presentedi the next section). The author
attributed this change of the failure mode to the interlaminar stresses in the region around the
hole boundary, which decrease in importance with increasing hole radius to laminate thick-
ness ratio.
Thickness effect
Hallett et al. performed a ply-level scaling investigation for two different stacking sequences
of open-hole tensile composite specimens [30]. The IM7/8552 material was used to make
quasi-isotropic laminates with the following stacking sequ nces: [45/ − 45/90/0]S and
[90/45/0/ − 45]S. The geometry of the specimens is the same presented in Figure 2.4, with
d = 3.175mm, w = 16mmand l = 64mm. The specimens were 1mm thick and the corre-
sponding ply level scaled specimens were 2mm thick. The results are summarized in Table
2.8 with t being the laminate thickness andσ∞t the mean average failure stress.
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Table 2.8: Results of open-hole tensile tests – ply level scaling. Materi l: IM7/8552. [30]
Lay-up t (mm) σ∞t (MPa) Failure mode
[−45/45/90/0]S 1 563 Fiber dominated failure
[−452/452/902/02]S 2 474 Delamination
[90/45/0/− 45]S 1 481 Fiber dominated failure
[902/452/02/ − 452]S 2 499 Fiber dominated failure
Therefore if the ply thickness is increased from 0.125mm to 0.25mm for the case of the
[−45/45/90/0]S stacking sequencethere is a change in failure mode from fiber failure
to delamination accompanied by a decrease in strength of 15.8%, but for the stacking
sequence [90/45/0/ − 45]S there isno change in failure mode and there is a negligible
change in strength.
The previous work demonstrated that delamination can play akey role in laminate strength
in open-hole tensile tests.In fact delamination is often a crucial failure mechanism for
composites due to the generally low interlaminar strength[34]. Hence, this failure mech-
anism is not only responsible for the well-known poor response of composites to out-of-plane
loading but also can have a major role in laminate failure subjected to in-plane loading. There
are several works related to the effect of delamination on notched tensile strength [35]-[38].
Awerbuch and Madhukar concluded that notch sensitivity is related to the damage occur-
ring at the notch prior to failure [35].Kortschot et al. proved in 1991 that delamination
occurs in combination with splitting at the notch, relieving the stress concentration [36].
Vaidya et al. investigated the effect of ply thickness on unnotched and notched strength of
fiber-dominated laminates [38]. In this study the material used was the AS4/3501-6. It was
observed that ply block thickness has a significant effect on notched strength of cross-ply and
quasi-isotropic laminates, although it was clearly statedthat the quasi-isotropic were less af-
fected. The experimentally observed crack-tip damage was in the form of axial splitting in the
0◦ plies and delamination. The authors also concluded thatthe amount of delamination in-
creased with ply thickness, and for the quasi-isotropic specimens the failure mode switched
from fiber failure to delamination when 4 plies were blocked together.
Volume, In-plane dimensions (hole diameter)& Thickness effects
Green et al. [24] performed an extensive experimental program to investigate the effect of
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scaling thehole diameter, the ply thickness and thelaminate thickness in an open hole
tensile test. Therefore, in this research were studied the Volume effect (3D), In-plane dimen-
sions effect or Hole diameter effect (2D) and Thickness eff ct (1D). For the thickness eff ct
it were used the two scaling techniques previously referredin this work: sublaminate- and
ply-level scaling. The ratios of hole diameter to width and length were kept constant, over a
scaling range of 8 from the baseline size. The material used was the IM7/8552 with nominal
thickness of 0.125mm and the stacking sequence was [45m/90m/− 45m/0m]nS. Notice that 0◦
is in the direction of the loading and that the subscriptsm andn refer to the number of plies
of each orientation present, and represent two different ways of increasing the thickness of
the laminate. Also note that in this case the authors chose the specimens in a way that the
product ofm andn is equal to the laminate thickness. As previously referred in this text in
the unnotched subsection, ply-level scaling is managed by changingmand sublaminate-level
scaling by changingn. The specimen is represented is Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.6 shows the testing matrix. The dimensions of the bas line specimen were scaled by
a factor of 2 each time up to a maximum of 8.
Figure 2.6: Testing program matrix. [24]
The authors used three different routines: one-dimensional, two-dimensional and three-dimen-
sional scaling. In the case ofne-dimensional scalingonly the thickness of the laminate is
increased; intwo-dimensional scaling, the in-plane dimensions (hole diameter, and hence
width and length) are increased but the thickness kept the same; nd inthree-dimensional
scalingall dimensions are scaled simultaneously. Gauge section dimensions for the different
hole diameters used are given in Table 2.9.
The test results obtained by the authors are shown in Table 2.10 withσ∞t being the average
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Table 2.9: Gauge section dimensions for different hole diameters. [24]





mean tensile stress. Notice that failure was taken as being the first significant load drop on
the load-displacement curve (greater than 5%).
Table 2.10 also shows that the authors examined the specimens failure mechanisms. Three
distinct types of failure were identified:Pull-out (fiber dominated failure with extensive sub-
critical damage),Brittle (fiber dominated failure with little sub-critical damage) andDelami-
nation (matrix dominated failure).
Table 2.10:OHT results for sublaminate- and ply-level scaling. Material: IM7/8552. [24]
σ∞t for sublaminate-level scaled specimens (MPa) (cv, %)
t (mm) Lay-up
Hole diameter (mm)
3.175 6.35 12.7 25.4
1 [45/90/− 45/0]S 570 (7.69)
2 [45/90/− 45/0]2S 500 (3.95) 438 (2.44)
4 [45/90/− 45/0]4S 478 (3.09) 433 (2.03) 374 (1.01) 331 (2.98)
8 [45/90/− 45/0]8S 476 (5.06) 332 (1.31)
σ∞t for ply-level scaled specimens (MPa) (cv, %)
t (mm) Lay-up
Hole diameter (mm)
3.175 6.35 12.7 25.4
1 [45/90/− 45/0]S 570 (7.69)
2 [452/902/ − 452/02]S 396 (5.18) 498 (6.45)1
4 [454/904/ − 454/04]S 275 (5.56) 285 (5.17) 362 (2.60) 417 (4.10)2




1 Pull-out failure: 5 specimens; Delamination failure: 1 specimen.
2 Delamination failure: 4 specimens; Pull-out failure: 2 specimens.
Figure 2.7 shows examples of pictures for each of the types offailure that were identified.
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Figure 2.7: Different failure mechanisms in open hole tension tests. [34]
The failure types are related to the stress-strain curves. Greenet al. also showed the typical
load vs. displacement curves associated to each failure mod– Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Load vs. Displacement curves associated to each failure type. [24]
These experimental results are quite interesting, provingthat the size effect occurs not only
with the increase of the thickness of the specimen but also with the hole diameter (and the
combination of both) for the two types of scaling analyzed: sublaminate- and ply-level scal-
ing. For sublaminate-level scaling of the stacking sequence [45/90/ − 45/0]S:
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• the increase by a factor of 8 in all dimensions (3-D) results in a 42% reduction in
strength; and the failure mode changes from pull-out to brittle when the scale factor is
4;
• the increase by a factor of 8 in in-plane dimensions (2-D: hole diameter) leads to a 31%
decrease in strength; and the failure mode changes from pull-out to delamination when
the scale factor is 4;
• the decrease of thickness (1-D) by a factor of 8 implies a 17% decrease in strength; and
pull-out remains always the failure mode;
For ply-level scaling:
• the increase by a factor of 8 in all dimensions (3-D) results in a 59% reduction in
strength; and the failure mode changes from pull-out to delamin tion when the scale
factor is 4;
• the increase by a factor of 8 in in-plane dimensions (2-D: thehol diameter) leads,
notably, to a 51% increase in strength; and delamination remains always the failure
mode;
• the decrease of thickness (1-D) by the same factor implies a 64% decrease in strength;
and the failure mode changes from pull-out to delamination snce the scale factor is 2;
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2.1.2 Compressive Strength of Carbon Fiber/Epoxy Composites
2.1.2.1 Unnotched specimens in compression
Volume effect
Lee and Soutis[44] analyzed, in the first part of this study, the size effects for unnotched
unidirectional and multidirectional specimens made of theref rred IM7/8552 material.
The authors performed tests for three differentunnotched unidirectional (UD) specimens
under compressive loads. The test program is shown in Table 2.11, note that an end-tab
material was used in the tests. This detail is important because this end-tab causes a stress
concentration (in the transition region from the end-tab tothe gauge section).










2 10× 10 50
UD 4 20× 20 50
8 40× 40 50
(No. of tested specimens= 6, End-tab material: Woven glass fiber-epoxy reinforcement)
The authors minimized successfully the bending due to misalignment (confirmed by evalu-
ating the strain given from two back-to-back strain gages).The stress-strain curves showed
similar behavior for all three geometries being essentially linear up to a strain level of approx-
imately 0.5% and then nonlinear with softening, which increases with increasing strain. The
obtained compressive modulus were independent of specimenvolumes (around 155 GPa).
It was observed that the compressive failure of the unidirectional specimens wasinstanta-
neous and catastrophicand no cracking sound occurred prior to failure. When failure oc-
curred, the test specimen parted into two pieces with fractue s rfaces inclined at typical
angles of betweenβ = 5◦ ∼ 30◦ in the width direction, withβ being the kinkband inclination
angle – Figure 2.9. This is denominated askinkband formation type of failure. In the same
figure it’s possible to see that failure was located near the tab ends with part of the mate-
rial ejected, which suggests that stress concentration maybe partly responsible for the failure
(as referred previously). Besides kinkband formation, post failure examination showed that
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failure combined alsolongitudinal splitting andfiber breakage for all specimens’ size.
Figure 2.9: Comparison of the overall failure mode of the unidirectional specimens. Front view and
side view are shown for different thicknesses (Specimen width× gauge length× thickness)
[44]
Table 2.12 summarizes the results for the mean average compressive strength of IM7/8552
unidirectional laminates. The results show that the largerspecimens showed a progressive
reduction in strength with increasing size.The strength of the IM7/8552 unidirectional
laminates dropped by 45% in going from 2mm to 8mm.









10× 10× 2 1570 4.51
20× 20× 4 1253 6.60
40× 40× 8 869 6.03
Failure Mode: combined longitudinal splitting, fiber
breakage and kinkband formation
The authors also performed tests forunnotched multidirectional (MD) specimens loaded in
compression, as previously stated, using sublaminate- andply-level scaling. The lay-up tested
was [45/90/−45/0]S with the same material as the unidirectional specimens (IM7/8552). Two
different ply thicknesses were used: 0.125mm and 0.25mm. The test program is presented in
Table 2.13 and Table 2.14.
The typical stress-strain curves were published [44] for both scaling techniques: the curves are
linear up to a strain of approximately 0.5% with softening behavior to failure after that.The
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2 30× 30 * 50
4 60× 60 * 50
8 120× 120 * 50
(No. of tested specimens= 6, End-tab material: Woven glass fiber-epoxy reinforcement)
*: Anti-buckling device

















2 16× 16 and 30× 30* 50
4 32× 32 and 60× 60* 50
8 64× 64 50
(No. of tested specimens= 6, End-tab material: Woven glass fiber-epoxy reinforcement)
*: Anti-buckling device
nonlinearity of the multidirectional specimens was higherthan that for unidirectional
ones, which was attributed to matrix nonlinearity of the off-axis layers. The mean average
failure strains of the multidirectional specimens were alsogenerally higher, justified by the
fact that the off-axis layers provide lateral support to the 0◦ axial plies and delay initiation
of a kink band. Once again the measured elastic moduli were independent of the specimens’
volume (approximately 58 GPa).
The test results for all volumes are shown in Table 2.15 and Table 2.16. In the case of the
multidirectional specimens using thesublaminate-level scalingtechnique ([45/90/-45/0]nS),
failure was suddenand immediately prior to catastrophic fracture distinct cracking sounds
were heard. Compressivefailure of the multidirectional ply-level scaled specimens
([45m/90m/-45m/0m]S) was instantaneous and catastrophicand was accompanied by an
audible acoustic event without cracking sound prior to the catastrophic failure.
Table 2.15 shows that the strengths of the multidirectionalspecimens using the sublaminate-
-level scaling technique ([45/90/−45/0]nS) are almost independent of the specimens’ volume.
For the ply-level scaled specimens ([45m/90m/ − 45m/0m]S) it can not be stated that a size
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Table 2.15:Unnotched mean average compressive strength obtained fromsublaminate-level scaled
specimens ([45/90/ − 45/0]nS) and ply-level scaled specimens ([45m/90m/ − 45m/0m]S).
Ply-thickness: 0.125mm. Material: IM7/8552. [44]





30× 30 60× 60 120× 120
[45/90/− 45/0]nS
2 658 (3.15) - -
4 - 675 (6.6) -
8 - - 644 (14.0)
[45m/90m/ − 45m/0m]S
2 666 (19.6) - -
4 - 642 (19.0) -
8 - - 472 (13.4)
effect occurred from the 2mm to the 4mm thick laminate but a 29% drop in strength was
observed from the 4mm to the 8mm thick one (marked with a gray background).This sharp
strength drop was attributed to the thermal stress effect during curing process(for more
details it is advised to read the complete work [44]) and no change in the failure mechanisms
was observed.
Table 2.16:Unnotched mean average compressive strength obtained fromsublaminate-level scaled
specimens ([45/90/− 45/0]nS). Ply-thickness: 0.25mm. Material: IM7/8552. [44]




Width× Length (mm× mm)
16× 16 30× 30 32× 32 60× 60 64× 64
[45/90/− 45/0]nS
2 588 (8.71) 655 (2.03) - - -
4 - - 603 (1.73) 588 (4.36) -
8 - - - - 541 (4.9)
Table 2.16 shows that for thicker ply specimens (ply thickness: 0.25mm) the average failure
strengths are unexpectedly lower than the failure strengths of thinner ply specimens, which
was caused by manufacturing defects because the thicker prepreg (0.25mm) was obtained by
squeezing the thinner prepregs (0.125mm) seriously wavingthe fibers and plies.
Post failure examination demonstrates that thesublaminate-level scaled specimens
([45/90/-45/0]nS) showedsimilar failure characteristics regardless of the specimen vol-
ume and that the failure involved a combination ofkink band formation in the 0◦ plies,
delamination between 0◦ and±45◦ plies,splitting parallel to the fibers at 0◦ and±45◦ plies
andmatrix cracking and crushing in the 90◦ plies. It was also referred that failure seemed
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to occur in a crushing failure mode without a global bucklingfluence at the area where the
failure occurred as shown at the side view in Figure 2.10(a).
In relation to theply-level scaled specimens([45m/90m/ − 45m/0m]S) it was stated that the
failure modes identified were the same identified for the sublaminate-level scaled specimens,
but in a more pronounced way (all of them).
Figure 2.10:Comparison of the overall failure mode of the multidirectional specimens. Front view
and side view are shown for different thicknesses (Specimen width× gauge length×
thickness). Material: IM7/8552. [44]
Stacking sequence influence
Soutiset al. [17] investigated the stacking sequence influence on compressive strength of un-
notched T800/924C carbon-epoxy panels. The material used for this study was the T800/924C.
The results are summarized in Table 2.17.
Post-failure examination of the fracture surfaces using scanning electron microscope revealed
that failure is bykink band formation in the 0◦ plies. The fibers break at two points and
create a kink band inclined at an angle,β ≈ 15◦, to the transverse direction – Figure 2.11. The
fibers within the band rotate by an angleφ = 30◦ from the initial fiber direction, and the kink
width w = 50− 60µm is approximately equal to 10 fiber diameters (d = 5.5µm) [17].
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L0 [08]S 100 1615 160 6 1.10 – –
L1 [±45/04]2S 67 1010 109 17.76 1.04 50.5 2.50
(1136)a
L2 [±45/02]3S 50 810 88 23.5 1.10 46.5 3.29
(904)a
L3 [0/902/0]3S 50 670b 78 6.0 0.96 40.6 2.30
(847)a
L4 [±45/02/902/02/902/02]S 50 820 84 12.0 1.05 40.0 2.38
(865)a
L5 [±45/0/90]3S 25 568 58 23.6 1.07 42.5 5.60
(523)a
L6 [(±45)2/0/(±45)2/0/±45]S 17 428 41 35.4 1.35 35.0 6.68
(442)a
a Predicted values, assuming elastic laminate plate theory andεr = 1.1%.
b Premature failure due to out-of-plane microbuckling.
c Eyy is the laminate stiffness in the loading direction.
d Gxy is the shear stiffness obtained from the laminate plate theory.
Figure 2.11: SEM micrograph of fiber kinking in a unidirectional T800/924C laminate. [18]
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It was interesting to observe that all the tested multidirectional laminates, L1-L6, failed by
kink band formation in the 0◦ plies which led to delamination between the off-axis and 0◦
plies (the next subsection will show that a similar phenomenon was observed for the open-
hole compression specimens). Plastic deformation in the off-axis plies was also observed.
Less than 10% of scatter in strength was obtained and the failure strainε f = 1% is almost in-
dependent of the lay-up and comparable to the unidirectional laminate. The authors stated that
this fact suggests that the off-axis plies have little influence upon the strain formicrobuck-
ling3 of the 0◦ fibers, perhaps because the 0◦ plies are much stiffer than the off-axis plies and
carry most of the load.
Therefore, thecritical event in these laminates is thekink band formation in the 0 ◦ plies
leading to failure after propagation of the kink band at an angle β = 5-20◦.
Two last comments on the results summarized in Table 2.17:
1. laminate L3, [0/902/0]3S, contains 0◦ outer layers which fail byout-of-plane mi-
crobuckling. On the contrarylaminate L4, [±45/02/902/02/902/02]S, possesses±45◦
outer plies which support the 0◦ inner layers allowing them to fail only bykink band
formation4, which is a higher stain failure event. This should be the reason to the low
compressive strength observed for the L3 laminate;
2. laminate L6, [(±45)2/0/(±45)2/0/±45]S, showed anon-linear stress-strain response
and failed at a higher strainε f = 1.35%. The L6 laminate is mainly composed by±45◦
plies which have low axial stiffness and the higher strain is expected because the 100%
±45◦ material exhibits a strain ofε f = 6%, however the presence of a small portion of
0◦ plies is responsible for a sharp decrease in strain, very close to the value of the other
laminates.
3 Microbuckling: an instability at the micro-level, characterized by in-phase fiber waviness, dependent on
initial defects and common in composites subjected to compressive loadings with strong matrix and fibers [84].
This phenomenon (among others) will be discussed further (Chapter 3).
4 The authors of the cited work [17] considered that in-plane microbuckling occurred instead of kink band
formation. There is some controversy surrounding these twoconcepts. This topic will be discussed further in
this work (Chapter 3). In this thesis the term “kink band” is used when a band of fibers kink in a way that it is
created a band that has an orientation defined by a fixed angle (β, in Figure 2.11). Therefore, in this work the
“microbuckling” term is reserved for single fiber’s bendingi stability or for a bunch of fibers’ bending instability
resulting in a non-rotated band of fibers (β = 0◦).
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Thickness effect
Lee and Soutis[18] did yet another study on the size effect in compressive strength. This time
the thickness effect on T800/924C unnotched unidirectional and multidirectional specimens
was investigated.
Scaling the thickness of laminates led some other authors tosome unreliable results [19, 20],
where premature failure (end crushing) had a major role on that uncertainty [19, 21]. How-
ever, Lee and Soutis obtained good results for unidirectional a d multidirectional unnotched
specimens. The specimen geometry is shown in Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: Unnotched CFRP specimen dimensions.W (Specimen Width)× lg (Gauge Length)=
10mm × 10mm for Unidirectional specimen and W (Specimen Width) ×
lg (Gauge Length)= 30mm× 30mmfor Multidirectional specimen. [18]
The results for theunnotched unidirectional specimensare summarized in the Figure 2.13.
The strains observed at failure were 0.97%, 0.95% and 0.72%,respectively for the 2, 4 and
8mm thick specimens.
Figure 2.13 shows that the compressive strength of unidirectional specimens decreases 34.2%
as the thickness increases by a factor of 4. The authors referan important fact:failure
was observed near the gripin the thicker specimens which most likely affected the latter’s
compressive strength (due to stress concentrations). For this eason the results obtained by
the referred authors for the unidirectional specimens should be considered with great caution,
because it is possible that the size effect for the unidirectional material is not so pronounced.
For the case of theunnotched multidirectional specimensthe authors did two types of
scaling: sublaminate- and ply-level scaling. The results for the unnotched multidirectional
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Figure 2.13: Average compressive strength as a function of specimen thickness for unidirectional
laminates. Material: T800/924C [18]
specimens are summarized in the Figure 2.14. These tests were all valid, reproducible and
all specimens regardless of the specimen thickness failed wthin the gauge length. In the case
of the multidirectional specimens using the sublaminate-lev l technique ([45/0/-45/90]nS),
failure was sudden and immediately prior to catastrophic fra ture distinct cracking sounds
were heard. On the contrary, for the ply-level scaled specimns ([45n/0n/-45n/90n]S) no
cracking sound was heard prior to failure.
Figure 2.14: Average compressive strength as a function of specimen thickness for multidirectional
laminates (*Matrix cracks in the 8mm thick specimens due to material age). Material:
T800/924C [18]
One important detail of Figure 2.14 is that for the 8mm thick specimen the failure strength
is very low but this is due to brittleness caused by aging of the pre-preg material (over 6
years old). Moreover, residual thermal stresses also contribute to strength reduction (as was
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observed for the UD specimens). So the 8mm thick laminate won’t be considered in further
observations.
The overall failure mode for all specimens was delamination. Post-failure examination of the
sublaminate-level scaled specimens([45/0/-45/90]nS) showed similar failure characteris-
tics regardless of the specimen thickness, involving a combination of kink band formation
in the 0◦ plies, delamination between 0 and±45◦ plies, splitting parallel to the fibers at 0
and±45◦ plies, andmatrix cracking and crushing in the 90◦ plies. In addition, the failure
seemed to occur in a crushing failure mode without a global buckling influence. The ply-
-level scaled specimens([45n/0n/-45n/90n]S) also showed the above failure characteristics
in macroscale, but in amore pronounced way. This includes clearer fiber splitting in the 0◦
and±45◦ plies, more delamination between 0◦ and±45◦ plies and more clear matrix cracking
and crushing in the 90◦ plies.
Finally, analyzing Figure 2.14 it is possible to conclude that for unnotched multidirectional
specimens:
• the average failure strength values of the specimens using thesublaminate-level sca-
ling technique ([45/0/ − 45/90]nS) are almost constant regardless of the specimen
thickness, indicating thatno significant thickness effect exists;
• the compressive strength of theply-level scaled specimens([45n/0n/ − 45n/90n]S) is
almost unaffected by thickness changes up to 4mm, butdrops by 10% in going from
4mm to 6mm, showing thickness effect. The 8mm thick specimen’s average strength
reduces drastically but this is due to material aging (as wasalready referred), so this
result will be ignored.
2.1.2.2 Open-Hole Compressive (OHC) tests
OHC important failure mechanisms
Suemasuet al. published a work that helps understanding the failure mechanisms of compos-
ite laminates with an open hole subjected to the compressiveload [46]. The authors state that
the stress in a composite material around a circular hole is vry complex due to the effect of
the inhomogeneous material properties as well as the stressconcentration. In the same work,
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Figure 2.15: Open Hole Compression specimen. [45]
it was cited that the singularity of the interlaminar stress[47, 48] is of a very small power
when compared to one half of a typical crack, which makes the problem difficult to estimate.
Quasi-isotropic laminates ([45/0/-45/90]2S) of two different materials (T800H/3633 and
TR30/#340) were used. The T800H/3633 laminate has a comparatively tougher interface than
the TR30/#340. The specimen dimensions wereD = 6.35mm,L = 118.0mm,W = 38.1mm
andH = 2.2mm – see Figure 2.15. The OHC specimen was loaded very slowly(0.1mm/min)
in order to identify the damage initiation and to track its propagation.
For the material TR30/#340 the authors observed that the specimen failed suddenlywithout
visible damage due to the low interfacial toughness. The load vs. displacement curve of
the T800H/3633 is provided in Figure 2.17. During the OHC test for the latter material the
damage accumulation process was observed with the digital microscope – Figure 2.18. The
close up view of the hole surface of the unloaded T800H/3633 specimen is shown in Figure
2.16.
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Figure 2.16:Close up view of the hole surface of the unloaded T800H/3633 specimen. Lay-up:
[45/0/-45/90]2S. Note that the 0◦ layers are ‘shinning’. [46]
Figure 2.17: OHC: Applied load against the displacement of the fixture forthe material T800H/3633.
[46]
Figure 2.17 shows that there was some reduction of the compressive stiffness around 17.5kN
and further reduction was found at about 19kN. In fact by looking to Figure 2.18(b) it is not
observed any damage at the hole surface but because of the firsdrop in stiffness that occurred
at around 17.5kN it is believed that fiber microbuckling started to occur in the 0◦ layers. Al-
though it is not completely certain when the fiber microbuckling started, there is no doubt that
the most noticedstiffness reduction found at about 19kN is due to fiber microbuckling –
Figure 2.18(c). The damage portions continued to grow and itis clearly observed in Figure
2.18(d), particularly in the magnified image, that the smallportion of the 0◦ layer buckled out
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from the hole surface. Consequently, just a small load increase caused delamination, lead-
ing to the conclusion thatfiber microbuckling triggered the delamination, Figure 2.18(e),
which led to the final failure of the laminate shown in Figure 2.18(f).
Figure 2.18:Damage process during OHC test taken by a digital microscope. Material: T800H/3633.
[46]
The authors also took a photograph of the radial cross-section and a C-scan image of T800H/
/3633 damaged specimen by removing it from the fixture before ruptu e – Figure 2.19. It was
observed the existence oftransverse cracksin all 0◦ layers at the hole surface andsignificant
delaminationsemanating from the damages of the 0◦ layers at the interfaces between the 0◦
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and±45◦ layers near surface. The overview of the delaminations are obs rved around the
damage site also in Figure 2.19(b).
Figure 2.19: Damage stage near the hole for quasi-isotropic laminates ([45/0/-45/90]2S) before final
failure under the OHC test: (a) micrographs of damage at a radial cross-section; (b)
C-scan image of damage. Material: T800H/3633. [46]
With the presented experimental work and with other experimntal data collected by the au-
thors in the referred study [46] it was concluded thatthe final failure load for laminates
with low interface toughness is governed by the compressivestrength of the 0◦ layers of




Lee and Soutis[18] tested OHC specimens with a 3mm diameter hole in order toinves-
tigate thickness effects on notched compressive strength. The material used forthis study
was the T800/924C and the stacking sequence was [45/0/-45/90]. Sublaminate-level scaled
([45/0/-45/90]nS) and ply-level scaled ([45n/0n/-45n/90n]S) specimens were used. The first
difference noticed between the behavior of the specimens scaledby these two techniques was
that the sublaminate-level scaled specimens emitted a distinct cracking type sound just prior
to catastrophic failure, unlike the ply-level scaled ones.From post-failure investigation, the
authors concluded that the overall final failure mode was found very similar for each stacking
sequence type regardless of specimen thickness. Moreover,the failure modes were common
to both scaling techniques, although more localized aroundthe hole for the sublaminate-level
scaled specimens. Thus, the ply-level scaled specimens exhibit d more clear delamination,
fiber splitting, matrix cracks and fiber microbuckling.
One important thing to notice is that the failure mode of the 8m thick specimen was different
compared to that of other specimens because the material used was more than 6 years old,
so it was observed extensive delamination of the outer plieswhich lead to premature failure.
Figure 2.20 shows the measured average compressive strengths as a function of specimen
thickness.
Figure 2.20: Open hole average compressive strength as a function of the specimen thickness for
multidirectional laminates (D/W = 0.1). Material: T800/924C. (*Premature failing of
the 8mm thick specimens due to material aging) [18]
The obtained results of the thickness scaling lead to the following conclusions:
• The average strengths obtained from both scaling techniques increase with increasing
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thickness (except for the 8mm thick specimens which fail prematurely due to material
aging);
• The OHC strength of the sublaminate-level scaled specimensis slightly higher than the
strength of the specimens produced by using the ply-level scaling technique (this was
also observed in the unnotched multidirectional specimenst sted also in the same cited
work and presented in Figure 2.14).
Effect of Stacking sequence& In-plane dimensions variation in OHC strength
Lessard and Chang[45] presented in 1989 an extensive experimental investigation to study
the compression response of composite plates containing holes. The material used was the
T300/976 (carbon fiber/epoxy pre-preg). The authors tested five different stacking sequences
and for each of them different geometries were chosen varying always the in-plane dim nsions
and keeping the thickness constant, giving a total of over 30different test configurations.
Besides that extensive testing, two of the lay-ups were ply-level scaled. The test matrix of the
lay-ups and the geometries of T300/976 samples tested are presented in Table 2.18. Please
note that all results here presented wereconverted to S.I. units.
Table 2.18:Test matrix of the lay-ups and geometries of T300/976 samples tested. [45]
Matrix of W/D ratios tested
Lay-up W/D ratio with D = 6.35mm W/D ratio with D = 12.7mm
[0/90]6S 3, 4, 5, 6 2, 3
[±30]6S 3, 4, 5, 6 2, 3
[±45]6S 3, 4, 5, 6 2, 3
[0/±45/90]3S 3, 4, 5, 6 2, 3
[0/±45]4S 3, 4, 5, 6 2, 3
Ply-level scaled Lay-up W/D ratio with D = 6.35mm W/D ratio with D = 12.7mm
[06/906]S 4 2, 4
[03/(±45)3/903]S 4 2, 4
Note that all lay-ups have 24 layers of plies and therefore the same nominal thickness,H ≈ 3.43mm
A summary of the results is presented in Tables 2.19 to 2.25.
Table 2.19 refers to the [0/90]6S lay-up. Delamination was the observed failure mode. From
this table it can be concluded that:
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• the mean average compressive strength,σ∞c increased 7.4% when the width was in-
creased by a factor of 2 forD = 6.35mm;
• σ∞c increased 18.0% for the 12.7mm hole diameter when the width increased by a factor
of 1.5;
• for the sameW/D ratio a decrease of 15.4% in the mean average compressive strength
was observed when the hole diameter was doubled – hole size effect.
Table 2.19:Summary of experimental results for [0/90]6S. [45]
[0/90]6S
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 4, L/D = 8
D (mm) W/D σ∞c (MPa) σ
∞
c range (MPa)
6.35 3 402.1 384.7-415.1
6.35 4 425.9 408.6-454.8
6.35 5 429.8 413.2-447.6
6.35 6 431.8 398.7-465.8
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 2, L/D = 4
12.7 2 288.3 284.9-291.7
12.7 3 340.3 336.4-344.3
Failure Mode: Delamination (all layers; symmetric fash-
ion); catastrophic
Table 2.20 shows that despite the fact that the failure mode of the [±30]6S lay-up (brittle)
was different from the previous laminate (delamination) the strength variation with in-plane
dimensions scaling is very similar:
• σ∞c increased 7.3% when the width was increased by a factor of 2 forD = 6.35mm;
• σ∞c increased 23.7% for the 12.7mm hole diameter when the width increased by a factor
of 1.5;
• doubling the hole diameter, for the sameW/D ratio, results in a mean average compres-
sive strength decrease of 18.4% – hole size effect.
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Table 2.20:Summary of experimental results for [±30]6S. [45]
[±30]6S
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 4, L/D = 8
D (mm) W/D σ∞c (MPa) σ
∞
c range (MPa)
6.35 3 205.8 204.3-207.8
6.35 4 214.8 210.3-219.3
6.35 5 218.2 216.4-220.7
6.35 6 220.9 212.2-232.6
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 2, L/D = 4
12.7 2 135.8 127.9-144.3
12.7 3 168.0 159.7-179.0
Failure Mode: Brittle (fracture angle: 30◦).
Table 2.21:Summary of experimental results for [±45]6S. [45]
[±45]6S
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 4, L/D = 8
D (mm) W/D σ∞c (MPa) σ
∞
c range (MPa)
6.35 3 134.2 125.7-137.0
6.35 4 160.0 156.4-162.4
6.35 5 169.5 168.2-170.2
6.35 6 177.1 176.0-178.3
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 2, L/D = 4
12.7 2 105.8 99.8-109.8
12.7 3 141.0 140.7-141.3
Failure Mode: Appears to be dominated byMatrix Crack-
ing (fracture angle: 45◦).
Note: Stress-strain curve highly nonlinear, even in
early stages of loading. Failure without warn-
ing.
Scaling the width for the [±45]6S lay-up affects much more the compressive strength of the
composite than the previous two lay-ups: [±30]6S and [0/90]6S, as can be seen in Table 2.21.
On the contrary,the results for the hole size effect showed the opposite trend compared
with all other laminates tested by the authors: it was noticed a small increase with the
increase of diameter. Table 2.21 shows that:
• σ∞c increased 32.0% for the 6.35mm hole diameter when the width was increased by a
factor of 2;
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• σ∞c increased 33. % for the 12.7mm hole diameter when the width increased by a factor
of 1.5;
• for the sameW/D ratio it was observed, notably, that the mean average compressive
strengthincreased5.1% when the hole diameter was doubled.
Table 2.22 shows that the [0/±45/90]3S lay-up is not very sensible to the width scaling, par-
ticularly when observing the values for the 12.7mm of hole diameter. This laminate (and the
next) showed the already referred important compressive falure mechanism:microbuckling .
From the table it can be seen that:
• σ∞c increased 10.4% for the 6.35mm hole diameter when the width was increased by a
factor of 2;
• σ∞c increased 4.0% for the 12.7mm hole diameter when the width increased by a factor
of 1.5;
• doubling the hole diameter, for the sameW/D ratio, results in a mean average compres-
sive strength decrease of 26.6%.
Table 2.22:Summary of experimental results for [0/±45/90]3S. [45]
[0/±45/90]3S
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 4, L/D = 8
D (mm) W/D σ∞c (MPa) σ
∞
c range (MPa)
6.35 3 309.7 309.7
6.35 4 315.8 308.1-323.6
6.35 5 311.4 309.8-313.9
6.35 6 341.8 340.5-344.5
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 2, L/D = 4
12.7 2 218.6 218.6
12.7 3 227.3 217.1-237.3
Failure Mode: Delamination, triggered byMicrobuckling
in 0◦ plies at≈ 95% of failure load.
Note: Failure was less sudden than the [0/9 ]6S lay-
up.
The next table should be analyzed with caution – Table 2.23. The lay-up [0/±45]4S may
seem to have an opposite trend for the compressive strength after scaling of the in-plane
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dimensions when compared to the previous lay-ups for the 6.35m hole diameter, but that is
not likely the case. In fact, forW/D = 6 the failure load was smaller than the rest but until
there the compressive strength increased with the width of te specimen. Moreover, for the
W/D = 6 ratio it was only used one specimen so it is not statistically viable to conclude that
the compressive strength for this ratio is less than for the ot rs. After understanding the
reason whythe specimen used to test theW/D = 6 geometry will not be accounted, it is
important to notice that it was not clearly observed a strength variation with the increase of
the width for this lay-up (for the 6.35m hole diameter).
Table 2.23:Summary of experimental results for [0/±45]4S. [45]
[0/±45]4S
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 4, L/D = 8
D (mm) W/D σ∞c (MPa) σ
∞
c range (MPa)
6.35 3 354.3 349.2-363.9
6.35 4 363.8 351.8-377.5
6.35 5 360.0 337.5-363.6
6.35 6 305.2 305.2
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 2, L/D = 4
12.7 2 231.0 222.6-239.4
12.7 3 286.7 285.7-287.6
Failure Mode: Similar to the [0/±45/90]3S lay-up. Delam-
ination, triggered byMicrobuckling in 0◦
plies at≈ 95% of failure load.
Therefore, the table analysis leads to the following conclusions:
• the compressive strength remained approximately constantwhen the width was in-
creased by a factor of 1.67 for the 6.35mm hole diameter;
• σ∞c increased 24.1% for the 12.7mm hole diameter when the width increased by a factor
of 1.5;
• doubling the hole diameter, for the sameW/D ratio, results in a mean average compres-
sive strength decrease of 19. %.
Tables 2.24 and 2.25 provide the results for the ply-level sca ed specimens. Both lay-ups,
[06/906]S and [03/(±45)3/903]S, have the same failure mode: premature delamination antic-
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ipated by extensive longitudinal matrix cracking, but the compressive strength behavior is
different.
Table 2.24 shows some interesting results, some of them needto be compared with Table
2.19:
• the mean average compressive strength of the ply-level scaled l minate, [06/906]S, is
3.1%higher than the compressive strength of the laminate [0/90]6S for the hole diame-
ter of 6.35mm (W/D=4) and it is 1.7%higher for the 12.7mm hole diameter (W/D=2).
This is quite interesting (and maybe a bit unexpected) because the authors stated that
premature delamination occurred. Also it is the opposite behavior obtained in open-
-hole tensile tests(see Table 2.10);
• σ∞c increased 38.3% for the 12.7mm hole diameter when the width increased by a factor
of 2;
• doubling the hole diameter, for the sameW/D ratio, results in a mean average compres-
sive strength decrease of 7.7%.
Table 2.24:Summary of experimental results for [06/906]S. [45]
[06/906]S (Ply-level scaled)
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 4, L/D = 8
D (mm) W/D σ∞c (MPa) σ
∞
c range (MPa)
6.35 4 439.7 385.4-502.6
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 2, L/D = 4
12.7 2 293.4 265.2-309.6
12.7 4 405.8 305.0-459.7
Failure Mode: Extensivelongitudinal cracks along 0◦ lines
emanating from hole boundaries leading to
prematureDelamination.
Note: Premature delamination caused a wide vari-
ation of the failure load.
Table 2.25 is related with the [03/(±45)3/903]S lay-up (compare with Table 2.20). For this
laminate it was not obtained the same trend of the previous one, so the results are not unex-
pected:
• the mean average compressive strength of the ply-level scaled laminate, [03/(±45)3/903]S,
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is 20.8% lower than the compressive strength of the laminate [0/90]6S for the hole di-
ameter of 6.35mm and it is 2.7% lower for the 12.7mm hole diameter (W/D = 4). This
is the result expected because of the premature delamination;
• σ∞c increased 8.4% for the 12.7mm hole diameter when the width increased by a factor
of 2;
• doubling the hole diameter, for the sameW/D ratio, results in a mean average compres-
sive strength decrease of 11.8%.
Table 2.25:Summary of experimental results for [03/(±45)3/903]S. [45]
[03/(±45)3/903]S (Ply-level scaled)
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 4, L/D = 8
D (mm) W/D σ∞c (MPa) σ
∞
c range (MPa)
6.35 4 261.5 237.4-276.5
H = 3.43mm,E/D = 2, L/D = 4
12.7 2 212.9 197.4-232.0
12.7 4 230.7 201.0-270.4
Failure Mode: Similar to the [06/906]S lay-up. Extensive
longitudinal cracks along 0◦ lines emanat-
ing from hole boundaries leading to prema-
tureDelamination.
Note: Premature delamination caused a wide vari-
ation of the failure load. Pre-cracks existed
before testing which was incurred during the
manufacturing process.
To summarize this extensive study it was made a plot of the compressive strength of the OHC
specimens tested with theD/W ratio to show the hole size eff ct for each laminate. Figure
2.21 was obtained only for the specimens withD = 6.35mm.
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Figure 2.21: Summary of experimental results for specimens withD = 6.35mm.
In resemblance with this study of Lessard and Chang [45],Soutiset al. [17] also performed
a study concerning the eff ct ofstacking sequence and in-plane dimensions variation in the
OHC strength. Soutiset al. obtained results for 6 different stacking sequences using the mate-
rial T800/924C. This work was already mentioned to show the results obtained for unnotched
specimens – see Table 2.17. The specimens used had the dimensions 245× 50× 3mm3 and
the layupsL1-L6 shown in Table 2.17 and repeated for convenience in Table 2.26. Aluminum
tabs were bonded onto the ends of the specimens resulting in aauge section of 115×50mm2
and the range of hole diameters drilled at the center of the specimens was from 4 to 25mm.
Table 2.26:Layups of the OHC specimens tested by Soutise al. (Ply thickness: 0.25mm; Units:
mm). Material: T800/924C. [17]










All specimens failed from the hole in a direction transverseto the loading axis. The remote
failure stressσn normalized by the unnotched failure stressσun of the laminate is shown
in Figure 2.22 as a function of the hole radiusR normalized by the semi-widthW of the
specimen. The following observations were written by the authors:
1. In broad terms the failure strength of the notched laminates is approximately half that
of the unnotched material;
2. The data for laminates comprising a large proportion of±45◦ plies (by descending order:
L6, L5, L2, L1 and L4) lie above that for laminates consisting mainly of 0◦ plies.
Thus, is concluded thatthe presence of±45◦ plies reduces the notch sensitivityof the
material.
Figure 2.22: Effect of hole diameter on the compressive strength of T800/924C multidirectional lam-
inates. The stress concentration factorkt, which defines the notch sensitivity curve, de-
pends upon the degree of orthotropy. The notch sensitive curve (i) shown is for the
quasi-isotropic laminateL5; σn/sigmaun = 1/kt. (ii) σn/sigmaun = (1− R/W). [17]
The authors also monitored the damage development for all laminates. From this monitoriza-
tion it were identified 3 stages common to all laminates:
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1. A damage zone starts to form at the edge of the hole under increasing remote load;
2. At approximately 75% of the failure load,longitudinal splits occur in the 0◦ layers at
the top and bottom of the hole. Although these splits degradethe transverse stiffness
of the laminate by a small amount, they have a negligible eff ct upon further damage
development and upon the failure load;
3. At approximately 75-80% of the failure load,microbuckling of the 0◦ plies nucleates
at the sides of the hole and isaccompanied by matrix cracking of the off-axis plies
anddelamination between the plies.
After the referred microbuckling nucleation of 0◦ plies the damage zone propagates. The
extension of the damage zone is the main difference between the damage development of
the different laminates. In the case of laminates containing high proportion of±45◦ plies the
damage zone is more extensive. On the contrary, for laminates containing a large volume
fraction of 0◦ plies the damage zone is more crack-like in nature. Two final comments
related to theL2 andL3 laminates were made by the authors:
• For the [±45/02]3S laminate (L2) the local axial strain (strain measured by a strain gage
inside the hole) for the initiation of the microbuckling was25% higher than the failure
strain of the unnotched specimens. The authors believe thatthe higher strain for trig-
gering of microbuckling from a hole is associated with the exist nce of a strain gradient
from the hole: undamaged material surrounds the microbuckled zone and supports it;
• The [0/902/0]3S laminate (L3) differed from the other laminates in so far as it had 0◦
outer plies. This caused out-of-plane microbuckling in these outer plies at an earlier
strain level than the strain level observed when in-plane microbuckling developed for
the other lay-ups at.
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IM7/8552: Thickness, In-plane size and Volume scaling effects
Lee and Soutis[44] performed more OHC tests, but this time the material chosen was the
IM7/8552 and the lay-up was [45/90/-45/0]S. The aim of the study was to investigatethick-
ness, in-plane sizeandvolume scalingeffects of multidirectional (MD) specimens which
have the same hole diameter to specimen width ratio,D/W=0.2 (W/D=5). The test program
is presented in Tables 2.27 and 2.28.












2 6.35* - -
4 6.35 12.7* 25.4*
8 - - 25.4*
Specimen Width (W)× Gauge Length 31.8× 31.8 63.5× 63.5 127× 127
D/W 0.2 0.2 0.2
Tab Length* 50 50 50
(No. of tested specimens= 6, End-tab material: Woven glass fiber-epoxy reinforcement)
*: Anti-buckling device











2 6.35* - -
4 6.35 12.7* 25.4*
8 - 12.7* -
16 6.35 12.7* 25.4*
Specimen Width (W)× Gauge Length 31.8× 31.8 63.5× 63.5 127× 127
D/W 0.2 0.2 0.2
Tab Length* 50 50 50
(No. of tested specimens= 6, End-tab material: Woven glass fiber-epoxy reinforcement)
*: Anti-buckling device
After performing the tests the obtained results were summarized in Tables 2.29 and 2.30 for
ply thicknesses of 0.125mm and 0.25mm, respectively.
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Table 2.29:OHC results for sublaminate-level scaling and for ply-levescaling –Ply thickness:
0.125mm. [44]




2 [45/90/ − 45/0]2S 347 (5.52)
4 [45/90/ − 45/0]4S 351 (2.87)1 301 (3.64) 285 (2.22)
8 [45/90/ − 45/0]8S 284 (4.09)




2 [452/902/ − 452/02]S 373 (9.20)
4 [454/904/ − 454/04]S 424 (7.53)1 348 (12.6) 288 (8.41)
8 [458/908/ − 458/08]S 263 (4.19)
Different failure mode: Premature damage due to thermal stress
1 Specimens without Anti-buckling device.
Table 2.30:OHC results for sublaminate-level scaling –Ply thickness: 0.25mm. [44]




2 [45/90/ − 45/0]S 331 (15.5)
4 [45/90/ − 45/0]2S 354 (1.92)1 300 (5.13) 273 (5.91)
8 [45/90/ − 45/0]4S 319 (0.65)
16 [45/90/ − 45/0]8S 351 (0.88)1 312 (1.77) 276 (2.22)
1 Specimens without Anti-buckling device.
From the observation of these two tables it can be concluded that:
• The strength of the specimens in which was not used an anti-buckling device was higher
than the strength of the others (and curiously this effect is more pronounced for the ply-
-level scaled specimens). This produced some scatter in theresults which has two con-
sequences: 1) it can lead to thewrong conclusion that the laminate thickness influences
the compressive strength; 2) it magnifies the decrease in compressive strength due to
the hole diameter increase (so thereal decrease in strength should be calculated consid-
ering the compressive strength for the laminate with thickness of 2mm for the 6.35mm
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diameter, which had the anti-buckling device – the next calcul tions will consider this
to obtain the compressive strength decrease);
• the average strengths, for both scaling techniques, decrease with increasing hole size
and for both ply thicknesses;
• For the0.125mm ply thicknessusing thesublaminate-level scalingtechnique with a
hole diameter increase by a factor of 4 it is produced a decrease of 17.9%5 in compres-
sive strength and with theply-level scalingtechnique the decrease is of 22.8%;
• For the0.25mm ply thicknessand using the sublaminate-level scaling technique with
a hole diameter increase by a factor of 4 it is produced a decrease of 17.5% (H = 4mm)
and 16.6% (H = 16mm) in compressive strength – which shows theindependence of
the hole size effect with thickness in compression;
So it can be concluded thatthe compression of a notched composite material with this
stacking sequence only is affected by the hole diameter and is independent of the lami-
nate thickness and negligibly dependent of the scaling technique (sublaminate-level or
ply-level). Until this point it was not stated anything about the failure modes of these OHC
specimens, but even before analyzing the failure modes it islog cal to assume that they will
not differ to much because the compressive strength was proven to be quite independent with
the referred scaling methods. This was actually demonstrated by the authors.
From post failure investigation it was concluded that the ovrall final failure mode, regardless
of the specimen size, was found to be very similar for each scaling technique although it was
noticed some small differences from the sublaminate- to the ply-level scaled specimens. The
fractured specimens are shown in Figure 2.23(a) and (b).
It was observed that sublaminate-level scaled specimens ([45/90/ − 45/0]nS) failed from the
hole in a direction almost perpendicular to the loading axiswhile emitting a distinct cracking
type sound just prior to catastrophic failure. The specimens using ply-level scaling tech-
nique ([45m/90m/ − 45m/0m]S) failed without the cracking sound before catastrophic failure.
But more importantly, the authors noted that whileth fractured sublaminate-level scaled
specimens, Figure 2.23(a), showed muchdelamination andfiber microbuckling along the
5 The compressive strength calculated here and further use the value of the strength of the 2 mm thick laminate
as if it was the 4mm one because of the referred independence with thickness variation and because the 4mm value
was affected by not using an anti-buckling device
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plane of fracture but little damage away from the hole,the fractured ply-level scaled spec-
imens, Figure 2.23(b), exhibitedmore clear delamination, fiber splitting , matrix cracks
and crushing, andfiber microbuckling at large scale.
Figure 2.23:Comparison of the overall failure mode of the notched multidirectional specimens (ply
thickness: 0.125mm). Front view and side view are shown for different thicknesses. [44]
To finalize this section it is important to compare the OHT results obtained by Greenet al.
[24] and the OHC results obtained by Lee and Soutis [44] because in these two articles it
was tested exactly the same material and the same stacking sequence subjected to tension and
compression, respectively – see Tables 2.10 and 2.29. By observing the two tables we can
conclude that:
• notched composites have higher strength in tension than in compression, as the
unnotched ones,but when loaded in tension are much more sensible to the hole size
effect;
• the behavior of notched composites in compression was proven to be almost inde-
pendent of thickness;
• there are three main failure modes present in OHT specimens:1) Pull-out type failure;
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2) Brittle type failure; 3)Delamination type failure. And more importantly:for the
OHT specimens the failure modes can change after scaling thespecimens causing
sharp variations of strength which increases the unpredictability of these tests;
• On the contrary, the failure modes present in the OHC specimens are similar for any
type of scaling, with fiber microbuckling and delamination playing a key-role;
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2.2 Analytical Models for Strength Prediction of OHT & OHC te sts
After presenting different experimental results for scaled notched and unnotched CFRPs stati-
cally loaded it is crucial to have an overview of the most important analytical methods avail-
able to predict the behavior of these materials. A great emphasis will be given to the open-hole
tension and compression tests in this section due to their importance for the aerospace indus-
try, and to the current difficulty in modeling accurately this tests for FRPs.
A review of the current most important FRP analytical modelsfor strength prediction of OHT
specimens was presented byCamanhoet al. [23].
Figure 2.24:Open-Hole specimen.
2.2.1 Maximum stress failure criteria
Strength prediction methods uniquely based on stress or strain failure criteria are unable to
predict the size effects observed in notched specimens. Consider for example the calculation
of the final failure of a specimen with a central hole using thevalue of the longitudinal stress
in the fiber direction (maximum stress criterion). The distribution of the longitudinal stress in
the critical plies, the 0◦ plies along the fracture plane, defined byθ = 0◦ in Figure 2.24, can
be calculated using an approximate closed-form solution as:
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where the matrix [A] relates the in-plane forces per unit length to the mid-plane strains.Qi j
are the components of the plane stress transformed reduced stiffness matrix of the 0◦ plies,
andtL is the thickness of the laminate.
The through-the-thickness averaged normal stress in the fracture plane for a quasi-isotropic



























σ∞xx, y ≥ d/2 (2.3)
whereσ∞xx is the remote tensile stress.
From equations (2.1) and (2.3) it is clear that for the same mat rial and stacking sequence the
stress concentration factor, and hence the maximum longitudinal stress in the 0◦ ply, depends
on the ratio between the specimen hole diameter and width. Applying the maximum stress
criterion and using equations (2.1) and (2.3):
σ11
XT
= 1⇒ σ∞ = (1− d/w)XT




Equation (2.4) demonstrates that the application of the maxi um stress criterion results in
the same strength prediction for different hole diameters when thed/w ratio is held constant.
The lack of size effect on the predicted strength contradicts the experimentalobservations
presented in the previous Section.
2.2.2 Two-parameter methods: Point-Stress Model (PSM)
The Point-Stress Model (PSM) proposed byWhitney and Nuismer [121], considers that
ultimate failure occurs when the stress at a given distance from the hole boundary,rot or rot,
reaches the unnotched strength of the laminate,XLT or X
L
C. An alternative version of the point
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stress model uses the ply stresses and strengths, so that it is no necessary to measure the
strength for every different laminate. However, the use of ply stresses is only appropriate for
fiber-dominated laminates because the criteria to predict laminate failure is based on fracture
of the ply in the longitudinal (fiber) direction.


























































Failure is predicted using two parameters: the characteristic distance in tensionrot or in com-
pressionrot, and the respective longitudinal tensile or compressive streng h of the ply,XT or
XC.
2.2.3 Combined methods
Combined methods use the concept of characteristic distance together with ply failure criteria.
This method has the advantage of using mainly ply properties, although the characteristic
distances still need to be measured at laminate level.
In combined methods, theYamada-Sun failure criterion [122] is typically applied together
with a proposed characteristic curve. The Yamada-Sun [122]failure criterion is based on the
assumptions that just prior to laminate failure every ply has failed due to cracks along the
fibers, and that the shear strength of a symmetric cross-ply laminate, with the same number
of plies as the laminate under consideration, represents the ubstantially higher shear strength










− 1 ≤ 0 (2.6)
where the stresses are either calculated at or averaged overcharacteristic distances.Sc is the
ply shear strength measured from a cross-ply laminate. Since the ply shear stress are likely to
















− 1 ≤ 0, σ11 < 0 (2.7)
2.2.4 Fracture Mechanics
2.2.4.1 Linear-Elastic Fracture M echanics (LEFM)
Using Linear-Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) it is assumed that the lengtha of a pre-
-existing crack in the laminate is scaled in the same proportion of the hole diameter and
specimen width and that the critical value of the laminate’sstress intensity factor,KIc, is
independent of the crack length. Consider two specimens with hole diametersd1 andd2. The
























Taking into account the fact that the crack length is proportional to the hole diameter and that
the finite width correction factors,F(w/d, a/d), are equal for scaled geometries, the failure
stress of a specimen with a hole diameterd2 can be calculated from the failure stress of the








2.2.4.2 Inherent Flaw Model (IFM)
The inherent flaw model (IFM) proposed byWaddoupset al. [123] considers that the non-
-critical damage mechanisms occurring before ultimate failure of a composite laminate can
be lumped into a constant ”region of intense energy”, or ”inherent flaw”, of lengtha. The
critical value of the stress intensity factor of a plate witha ole of radiusR is given by:
KIc = f (a,R)σ
∞ √πa (2.10)
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wheref (a,R) is Bowie’s solution for the calculation of the stress intensity factor of two cracks
emanating from a circular hole, given as:
























Waddoupset al. [123] considered that the strength of an unnotched specimencan be predicted
by taking into account that the hole radius tends to zero, in which case the functionf (a,R)








C are the tensile strength or the compressive strength of the unnotched laminate,
respectively.
From (2.10) and (2.12), the equation proposed by Waddoupset al. [123] is obtained:
σ∞ = XLT, C/ f (a,R) (2.13)
The strength of the laminate containing an open-hole is predicted using two parameters: the
length of the inherent flaw,a, that needs to be calculated from a baseline specimen, and the
unnotched tensile or compressive strength of the laminate,XLT or X
L
C, respectively.
2.2.5 Budiansky-Fleck-Soutis (BFS) compressive criterion
After conducting some OHC tests on carbon/epoxy laminates using the T800/924C material
and the stacking sequence [±45/02]3S Soutiset al. [49] proposed a failure prediction technique
that led to the BFS compressive criterion (Budiansky-Fleck-Soutis). From the referred tests
the authors concluded that the 0◦ plies carry most of the compressive load due to their greater
axial stiffness and henceit is the failure of these laminae by localized microbuckling which
results in the laminate fracture. However, other failure mechanisms were observed: fiber
splitting of the top and bottom layers (first mechanism, which initiated at approximately 75%
of the peak load); matrix cracking and delamination betweenth 0◦ and±45◦ layers. It should
be noted that the role of microbuckling in the 0◦ fibers of the laminate fracture was observed
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previously to this work [45] and posteriorly [17], [44], [46] by several authors for other stack-
ing sequences and with other carbon/epoxy materials, as shown in Chapter 2.
It was the observation of the composite plate failure by unstable microbuckle growth at a
determined microbuckle length (at about 2mm from the hole edge for the analyzed laminate)
that led the authors to the idea ofmodeling this type of damage as a through-thickness
crack loaded on its faces. Although the idea of comparing the microbuckled zone to an
equivalent crack was not pioneered by the referred authors [41], the big improvement of the
prediction technique of Soutiset al. resides in considering a linear relationship between
the normal tractionσ on the crack flanks and the crack normal displacement 2v instead of
a constant cohesive stress zone. Therefore, the authors merged the work from Guynn [41]
which replaced the microbuckled zone by a crack suffering a constant normal tractionσ at its
flanks, and the work of Newman [42] which took the equations for the stress intensity factor
and the crack surface displacementv(x) of a crack subjected to various loadings in an infinite
plate from Tada’s analysis [43] and modified them for cracks emanating from a circular hole
in a finite plate.
The model is summarized in a report written by Soutis [50] after the publication of the original
paper. The following description was extracted from there,although it is advised to read the
original paper [49] for a more detailed explanation.
It was already referred that in this model the microbuckle emanating from each side of the hole
is mathematically replaced by an equivalent crack. The model assumes that microbuckling
initiates when the local compressive stress parallel to the0◦ fibers at the hole edge equals the
unnotched strength of the laminateXLC, i.e.,
ktσ
∞ = XLC (2.14)
wherekt is the stress concentration factor andσ∞ is the applied stress.
Damage development is represented by replacing the damage zone by anequivalent crack
(overlapping mode I crack), with normal crack bridging compressive stresses thatdrop lin-
early with crack overlap from a maximum value of the unnotched compressive strength –
Figure 2.25. It is assumed that the length of the equivalent crack, l, represents the length of
the microbuckle. When the remote load is increased the equivalent crack grows in length,
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Figure 2.25: Microbuckled zone at a hole and the equivalent crack used to model the damaged zone.
(a) Schematic of compression-loaded specimen with hole; (b) Damage zone (microbuck-
ling and delamination); (c) Equivalent crack: normal traction T, closing displacement 2v.
[50]
thus representing microbuckling growth. The evolution of microbuckling is determined by
requiring that the total stress intensity factor at the tip of the equivalent crack,Ktot, equals to
zero,
Ktot = K
∞ + KT = 0 (2.15)
whereK∞ is the stress intensity factor due to the remote stressσ∞, and KT is the stress
intensity factor due to the local bridging tractionT across the faces of the equivalent crack.
When this condition is satisfied, the stresses remain finite everywhere. The equivalent crack
length from the circular hole is deduced as a function of the remote stress using the fol-
lowing algorithm. For an assumed length of equivalent crackl, solve forσ∞ and for the
crack bridging law to the crack profile deduced from the elastic solution for a cracked body,
Newman [42]. The cracked body is subjected to a remote stress, σ∞, and crack face tractions
T. At a critical length of equivalent crack,lcr, the remote stressσ∞ attains a maximum value,
designatedσcr, and catastrophic failure occurs.
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The model requires the knowledge of the unnotched strength,XLC, and the compressive in-
-plane fracture energy of the laminate,Gc. The area under the curve of crack bridging stress
versus overlap displacement – Figure 2.25 – represents the total energyGc dissipated by fiber






wherevc is the critical crack closing displacement on the crack traction - crack displacement
curve.
For an orthotropic plate in plane stress, the fracture energy Gc is related to laminate elastic






































The fracture toughness,Kc, is derived from a separate compressive kink (microbuckling)







containing a sharpened long slit(= 2a) is measured – see Chapter 4 for details on how to
calculateKc.
As a final note the following particularities of this crack bridging model are listed:
1. The model gives an accurate prediction of failure load andcritical damage length for a
range of hole sizes and0◦ dominated laminates;
2. It is less accurate for laminates which are composed mainly of off-axis plies(more
than 80% of±45◦ plies), because for these 45◦-dominated laminates the damage at the





This chapter will present the Numerical Models used to simulate the behavior of FRP under
static loading. The first section introduces the general topic f composite materials modeling
and it is based onMaimı́’s PhD thesis [135]. The second section presents the continuum
damage and the delamination numerical models used to simulate intralaminar and interlam-
inar damage, respectively, and their implementation in an ABAQUSR© VUMAT subroutine.
Finally, the third section presentsCatalanotti’s [136] proposed full-3D failure criteria based
on LaRC03/04 and its implementation in an ABAQUSR© UVARM subroutine.
3.1 Composite Materials Modeling
Damage Modes in multilayered laminates
Consider an unnotched unidirectional lamina under a general plane stress state (σ11, σ22
andσ12). For certain plane stress states there is a limit load that the material can sustain.
Plotting in a 3D stress surface (σ11, σ22, σ12) the sequence of limit loads, it is possible to
define a failure surface. The analytical representation of this surface is called thefailure
criteria . Stress states that are within the space delimited by this surface do not cause loss of
structural integrity, whereas the stress states beyond thefailure surface do. The first approach
to correctly define the failure criteria is to identify the differentfailure modesof the material.
For composite materials there are several failure modes, where “failure mode” is considered
to be a combination of damage mechanisms which cause material failure.
Considering, without loss of generality, that the fibers of the unidirectional lamina are oriented
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in direction 1 (Figure 3.1) there are five uniaxial tests which are possible to perform in order
to fully characterize the mechanical behavior of CFRP: tension and compression in the fibers’
direction (±σ11) and perpendicular to that direction (±σ22), and pure shear (σ12). For each of
these uniaxial tests the failure stresses are represented by XT , XC, YT, YC andSL, respectively,
and the strains are obtained by means of asset of constitutive laws. The constitutive laws can
be reasonably well approximated by alinear elastic behavior until failure for loads applied
in thefiber direction (±σ11) and fortensile transverse loads(σ22 > 0) but for compressive
transverse loads(σ22 < 0) and forshear loads(±σ12) the material exhibits apronounced
non-linearity before failure [135], [137].
Experimental observations led to the conclusion that for unidirectional lamina under plane
stress conditions there areat least four failure modesclearly identifiable. The fracture planes
originated by each type of failure mode are shown in Figure 3.1 and the stress states that











a) Longitudinal tensile fracture b) Longitudinal compressive fracture






Figure 3.1: Fracture surfaces and corresponding internal variables.
• (a) Longitudinal tensile fracture – Failure mode FFT :
This is the simplest failure mode to identify due to the fact that FRP transfer most
of the longitudinal tensile load through the fibers. In composites with a high fiber
volume fraction or in which the resin has higher ultimate deformation than the fibers
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(e.g., carbon fiber/epoxy composites), longitudinal failure begins with localized fiber
failure in regions where they present defects. These failures increase the load of the
neighboring fibers which is transferred to these fibers by shear b tween the interface
and the matrix causingmatrix cracking and fiberpull-out (debonding between fiber
and matrix)1. Increasing the load will cause more damage to the fibers, eventually
leading to overall structural failure.
Longitudinal tensile fracture occurs for both constituents and damage occurs in a plane
with the normal defined by the vectoreFFT = (1, 0, 0).
• (b) Longitudinal compressive fracture – Failure modeFFK :
Longitudinal compressive failure is unquestionably the most complex failure mode
identified in unidirectional lamina. Usually when these materi ls are subjected to com-
pressive loads in the direction of the fibers there is the generation of akink band ,
as shown in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.11). This failure mode shouldnot be mistaken with
the two most commonly identified fiber failure micromechanisms: microbuckling and
fiber crushing; because the kink band failure mode is the (usually) observed failure
phenomenon of the actual lamina, being (most likely) a combination of the microbuckl-
ing mechanism and the transferred shear stresses by the interface between matrix and
fiber.
Bai and Phoenix [83] presented an excellent review on kink band modeling which
starts with the pioneering work of Rosen (in 1965) [51] and Argon (in 1972) [52], passes
through the most relevant works in the field [53]-[68] and finishes with a proposed
model [83].
Rosen[51] was the first to analyze microbuckling in a systematic way as a viable fail-
ure mode. Microbuckling is a geometric instability of the fibers that causes a transverse
displacement when a compressive load is applied, therefore, Rosen considered the clas-
sic model of a beam on an elastic foundation and modeled the composite as an infinite
array of equi-spaced parallel bars with an elastic matrix inbetween. The author con-
cluded that two distinct periodic modes could occur: anextension mode, typically
observed in elastic polymer matrices with fiber volume fractions less than about 30%,
and ashear mode, for fiber volume fractions greater than 30% – Figure 3.2(a).
1 For ductile matrices plastic bands may also appear in addition to the referred failure mechanisms
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Figure 3.2: (a) Fiber microbuckling between an elastic matrix in shear mode (up) and in exten-
sion mode (down); (b) Kink band geometry; (c) Real kink band (after Vogler [65]).
[135]
Rosen theoretically derived the critical collapse stress for these two microbuckling
modes, unfortunately the predicted failure stresses are two to four times higher than
those typically observed experimentally. Moreover this model does not explain the
experimentally observed formation of kink bands (with aβ rotation – Figure 3.2(b))
instead of the fiber microbuckling.
Argon [52] took a somewhat different approach. He considered thatmatrix plastic
yielding and initial fiber misalignment from processing the material were the prin-
cipal causes for kink band formation. Therefore, when the material is subjected to a
compressive load, a shear stress appears between fiber and matrix that causes failure.
Subsequent research has mostly been based on various extensions of the microbuckl-
ing models of Rosen [51] to include inelastic and misalignmet effects of Argon [52].
For instance,Hahn and Williams [55] and Fleck et al. [61] essentially combined
the results of Rosen [51] and Argon [52] to obtain a critical compressive stress. More
elaborate models were created and developed considering periodic or localized fiber
misalignments inherited from processing as well as matrix inelasticity. In the previ-
ously cited [83] review, Bai and Phoenix recommend the work performed by Budian-
sky (1983) [54], Hahn and Williams (1986) [55], Waaset al. (1990) [56], Steif (1990)
[57, 58], Ha and Nairn (1992) [59], Budiansky and Fleck (1993) [60] and Vogler and
Kyriakides (1999) [65, 66]. The referred author of the review highlights the work of
Hahn and Williams [55] andBerbinau et al. [67] which examined the microbuckling
phenomenon from the point of view of the equilibrium of a single fiber in a yielding
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matrix and undergoing bending prior to kink band formation.It was argued that a fiber
could break at the point of maximum curvature, so the composite compressive failure
strength could be related toinitial waviness, fiber volume fraction andfiber failure
stress in bending. Steif [57, 58] observed that the deflection of a bundle of slightly
misaligned fibers until breakage occurred in two planes, which brought the fibers into
a kinked configuration. Although his analysis was based in experimentally obtained
kink band widths, a reasonable connection between fiber breaking strain and composite
compressive stress was achieved.
In the referred work [57, 58], Steif also points out that the main difficulty to model
the kink band geometry is to identify the key factors of the kink band phenomenon
that at the time were not completely understood and still remain to be found. This is
exactly the problem that researchers face when examining kink bands – many mechani-
cal and geometric factors influence the threshold stress forcompressive collapse and,
considered together or separately, may trigger several possible failure modes.
On the one hand,local fiber and matrix micromechanical featuresthat determine the
critical failure stress remain yet to be explained and, mostprobably, the answer to this
problem should be in micromechanical or even nanomechanical modeling. On the other
hand, it is not enough to model the kinking of an isolated fiberor egularly deformed
fiber arrays. It is necessary to consider mutual interactionof unequally deformed fibers
in FRP laminae [56] and multi-layered FRPs.
In the particular case ofcarbon fibers it has been noted by several researchers [69]-
[76] that there is a strong tendency for these fibers to fail first in a shear mode instead of
by bending from microbuckling, which is more prevalent in glass fibers. This generates
a slant failure surface and subsequent dislocation slip [83].
Finally, Bai and Phoenix [83] summarize the conclusions drawn by Narayanan and
Schadler [77] from experimental tests on CFRP as follows:carbon fiber breaks were
reported to occur before and during kink band formation and many had slanted fail-
ure surfaces suggestingcrushing or shear failure occurs first. Thus, these authors
envisioned a new failure mechanism whereby a small, slant-aligned sequence of fiber
breaks develops in shear or crushing failures and triggers kink band formation through
excessive overloading of neighbouring fibers to the point ofbending and failure.
In conclusion, the kink band formation problem is very complex and is yet to be mod-
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eled accurately. It is the result of several failure mechanisms and it depends not only
of mechanical factors but also of geometric ones. Therefore, considering different fiber
types, the failure mechanisms that trigger the kink band formation can be significantly
different. For instance, for carbon fibers it appears that a shearmode and local fiber
crushing preceeds the kink band formation, instead of microbuckling.
• (c) Transverse fracture with α = 0◦ – Failure modeFα=0:
Under transverse tension (σ22 > 0) and in-plane shear (σ12) FRP lamina fail trans-
versely (α = 0◦). Considering the coordinate system of Figure 3.1, the normal vector
to the failure plane is:eFα=0 = (0, 1, 0).
Under moderate transverse compression (σ22 < 0, low absolute values) and high in-
-plane shear (σ12, high absolute values) it is experimentally observed that FRP lamina
also fail transversely (α = 0◦). In fact, as the reader may have noticed, the behavior in
transverse compression is very interesting: 1) there is a pronounced stress-strain non-
-linearity, as was already stated; 2) it is experimentally observed that the fracture angle
varies with the intensity of the compressive and shear loads. This second point will be
detailed in the next failure mode,Fα,0.
• (d) Transverse fracture with α , 0◦ – Failure modeFα,0:
It was also observed in experiments that increasing transverse compression results in
an increase of the fracture plane angleα. Puck et al. [78, 79, 80] stated that: 1) for
pure transverse compression testsα has the approximate value of 53◦ ± 3◦; 2) if a shear
stress is applied at the same time with a transverse compression tress,α decreases
to approximately 40◦; 3) if the shear stress is higher than the compressive stressth n
α = 0◦, as was referred in the previous failure mode. The normal vector to the fracture
plane iseFα,0 = (0, cosα, sinα).
Koerber [137] observed experimentally the referred phenomenon of the racture angle
α variation with the applied transverse compression and shear, not only for static load-
ing but also for dynamic loading. For the dynamic behavior the referred author used a
high speed camera and was able to determine the fracture angl. The camera was not
available at the time of the quasi-static tests but a great par llelism was observed so the
behavior should be very similar between the quasi-static and dynamic tests resulting
approximately in the same fracture angle for the same fiber ori ntation angle (θ). The
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variation ofα with the fiber orientation2 θ is shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Experimentally observed dynamic fracture plane angleα for different fiber orien-
tations obtained. The prediction was obtained by Catalanotti [136]. [138]
The figure clearly shows that for in-plane shear dominated failure the fracture angle is
approximately 0◦, whereas for transverse compression dominated failure thefracture
angle is approximately 53◦. Within the small range ofθ = 40− 55◦ the fracture angleα
decreases from 53◦ to 0◦. Therefore, the variation of the fracture angle can be roughly
approximated by a step function (this will be used in the numerical model to improve
computational efficiency). Figure 3.4 shows the quasi-static fractured specim ns for
different fiber orientations. It is clear that for off-axis angles of 15 and 30◦ the fracture
angleα is nearly 0◦ and that for off-axis angles of 60 and 75◦ the fracture angle is
approximately 53◦. When the off-axis angle of the specimen is 45◦ the fracture angle is
around 40◦, very similar to the dynamic test results plotted in Figure 3.3.
Maimı́ [135] states that the mechanisms involved in this failure process can be ex-
plained by the same model used by Coulomb in the XVIII centuryfo geomaterials.
The failure is promoted by the shear stresses in the failure plane and by the friction
produced by the normal stress to that plane, with the particularity that the friction co-
efficient in the direction of the fibers is different from the friction coefficient in the
direction perpendicular to the fibers.
2 Note that changing the specimen’s fiber orientation and loading it longitudinally is a practical way of chang-
ing the intensity of the transverse compressive stress relativ ly to the shear stress
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(a) Forθ = 15◦ the fracture angle isα ≈ 0◦ (b) Forθ = 30◦ the fracture angle is
α ≈ 0◦
(c) Forθ = 45◦ the fracture angle is
α ≈ 40◦
(d) Forθ = 60◦ the fracture angle is
α ≈ 53◦
(e) Forθ = 75◦ the fracture angle is
α ≈ 53◦
(f) For θ = 90◦ the fracture angle is
α ≈ 53◦
Figure 3.4: Specimens quasi-statically loaded in compression for different fiber orientations.
The fracture angleα is measured from the normal to the top face and the fracture
plane. [138]
In order to finish the explanation of the four failure modes oberved experimentally, Figure
3.5 is presented. This figure relates the plane stress stateswith the referred failure modes






























Figure 3.5: Fracture surfaces and corresponding internal variables. [135]
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3.2 Numerical Model including Damage, Shear plasticity andDelamination
The envisaged numerical model for the prediction of damage and final fracture of notched and
unnotched composite structures is based on a meso-mechanical representation of the laminate
wherea single three-dimensional continuum element is used to represent the whole thick-
ness of a ply, andcohesive elements or cohesive surfaces represent the interface between
the plies. The three-dimensional continuum elements should be able to r present ply failure
mechanisms and the cohesive elements or cohesive surface tosimulate delamination between
the plies.
3.2.1 Ply (or intralaminar) damage – modeled by Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM)
Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) is a methodology well suited for the simulation of
damage evolution and ultimate failure of composites under general loads and boundary con-
ditions for which no analytical solution is available. The quasi-three-Dimensional Continuum
Damage Model (quasi-3D CDM) used here is based on previous work [124, 125], which de-
veloped a two-Dimensional Continuum Damage Model (2D CDM) for the prediction of the
onset and evolution of intralaminar failure mechanisms andthe collapse of structures manu-
factured in FRP laminates.
In resemblance with the 2D CDM, in the quasi-3D CDM the failure mechanisms occurring in
the longitudinal and transverse directions of a ply are represented by a set of scalar damage
variables. Crack closure eff cts under load reversal are taken into account by using damage
variables that are established as a function of the sign of the components of the stress tensor.
Damage activation functions based on the LaRC04 failure crit ria are used to predict the
different failure mechanisms occurring at the ply level.
The main aspects of the quasi-3D CDM used in this work are present d in the following
points.
3.2.1.1 Introduction to damage description in the mesoscale
Physically, degradation of the material properties is the result of the initiation, growth and
coalescence of microcracks or microvoids. Within the context of continuum mechanics, one
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may model this process by introducing an internal damage variable which can be a scalar or
a tensorial quantity [91].
The easiest way of describing damage is considering just onedamage variable which affects
all the constitutive tensor terms, after the pioneering work of Kachanov [85, 86]. The use of
scalar damage models is common in constitutive modeling dueto its simplicity, although they
are not able to represent the macro-crack orientation of an evolving crack in the macroscale.
If the material is anisotropic, the number of independent damage variables that should be de-
fined in order to maintain the principal directions unchanged is equal to the number of elastic
constants of the material. Therefore, 5 damage variables have to be defined for a transversely
isotropic material, 9 for an orthotropic material and 21 fora completely anisotropic material.
This set of scalar variables which describe damage represent cracks oriented according to
the material’s preferential directions, not considering that load directions influence the crack
orientations. This assumption is well suited for compositelaminae because numerous experi-
ments show that the cracks are generated in the fibers’ transverse direction (matrix failure) or
in the longitudinal direction (fiber failure), thus all possible directions are reduced mainly to
two planes.
The most general way of relating the undamaged stiffness tensorC0mnst of a material with a
general damaged state is by an eighth order tensorMi jklmnst = (I i jklmnst − Di jklmnst) [87] (a
tensor formed by 38 variables), whereI is the identity matrix andD is the tensor formed by
scalar damage variables.
Ci jkl = (I i jklmnst − Di jklmnst)C0mnst (3.1)
In order to reduce it to the formerly referred 21 independentparameters (for a completely
anysotropic material) it is necessary to respect the compatibility condition and to consider the
existence of a scalar function which respects the thermodynamic potential. Nevertheless, due
to the great complexity and to the impossibility of determining the parameters for the eighth
order tensor, these tensors are not used.
Simo and Ju[91] presented a review of some basic concepts of continuum da age mechanics
that simplify the treatment of the constitutive damaged tensor, reducing it to a fourth order
tensor (or less). Some hypothesis are formulated in order tor late kinematically the damaged
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state with an effective space of the undamaged material (a fictitious space within the material
that is considered to be equivalent to the physical space by the application of an hypothesis).
In the effective space, the stresses ( ˜σ) and strains (˜ε) follow the initial elastic constitutive law,
σ̃ = C0 : ε̃. In the physical space, the nominal stresses (σ) and strains (ε) are obtained by
defining a relation between them and the effective stresses and strains. There areth e main
principles that can be followed to define those relations: principle of strain equivalence;
principle of stress equivalence and principle of energy equivalence. These principles are
illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Hypothesis of (a) strain equivalence, (b) stress equivalence and (c) energy equivalence
between the damaged physical space and the undamaged effectiv space. [135]
• (a) Strain equivalence principle:
The strain associated with a damaged state under the appliedstress (σ) is equivalent to
the strain associated with the undamaged state under the effective stress ( ˜σ). From this
it is possible to obtain the relation between the nominal stres es (σ) and the effective
ones (σ̃):
σ = (I − D) : σ̃ and σ = (I − D) : C0 : ε (3.2)
• (b) Stress equivalence principle:
The stress associated with a damaged state under the appliedstrain (ε) is equivalent
to the stress associated with the undamaged state under the effectiv strain (˜ε). From
this it is possible to obtain the relation between the nominal str ins (ε) and the effective
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ones (˜ε):
ε̃ = (I − D) : ε and σ = C0 : (I − D) : ε (3.3)
• (c) Energy equivalence principle:
Helmholtz free energy densityΨ stored in the undamaged material under an effective
strain is equivalent to the free energy density stored in thedamaged material under a
nominal strain. At the same time, the complementary free energy densityḠ stored in
the undamaged material under an effective stress is equivalent to the complementary




ε̃ : C0 : ε̃ and Ḡ =
1
2
σ̃ : C−10 : σ̃ =
1
2
σ : C−10 : σ (3.4)
Resulting in the following constitutive relation:
σ = (I − D) : C0 : (I − D)ε (3.5)
The strain equivalence principle and the stress equivalence principle lead to non-symmetric
stiffness matrices, which is thermodynamically inadmissible. However, theenergy equiva-
lence principle leads to a symmetric stiffness matrix. This is the main reason that justifies
the use of the energy equivalence principle for the numerical model presented in this thesis.
So far, it was just introduced conceptually some of the basicformulations for continuum
damage mechanics, but the actual constitutive relations were not specified. The above equi-
valence principles reduce the most general relation between th undamaged tensor and the
damaged one to a fourth order tensor (or less). In the literature there are some models available
which use fourth order tensors [90, 91, 92], but it is usual toconsider that damage can be
represented by second order symmetric tensors if it is considered that the material state can
be represented by a set of orthogonal cracks defined by the orton rmal vectors (n1, n2, n3)
that correspond to the principle directions of the second order tensor that describes damage.
For the numerical model presented in this thesis a second order tensorM = (I − D) is used
to describe damage. Therefore, the corresponding scalar damage variables (d1, d2 andd3) are
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associated with the referred orthogonal directions. The relation between the effective and the
nominal stresses can then be written as:
σ11 = (1− d1)σ̃11 ; σ22 = (1− d2)σ̃22 ; σ33 = (1− d3)σ̃33 (3.6)
The shear stresses relations should not be defined in the samew y because defining the re-
lationσi j = (I ik − Dik)σ̃k j results in a non-symmetric relation. Nevertheless, it is logic (and
usual) to assume that the stresses in thei j plane are affected by the damage variablesi and
j (with i , j). Some examples to obtain the relation between the shear stressσ12 and the
effective stress ˜σ12 that are commonly assumed are [93, 94]:
σ12 =
√




[(1 − d1) + (1− d2)] σ̃12 ;
σ12 = 2
(1− d1)(1− d2)
2− d1 − d2
σ̃12 ,
(3.7)
although none of these was used in the proposed model.3
These relations are the result of thesymmetrization of the effective stress tensor. If the energy
equivalence principle is applied, the resulting stiffness tensor is:
C = M : C0 : M (3.8)












































1− d1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1− d2 0 0 0 0
0 0 1− d3 0 0 0
0 0 0 1− d4 0 0
0 0 0 0 1− d5 0












































3 At the moment it is not important to define the relations betwen the effective and nominal shear stresses that
were actually used in the model (from which it will result therelations between the independent and dependent
damage variables) but to understand the concept that there are dependent and independent damage variables and
to understand how they appear.
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where, for instance, if it is considered one of the previously written assumptions to relate the
effectiveσ̃12 and nominalσ12 shear stresses, the corresponding termM66 = (1−d6) is defined
by the respective relation:
(1− d6) =
√




[(1 − d1) + (1− d2)] ;
(1− d6) = 2
(1− d1)(1− d2)
2− d1 − d2
,
(3.10)
according to the type of symmetrization chosen.
With this example of possible relations between the eff ctive (σ̃12) and nominal (σ12) shear
stresses it is introduced the concept of dependent damage variable (d6), where one or more
variables are defined as a function of other (independent) damage variables. This reduces the
number of damage laws that need to be defined for the model.
Having defined the second order tensorM , this general introduction to continuum damage
mechanics applied to the mesoscale is finished. For a more detailed description the reader
is advised to consult references [87]-[94]. In the next subsection, the constitutive model that
was actually used, and also the simplifications assumed in order to make the model computa-
tionally efficient, will be described.
3.2.1.2 Constitutive model
The thermodynamics of irreversible processes is a general framework that can be used to
formulate constitutive equations. It is a logical framework for incorporating observations
and experimental results and a set of rules for avoiding incompatibilities. In this author’s
opinion, it is very interesting to understand the origin of the constitutive model instead of
merely presenting it. For the reader that intends to understand howMatzenmiller et al.
obtained the damaged stiffness tensor that was the origin of the complementary free energy
used and modified by different authors (including Maimı́et al. [124, 125]), and for the reader
that wishes to understand the fundamental principles behind t e constitutive models based on
the thermodynamics of irreversible processes, a prescription of those theories is provided in
Appendix A.
In this subsection, a constitutive damage model for laminated composites that has its foun-
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dation in irreversible thermodynamics and that uses the LaRC04 failure criteria as damage
activation functions, will be presented.
To establish a constitutive law, it is possible to define a scalar function corresponding to the
complementary free energy density in the material. This functio must be positive definite and
it must be zero at the origin with respect to the free variables (the stresses) [89]. In Appendix
A the ply complementary free energy density proposed byMatzenmiller et al. [100] is
derived. This potential was obtained considering plane strs state. To obtain the potential
for a 3D stress state it is necessary to generalize this expression. For instance, Ladevèzeet
al. [101]-[105] proposed several thermodynamic potentials similar to Matzenmiller’s model.
In some of these proposals the potential was generalized to 3D stress states. For this work, it
was decided to generalize the 2D constitutive model defined i[124, 125] to atransversely
isotropic 3D constitutive model.
The assumption of transverse isotropy is clearly erroneous, as proven in the preceding chap-
ters. Nevertheless, this assumption greatly simplifies thegeneralization of the complementary
free energy potential. If transverse isotropy is assumedE3 = E2, G13 = G12, α33 = α22 and
β33 = β22. This implies transverse coupling (the 2 and 3 terms).









































+ [α11σ11+ α22 (σ22+ σ33)] ∆T +
[
β11σ11+ β22 (σ22+ σ33)
]
∆M (3.11)
where the damage variabled1 is associated to the longitudinal direction,d2 to the in-plane
transverse direction,d3 to the out-of-plane transverse direction,d4 to plane 23 of Figure 3.1,
d5 to plane 13 and finallyd6 to plane 12. β11 and β22 are the coefficients of hygroscopic
expansion in the longitudinal and transverse directions, re pectively.∆T and∆M represent
the variation of temperature and moisture content with respect to the corresponding reference
values.
4 The complementary free energy densityḠ is defined as the symmetric of the Gibbs free energy densityG:
Ḡ = −G.
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Although there were six damage variables defined for the comple entary free energy density
of equation (3.11), they will not be considered all independent. Some simplifications will be
made by considering that the stress componentsσ33, σ13 andσ23 are very small compared to
the remaining stresses. For this reason the failure modes previously described forplane stress
statesremain unchanged and the constitutive relation ofσ13 can be considered linear elastic.
Therefore, the damage variables directly associated with direction 1 and 2 are independent
(d1, d2 andd6) and the others (d3, d4, d5) are defined as:




In order to guarantee the thermodynamic irreversibility ofthe dissipative processes (damage
and plasticity), the increment of the complementary free enrgy ( ˙̄G) less the increment of the
external work applied in the solid ( ˙σ : ε) in constant deformation can not be negative:
˙̄G− σ̇ : ε ≥ 0 (3.13)
This inequality corresponds to the second principle of thermodynamics and must be respected
by any constitutive model [89]. Applying the chain rule of derivation, it is possible to express
˙̄G as a function of the stress tensor (σ) and the internal variables (d1...d6 andε
p














· ε̇p12 ≥ 0 (3.14)
In order to guarantee a positive dissipation of elastic energy, the entity within the parenthesis
has to be null. Thus, the elastic deformations can be determin d by the derivative of the




= H : σ + α∆T + β∆M (3.15)












































































































































































The closure of transverse cracks under load reversal, also known as the unilateral effect, is
taken into account by defining four damage variables associated with longitudinal and trans-
verse damage. To distinguish between the active and the passive damage variables, it is nec-




















where〈x〉 is the McCauley operator defined as〈x〉 := (x+ |x|) /2.
The present model tracks damage caused by tensile loads (d+) eparately from the damage
caused by compressive loads (−). Depending on the sign of the corresponding normal stress,
a damage mode can be either active or passive.
The model also assumes that the shear damage variable (d6) is not affected by the crack
closure effect. Shear damage results from longitudinal and transversecracks, which do not
close under shear stresses (σ12). Transverse cracks are influenced by transverse stresses (σ22)
producing the closure of cracks and a friction retention whereas longitudinal cracks produce
the same effect under longitudinal stresses (σ11) [96]. The effect of friction is neglected in the
present model.
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3.2.1.3 Damage activation functions –FN
Determining the domain of elastic response under complex str ss states is an essential com-
ponent of an accurate damage model. It is assumed that the elastic domain is enclosed by four
surfaces, o accounting for one damage mechanism: longitudinal and transverse fracture under
tension and compression. Those surfaces are formulated by the damage activation functions
based on the LaRC04 failure criteria.
The four damage activation functions,FN, associated with damage in the longitudinal
(N = 1+, 1−) and transverse (N = 2+, 2−) directions represented in Figure 3.1, are defined
as:
F1+ = φ1+ − r1+ ≤ 0 ; F1− = φ1− − r1− ≤ 0
F2+ = φ2+ − r2+ ≤ 0 ; F2− = φ2− − r2− ≤ 0
(3.18)
where the loading functionsφN (N = 1+, 1−, 2+, 2−) depend on the strain tensor and material
constants (elastic and strength properties). The elastic domain thresholds rN
(N = 1+, 1−, 2+, 2−) take an initial value of 1 when the material is undamaged, anthey
increase with damage. The elastic domain thresholds are theinternal variables that describe
damage in the present model and are related to the damage variablesdM (M = 1+, 1−, 2+, 2−,
6) by the damage evolution laws.
3.2.1.4 Elastic domain thresholds –rN
The current values of the elastic domain thresholdsrN are obtained using the loading functions













































To obtain these equations it is necessary to define the damageevolution. The evolution of the
elastic domain thresholdsrN are mathematically expressed by the Kuhn-Tucker conditions:
ṙN ≥ 0 ; FN ≤ 0 ; ṙNFN = 0 (3.20)
Without considering the viscous eff cts, the activation functions should be always non-positive.
When the activation functions are negative the material respon e is elastic. Otherwise, when a
stress state activates a failure criterion (FN = 0), it is necessary to calculate the gradient of the
respective loading function (φ̇N) in order to determine whether the elastic domain thresholds
(the internal variables) are evolving or not. If the loadingfunction gradienṫφN is non-positive
then the material is being unloaded or at least is not being loaded, and the internal variables
do not evolve. If the gradienṫφN is positive then the elastic domain thresholds evolve and the
consistency condition must be satisfied:
ḞN = φ̇N − ṙN = 0 (3.21)
Considering that the elastic domain thresholds depend exclusively on the damage variables
(according to the damage evolution laws that will be presented further) and that the loading
functions depend on the deformations, the constitutive model can be explicitly integrated
[91, 92].
In the definition of the constitutive model it is necessary todefine the evolution of the active
and inactive elastic domain thresholds. The evolution of the active elastic domains results
of the application of the consistency condition, equation (3.21), which means that it depends
on the respective damage activation functionFN. However, it is also necessary to define the
evolution of the inactive elastic domain thresholds. For the latter definition it is assumed
that the elastic domain thresholds associated with the longitudinal and transverse damage are
not coupled. Nevertheless, it is considered that the elastic domain thresholds for tension and
compression are coupled.
Transverse load
The material resistance under a transverse load is almost exclusively dependent on the ma-
trix behavior. When a transverse tensile load is applied (combined or not with shear) or a
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moderate transverse compressive load combined with a high sear stress is applied and the
respective damage activation functionF2+ becomes zero (is activated), cracks perpendicular
to the laminate plane appear (recall that the fracture angleα is zero for these loading condi-
tions). If a compressive load is applied after the appearance of these perpendicular cracks,
they close and do not affect the material response in any way: neither the respectiveelastic
domain thresholdr2− neither the damage variabled2− are affected.
However, matrix cracks with an angleα ≈ 53◦ which appear with the application of com-
pressive stresses have the same eff ct as perpendicular cracks (α = 0◦) when a tensile load
is applied after. For this reason, the evolution of the tensil elastic domain threshold (r2+) is
dependent on both damage mechanisms.
Therefore, the evolution of the transverse elastic domain thresholds is given by:
Tension: ˙r2+ = φ̇2+ and ˙r2− = 0










φ̇2− if r2+ ≤ r2−

























Under longitudinal tension the failure plane generated is perpendicular to the direction of the
fibers. If the load is reversed the damaged material is still capable of sustaining some stresses
due to the crack closure but the stiffness suffers a decrease because the ruptured fibers lose
the initial alignment and become incapable of transferringloads. Nevertheless, compressive
damage initiation is defined by the matrix degradation whichsets the fibers free, causing fiber
instability [98, 99]. It is assumed that the necessary deformations for compressive damage
initiation remain unchanged by the previously generated tensil damage.
Under longitudinal compressive loads, matrix cracks and fiber ruptures by kink band forma-
tion are produced, without a predefined damage orientation.When the loads are reversed, the
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generated compressive damage remains active and the elastic domain increases.
Therefore, the evolution of the longitudinal elastic domain thresholds is defined by:
Tension: ˙r1+ = φ̇1+ and ˙r1− = 0










φ̇1− if r1+ ≤ r1−
























3.2.1.5 Loading functions –φN
In order to completely define the damage activation functions (FN) it is necessary to define the
loading functions (φN) and the elastic domain thresholds (rN). In the previous section it was
defined the elastic domain thresholds and it was concluded that they depend on the maximum
value of the loading functions. Therefore, to completely define FN it is necessary to show
how the loading functions are calculated.
For the calculation of the various loading functions the present model uses theLaRC04 cri-
terion, as already referred. The LaRC04 criterion is an evolution of the LaRC03 criterion
in order to consider tridimensional stress states. Some damage mechanisms became more
precisely described, in particular the kink band formationphenomenon. For complete detail
about the LaRC03-04 failure criteria it is recommended to read the references [98, 99].
Note that at the moment it is important to show the four loading functions used in the nu-
merical model and the corresponding variables which are necssary to calculate them but it
will not be shown the origin of the expressions yet. Later in this work the expressions will be
explained.
Longitudinal tensile fracture – φ1+









where the effective stress tensor̃σ is computed as̃σ = H0−1 : ε. H0 is the undamaged
compliance tensor.
Longitudinal compressive fracture –φ1−
The damage activation function used to predict damage underlongitudinal compression
(σ̃11 < 0) and in-plane shear (fiber kinking) is established as a functio of the components of

























with α0 = 53◦. The components of the eff ctive stress tensor in the coordinate system associ-
ated with the rotation of the fibers are calculated as:
σ̃
(m)
22 = σ̃11 sin
2 ϕC + σ̃22 cos2 ϕC − 2 |σ̃12| sinϕC cosϕC
σ̃
(m)
12 = (σ̃22− σ̃11) sinϕC cosϕC + |σ̃12|
(
cos2ϕC − sin2 ϕC
)
(3.29)
The misalignment angle (ϕC) is determined using standard shear and longitudinal compres-











































Transverse fracture perpendicular to the mid-plane of the ply – φ2+
Transverse matrix cracks perpendicular to the mid-plane ofthe ply, i.e., withα0 = 0◦, are
created by a combination of in-plane shear stresses and transverse tensile stresses, or in-plane
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shear stresses and small transverse compressive stresses.These conditions are represented by
































if σ̃22 ≥ 0
1
SL
〈|σ̃12| + ηLσ̃22〉 if σ̃22 < 0 and |σ̃12| ≫ 0
(3.31)
whereg is the fracture toughness ratio defined as:g =
G2+
G6
. The needed fracture toughnesses
are determined experimentally (Chapter 4).
Transverse compressive fracture –φ2−
The matrix failure criterion for transverse compressive str sses consists of a quadratic inter-






































if σ̃22 < 0 (3.32)
where the effective stresses ˜τTeff andτ̃
L
eff are computed as:
τ̃Teff = 〈−σ̃22 cosα0 (sinα0 − ηT cosα0 cosθs)〉











3.2.1.6 Damage evolution laws and numerical implementation
Strain-softening constitutive models that do not take intoaccount the finite element discretiza-
tion produce results that are mesh-dependent, i.e. the solution is non-objective with respect to
the mesh refinement and the computed energy dissipated decreas s with a reduction of the ele-
ment size. An effective solution to assure objective solutions consists of using a characteristic
length of the finite elements (l∗) in the definition of the constitutive model. As schematically
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shown in Figure 3.7, the post-peak response of the material is scaled as a function of the el-
ement size to keep the computed energy dissipation independnt of the size of the element,















Figure 3.7: Scaling of constitutive model for different element sizes. [135]
The energetic regularization of the model proposed requires th fracture energies associated
with the four fracture planes shown in Figure 3.1. These fracture energies were measured in
the experimental program and are used in the damage evolution aws.











where the functionfN (rN) is selected to force the softening of the constitutive relation and it
is taken as being independent of the material. The termf (rK) represents the coupling factor
between damage laws and elastic threshold domains.
The regularization of the energy dissipated is performed byintegrating the rate of energy dissi-
pation for each failure mode. The energy dissipated in each filure mode must be independent










, M = 1+, 1−, 2+, 2−, 6 (3.35)
Using (3.34) in (3.35), it is possible to numerically integrate the resulting equation and calcu-
late the parametersAM that assure a mesh-independent solution.
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For more details about the damage laws derivation and the calculation of the necessary pa-
rameters it is advised to consult the references [124, 125, 135].
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3.2.2 Shear plasticity
3.2.2.1 Behavior of composite materials under in-plane shear stresses
At the beginning of this Chapter it was stated that for a unidirect onal lamina it is possible
to perform five uniaxial tests: tension and compression in the fibers’ direction (±σ11) and
perpendicular to that direction (±σ22), and pure shear (σ12). From these five tests it was
experimentally observed that only two of them shownon-linearity : when applyingcom-
pressive transverse loads(σ22 < 0) or shear loads(σ12 , 0). Moreover, Koerber [137,
138] showed that the dynamic and quasi-static non-linear response of CFRP is significantly
more pronounced for off-axis compression tests than for pure transverse compression tests.
Figure 3.8 summarizes the results obtained by the referred author. In this figure it is possible
to identify some curious behaviors of CFRP:
• Starting by the pure transverse compression test (“90◦ transverse compression”), it is
clear to see that although the response of the composite material is non-linear, it is this
particular stress-strain curve that is closer to a linear response;
• Observing the 75◦, 60◦ and the “45◦ off-axis compression” response it can be seen
that thenon-linearity is increasing significantly with the decrease of the fiber ori-
entation angle. Recall that for the off-axis tests there is a combination of transverse
compression and shear. The closer the fibers’ orientation angle is to the 45◦ the greater
are the shear stresses when compared to the transverse compressive ones;
• Finally, if the fibers’ orientation angle continues to decreas after passing by 45◦ the
response approaches the linear case again. This can be concluded after comparing
the “45◦ off-axis compression” test with the 30◦ and the latter with the “15◦ off-axis
compression” test.
Therefore, from Figure 3.8 it is possible to conclude that the response of an unidirectional
lamina subjected to shear loads is highly non-linear, whether for the pure transverse com-
pression there is just a small non-linearity. This fact is ofgreat interest for the numerical
modeling of composite materials because if one pretends to enhance the model’s computa-
tional efficiency there is the possibility of considering that plasticity occurs only when the
material is subjected to shear loads.
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Figure 3.8: Individual comparison of quasi-static and dynamic axial stress-strain response for off-axis
and transverse compression tests. Material: IM7/8552. [138]
3.2.2.2 Numerical model for shear plasticity
Since computational efficiency is extremely important for future commercial usage of the
model, and having the experimental support that shear loadsare more important than trans-
verse compressive loads, apl sticity model that only includes in-plane shear plasticity was
considered. Moreover, since there is no experimental data supporting that there is significant
coupling between damage and plasticity for FRP, these two phenomena were modeled with-
out interactions (uncoupled damage and plasticity). This greatly simplifies the model, once
again increasing the computational efficiency and without losing accuracy.
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The shear plasticity model here presented was proposed and described by Maimı́ [135]. Figure
3.9(a) shows a typical shear stress–shear strain response of a FRP. Observing the figure it is
possible to see that after a brief linear-elastic phase the mat rial follows a non-linear law. If
the material is unloaded after achieving the non-linear phase it does not follow the same non-
-linear path back to the origin, which prevents the use of hyperelastic models. Instead, when
unloading the path followed by the material’s response is almost linear-elastic with a stiffness
slightly lower then the one observed at the beginning of the loading case, leaving a permanent
strain (γp12 or ε
p
12, depending of the notation used). As a final statement for describing the
shear response, it is noted that the consecutive loading andunloading of FRP in shear causes
hysteresis.
(a) Typical in-plane shear stress–shear strain response.(b) Schematic of matrix micro-cracking when subject-
ing the material to shear loads
Figure 3.9: (a) Non-linear in-plane shear response and (b) physical matrix behavior after non-lin-
earity. [135]
Figure 3.9(b) provides some insight into the physical phenomena that can explain the non-
-linear behavior of FRP loaded in shear. When the material issubjected to shear loads the
maximum principle stress appears for a 45◦ angle with the fibers’ direction. Thus, in this
direction microcracks start to appear in the matrix and at the interface between fiber and
matrix. This causes the separation between matrix and fiber.Mo eover, having microcracks
in which the normal does not coincide with any of the maximum principle stresses’ direction
causes sliding between the two faces of the crack and, subseqently, friction. This friction
along with the viscoelastic behavior of the matrix explainsnot only the previously referred
permanent strain (γp12) but also the hysteresis cycles. The presence of the microcracks between
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fiber and matrix cause the stiffness to decrease (note that this type of damage is distributed
to all volume). It is therefore concluded that the combination between the damage and the
sliding processes causes energy dissipation (gp, in Figure 3.9).
The shear plasticity model proposed by Maimı́ [135] that will be presented next does not
consider the decrease in stiffness caused by the microcracking and the unloading process is
considered linear-elastic without energy dissipation by hysteresis.
Friction model for shear behavior
Maimı́ [135] used a classical plasticity model [108, 109, 110] in order to consider the per-
manent strains of the material. As was already mentioned, the only component that will be
considered to have permanent strains is the in-plane shear,γ12.
A simple way of introducing the model is by making an analogy with a rheological system.
Figure 3.10 shows the rheological model that is constitutedby anelastic systemwith stiffness
G12 (in the figure: right branch) and anelasto-frictional system(in the figure: left branch)
connected in series. The elasto-frictional model consistsof an elastic system with stiffnessH′
(in the figure: lower branch) connected in parallel with a frictional system with hardening (in
the figure: upper branch), beingσ012(γ
i
12, ε22) the yield stress. The yield stress establishes the
limit between a pure elastic or an elasto-plastic behavior.Thus, if the upper branch applied














12, ε22), the frictional model does
not deform. The constitutive relation for the elastic element of the elasto-frictional system
(lower branch) is:σ(2)12 = H
′γp12; whether for the elastic element of the elastic system is:
σ12 = G12γe12. The relation between the different stresses that act in the model is given by









Obviously, both branches of the elasto-frictional system are subjected to the same strain (γp12).
Summarizing the previous paragraph, the global system can have an elastic or elasto-plastic
behavior. To distinguish between these two behaviors it is necessary to compare the stress
applied to the upper branch (σ(1)12 = σ12 − σ
(2)
12) of the elasto-frictional model and compare it
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where the yield stressσ012(γ
i
12, ε22) depends on the applied transverse stress (σ22, or con-
sidering the constitutive lawε22) and the internal variable of plastic hardening (γi12). If one
considers the following function:
σ012(γ
i







Defining H′ = G12H and K′ = G12K one can write an equation that describes the elastic

















where the constantsµ andγ012 adjust the surface.γ
0
12 is the initial strain of the plastic process
in a pure shear test, andµ ≥ 0 takes into account the transverse strain effect. TheH andK
parameters regulate the kinematic and isotropic hardening, respectively.Appendix C shows
howγ012, µ, H andK can be determined.
The plastic strain (γp12) and isotropic hardening (γ
i
12) are internal variables of the model. The
evolution law of the isotropic hardening variable is definedas:
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The irreversible nature of the plastic process is expressedby the already mentioned5 Kuhn-
-Tucker conditions:
γ̇i12 ≥ 0 ; Fp ≤ 0 ; γ̇
i
12Fp = 0 (3.40)
The determination of the plastic strains’ evolution comes from the definition of the consis-
tency condition:Ḟp = 0.
Considering that the only scalar plastic variable isγp12 and that no permanent strains appear
in the direction 22 (εp22 = 0) implies that it is not necessary to define an evolution poten-
tial. The consistency condition is enough to define the system’ state. For more information
about this subject the reader is referred to [108, 109, 110, 135]. Additionally, to check the
thermodynamic consistency of this plastic model the readeris referred to the original work
[135].
Model’s integration and algorithm
If at a determined step time the in-plane shear strain exceeds the surface that defines the
5 When defining the damage model.
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elastic space, equation (3.38), the plastic variable has toincrease. In order to determine this
increment it is necessary to apply the consistency conditio(Ḟp = 0). At step timen+ 1 the





































































































1+ K + H
(3.43)
The integration process of the constitutive equation is summarized in the algorithm shown in
Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Computational algorithm.






























































































































































5 - Calculate the stresses
σn+1 = C : εen+1
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3.2.3 Delamination (or interlaminar damage) – modeled by cohesive elements
The bond between each layer is simulated by means of the cohesive zone approach. In this
approach, the fracture behavior (delamination) is lumped into a thin cohesive region repre-
senting the resin rich regions between layers. These resin rich regions are simulated by means
of cohesive elements placed between each layer, as shown in Figure 3.12(a). The relative
displacement of the two surfaces attached to the adjacent continuum elements that model the
layers is a measure of the opening of the delamination crack.The opening is controlled by
means of a bilinear cohesive constitutive relation, represented in Figure 3.12(b), that defines
the delamination process.
In this work the cohesive elements were used without furtherimp ovements, therefore a brief
description about this subject will be made. The complete formulation of the cohesive element


































(b) Bilinear constitutive equation
Figure 3.12: Parameters of the cohesive element formulation in an explicit FE code. [127]
The free energy per unit surface of the interface is defined as:
ψ (∆i , d) = (1− d)ψ0 (∆i) − dψ0 (δ3i 〈−∆3〉) i, j = 1, 2, 3 (3.44)
whered is the scalar isotropic damage variable,∆i are the relative displacements, andδi j is
the Kronecker delta.
The damage model has a unilateral behavior in mode I loading because negative values of
the relative displacement in this mode,∆3, have no physical sense, i.e., a crack does not







i j∆ j i, j = 1, 2, 3 (3.45)
whereD0i j = δi j K is the undamaged stiffness tensor, whereinK is the scalar parameter defining
the intact stiffness of the interface for each loading mode.




= (1− d) D0i j∆ j − dD
0
i j δ3 j 〈−∆3〉 i, j = 1, 2, 3 (3.46)
The thermodynamic consistency of the model is ensured by thepositiveness of the energy
dissipated by the damage process, i.e.,−∂ψ
∂d
ḋ ≥ 0. The relative displacement vector,∆ is
the free variable of the system andd is the internal variable that ensures the irreversibility of
the model, and whose value has to be evaluated at each time increment during the loading
process.
The delamination propagation criterion is:
Gc = GIc + (GIIc − GIc)
(
GII + GIII
GI + GII + GIII
)η
(3.47)
whereGIc andGIIc are the fracture toughnesses in mode I and II, andGI , GII andGIII are,
respectively, the energy release rates in mode I, II and III.The shear loading modes II and III
are coupled together in a single shear loading mode associated wi h the energy release rate
Gshear= GII + GIII . The constitutive loading behaviors in mode II and III are considered the
same and the fracture toughnessGIIIc is assumed to be equal toGIIc . This is a reasonable
assumption since mode III loading is expected to play a minorrole in most of the problems.
Furthermore, in a FE formulation the distinction between these two loading modes is difficult
to establish. The parameterη is found by least-square fit of the fracture toughness under
different mixed-mode ratios.



















with the parameterK expressed as
K = K2β
K2β + K1 (1− β)
(3.49)








the Euclidean norm of the relative displacements in mode II and III. ∆o3 and∆
o
shearare the onset









1 are the interface strengths for pure







relative displacements for pure mode I and shear mode, respectively.
The parameter∆o is the general relative displacement at damage onset, determined by means













































In equations (3.48) and (3.50),K1, K2 andKβ are the penalty stiffnesses, respectively, for the









Kβ = K1 (1− β) + K2β (3.53)




. The thickness of the cohesive element is represented by
hc.
The correct implementation of a constitutive behavior for the continuum elements in ABAQUSR©
[126] requires the definition of the strain increment vectorat each integration point. The cohe-
sive strains are related with the relative displacements by: ∆3 = hcε33 (mode I),∆1 = hc(2ε13)
(mode II) and∆2 = hc(2ε23) (mode III).
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Material Properties
The independent material properties required to completely d fine the cohesive model are:
• Elastic properties of the interface material,Em andυm. These can be approximated
using the ply material properties asEm ≈ E2 andυm ≈ υ23.
• Interface strengths for pure mode I and shear modes (II and III), τ03 andτ
0
1, which can
be approximated asτ03 ≈ X2+ andτ
0
1 ≈ X6.
• Interface fracture toughnesses for pure mode I and shear modes (II and III),GIc = G2+
andGIIc = G6.
• The mode interaction parameterη, found by least-square fit of the experimental values
of the fracture toughness under different mixed-mode ratios.
Therefore, except for the parameterη, the material properties required for the definition of the
cohesive model are common to the ones required to define the intra-ply damage model. The
value of the parameterη for IM7/8552,η = 1.45, was determined based on experimental data
obtained from the Mixed-Mode Bending (MMB) test [127].
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3.2.4 ABAQUSR© VUMAT with Damage, Shear plasticity and Delamination
First of all, the reason that supports the implementation ofthe previously presented numerical
model in a VUMAT subroutine (Explicit code) is quite simple to explain: Implicit codes have
significant convergence problems when using models with damage and plasticity, especially
if the structure has a complex geometry. On the contrary, with the Explicit code it is easier
to obtain convergence although creating a good model that produces reliable results can be
difficult because some parameters (like the variable mass scaling) ca be difficult to manage
by inexperienced users.
The objective of this section is to reveal the structure of the implemented VUMAT subroutine.
All the topics that support the VUMAT algorithm were previously presented, although the
damage evolution laws were not shown in detail. After reading the previous sections and
observing the structure of the main program it is simple to imple ent the numerical model.
Maimı́ [134] wrote a user guide for the developed implicit numerical model for intralaminar
damage and shear plasticity. Due to the great parallelism between the overall structure and
theory behind the implicit model and the here presented explicit model, this section will have
some points in common. For the case of the interlaminar damage (delamination), as was
previously mentioned, the here presented numerical model usescohesive elementsand was
created by Gonzálezet al. [127]. The material properties needed for these elements have
already been given, so no further presentation will be made (for further information the reader
is advised to consult the original work).
Before continuing to present the structure of the VUMAT it isimportant to add some com-
ments about the damage evolution laws and the shear plasticity model that were implemented,
resulting in specific uniaxial responses that should be discussed.
The uniaxial stress-strain responses for different modes of failure are shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Uniaxial response (a) longitudinal tension or compression, (b) transverse tension or
compression and (c) in-plane shear. [134]
Figure 3.13(a) represents the longitudinal stress-straincurve under tension or compression.
Observing this figure it is possible to see that the response is linear-elastic until the initiation
of damage, at the maximum tensile stressXT or compressive stressXC, and then the damage
evolution law that was implemented was not of exponential form as was first proposed in the
original work of Maimı́et al. [124, 125]:damage evolves according to a bi-linear softening
law. This was an update performed by the same authors because it is computationally more
effective and it is believed to produce better results. This is the reason that explains why
section 3.2.1.6 was presented very briefly: the exponentiallaws are not accurate for some
failure modes, so the original papers [124, 125] for this point in particular were not used.
Unfortunately, since the exponential laws used in this VUMAT were not created by the author
of this thesis, it was decided not to publish the bi-linear laws used because they are still
not published by their creators. Nevertheless, it is believd that these damage laws will be
presented in a next publication ofMaimı́ (et al.), so the interested reader should be alerted
for this situation.
Although the evolution damage laws could not be presented, an still referring to Figure
3.13(a), it is interesting to explain the shape of the longitudinal laws. The break point for
tension (fXTXT) is related with the moment whenfiber pull-out starts to occur which leads to
larger strains. For the compressive case, the break point (fXCXC) is related to theformation
of a kink band, although for this case this point is more difficult to determine.
Figure 3.13(b) represents the transverse stress-strain curve under tension or compression. In
this case, the softening law is linear because there is no failure mechanism (like in the longi-
tudinal case) that physically supports the need of a bi-linear (or exponential) law.
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Figure 3.13(c) represents the in-plane shear curve. The shear response is linear untilSLP, and
the elasto-plastic response is activated thereafter. Relatively to the previous presentation of
the shear plasticity model the only note that needs to be added is that in the VUMAT it was
considered that the model has isotropic hardening only, resulting in H = 0 (seeAppendix








For all responses the implemented model can perform a strength reduction due to the fact that
the corresponding fracture toughness needs to be independent of the mesh size (finite element
characteristic length,l): Gi/l, wherei = XT , YT or SL. This will be explained in the following
sub-section.
Maximum element size and strength reduction
Let’s start by considering a large finite element. As was already mentioned, the fracture
toughness is associated to the area of the element. Therefor, it is possible to write that
the value of the fracture toughness per characteristic length is constant:Gi/l. If the element
considered is large, then the area beneath the stress-strain cu ves (Figure 3.13) associated with
the corresponding fracture toughness becomes a small value. If this happens, the slope/slopes
of the softening law/laws will decrease sharply until, for a determined length, the constitutive
response will have a “snap-back”. Maimı́ [134] calculated the maximum element length that































Figure 3.14(a) illustrates a possible longitudinal tensiostrength reduction in order to guar-
antee the correct energy dissipation. Since the longitudinal softening law is bi-linear it is
possible a partial snap-back. If the first segment have snap-back, in order to obey the inequal-
ity: l ≤ 2E1 fGTGXT
X2T(1− fXT)2
, fXT is increased as in Figure 3.14(b). On the other hand, if the snap-
back occurs on the second segment the following inequality has to be respected:lX2T f
2
XT +
2GXTE1( fXT fGT + fGT − 1) ≥ 0, so fXT is decreased as shown in Figure 3.14(c).
With the explanation of the damage evolution laws implemented and with all the theoretical
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Figure 3.14: Strategies for strength reduction to guarantee a correct enrgy dissipation. [134]
introduction given in the previous sections, it is now possible to provide the main structure of
the implemented VUMAT – Figure 3.15.
It should be stressed that the implemented VUMAT is based in aplane stress formulation.
However, both shell and solid tridimensional elements can be used. In the latter case, it is
assumed that each element represents a ply and the material is assumed to be transversely
isotropic. Furthermore, as was already mentioned, it is assumed that the out of plane stress
components are too small to promote damage, i.e., the damageis activated only by the in-
-plane stress components.
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Figure 3.15:Flowchart of the VUMAT’smain program for each time increment.
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3.2.4.1 Input into ABAQUS/Explicit
Material properties
The material properties must be defined in the “jobname.inp”file using the following se-
quence of keywords:
*MATERIAL, NAME =[MAT NAME]
*USER MATERIAL, CONSTANTS=27 (29)
E1, E2, G12, υ12, α1, α2, SLP, KP,
XT , fXT, XC, fXC, YT, YC, α0, SL,
GXT, fGT, GXC, fGC, GYT, GYC, GS L, β1,





The propertiesYT andSL are in situ strengths.Appendix B was created in order to clarify
the concept ofin situ strength.
The number of material constants that need to be defined vary with the type of element: 27 for
shell elements and 29 for tridimensional solid elements. Table 3.2 shows all the material con-
stants that need to be defined and the corresponding definition. The only comment that needs
to be added is about the “Longitudinal viscous parameter” (η). This parameter is important to
aid in the convergence of Implicit analyses but it is not required for Explicit codes, therefore
this function was deactivated (the user can put any value becaus this constant is not used).
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Table 3.2: Input parameters required by the subroutine. 27 for shell elm nts and 29 for solid ele-
ments.
E1 : Longitudinal Young’s modulus.
E2 : Transverse Young’s modulus.
G12 : In-plane Shear modulus.
υ12 : Major Poisson’s ratio.
α1 : Longitudinal thermal expansion coefficient.
α2 : Transverse thermal expansion coefficient.
SLP : Shear stress that activates plastic flow. IfSLP < 0 is deactivated.
KP : Shear incremental stiffness under plastic flow:KP > 0.
XT : Longitudinal tensile strength.
fXT : Factor applied onXT . fXTXT is the longitudinal tensile strength at inflection point.
XC : Longitudinal compressive strength.
fXC : Factor applied onXC. fXCXC is the longitudinal compressive strength at inflection point.
YT : Transverse tensile strength.
YC : Transverse compressive strength.
α0 : Transverse compression fracture angle in radians (approx. 53◦).
SL : Shear strength.
GXT : Fracture toughness for longitudinal tension.
fGT : Proportion ofGXT dissipated by the first part.
GXC : Fracture toughness for longitudinal compression.
fGC : Proportion ofGXC dissipated by the first part.
GYT : Fracture toughness transverse tension, mode I.
GYC : Fracture toughness transverse compression.
GS L : Fracture toughness in-plane shear, mode II.
β1 : Longitudinal hygroscopic expansion coefficient.
β2 : Transverse hygroscopic expansion coefficient.
∆M : Variation in moisture content.
[ η : Longitudinal viscous parameter. ]
(υ23) : Transverse Poisson’s ratio.
(t) : Ply thickness.
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Initial conditions
The implemented VUMAT has a total of 18 state variables for the s ell elements and 20 for
the tridimensional solid elements – Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: State variables used by the implemented VUMAT subroutine.
STATEV(1) r1+: Longitudinal tension elastic domain threshold (fiber tensio ).
STATEV(2) r2+: Transverse tension elastic domain threshold (matrix tension).
STATEV(3) r1−: Longitudinal compression elastic domain threshold (fibercompression).
STATEV(4) r2−: Transverse compression elastic domain threshold (matrixcompression).
STATEV(5) γp12: Shear plastic strain.
STATEV(6) Shear hardening variable
STATEV(7) Damage Index: 1:Matrix; 2:Fiber; 3:Fiber+matrix.
STATEV(8) d1: Longitudinal damage variable.
STATEV(9) d2: Transverse damage variable.
STATEV(10) d6: Shear damage variable.
STATEV(11) Strength Reduction (5 digits). Each digit is an estimation of the strength
reduction:XT , XC, YC, YT andSL, respectively
STATEV(12) gf : Fiber dissipated energy (gf = g1)
STATEV(13) gm: matrix dissipated energy (gm = g2 + g6)
STATEV(14) ε11: Longitudinal strain.
STATEV(15) ε22: Transverse strain (direction 22).
STATEV(16) ε33: Transverse strain (direction 33).
STATEV(17) γ12: In-plane shear strain.
For the case ofshell elements:
STATEV(18) Element status (1: Active; 0: Deleted).
For the case ofsolid elements:
STATEV(18) γ23: Shear strain (direction 23).
STATEV(19) γ13: Shear strain (direction 13).
STATEV(20) Element status (1: Active; 0: Deleted).
Therefore, the model requires the definition of the initial vues of the state variables. For
instance, in the case of shell elements6 the “jobname.inp” file must include the following
6 If solid elements were to be use instead, the user needs to addtwo more zeros before the last state variable





ELSET, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0, 1.0
Where “ELSET” represents the group of elements for which forthe constitutive model is
defined by the VUMAT subroutine.
Thermal stresses
The constitutive model calculates the residual thermal stres es that result from the different
coefficients of thermal expansion in the longitudinal and transverse directions. To enable
the calculation of the thermal stresses, the user should define in the “jobname.inp” file the
amplitude of the thermal step as follows:
*AMPLITUDE, NAME =[AMP NAME], DEFINITION=TABULAR
0., 0., 1., 1.
The residual thermal stresses should be calculated in the initial step:
*TEMPERATURE, AMPLITUDE=[AMP NAME]
NSET,∆T
where “NSET” represents the group of nodes that belong to theelements in which the consti-
tutive model is defined by the VUMAT subroutine, and∆T is the balance between working
and reference temperatures.






The elastic and dissipated energies are stored in the internal ABAQUS variable “ENER”.
State variables
As was already mentioned, the user subroutine has 18 or 20 state variables (according to the
element type). The first four elastic domain thresholds arer1+, r2+, r1− and r2−. These are
internal variables of the damage model. Before damage onsettheir values are smaller than 1.
The variables 5 and 6 are internal variables for the plastic model,γp12 andγ
i
12, respectively.








∣, whereγi12 is the classic isotropic hardening
internal variable.
Variables 7 to 13 are for information only. Table 3.3 provides the information stored by each
of these variables. The 11th state variable indicates if some strength reduction occurred. It is a
5 digit number, each digit indicates the percentage of streng h reduction:XTXCYCYTSL. For
example, the number: 00129 indicates thatYC has been reduced less then 10%,YT between
10% and 20% andSL to a value greater then 80%.
Finally, variables 14 to 17 (in the case of shell elements) or14 to 19 (in the case of solid
elements) have the values of the strains. The 18th variable, for shell elements, and the 20th,
for solid elements, represent the element status, giving information about what elements were
deleted from the finite element mesh.
With this, the implemented VUMAT is completely described. The next section will present a
new numerical model (absolutely independent from the here dscribed VUMAT) that uses a
new Failure Criteria for 3D stress states that was created byCatalanotti [136]. This model
was created with a specific purpose that will be further explained in the next section.
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3.3 Numerical Model with an improved Failure Criteria
In the previously presented numerical model that was implemented in an ABAQUSR©
VUMAT subroutine a 2D Failure Criteria was considered. Thiswas the model used to pre-
dict the experimental results obtained in the experimentalprogram that will be presented in
Chapter 4. However, the generalization of the 2D Failure Criteria to a 3D Failure Criteria is
greatly desirable. This section presents the generalization made byCatalanotti [136] and the
subsequent implementation in an ABAQUSR© UVARM subroutine.
It was previously stated that composite materials present different behavior in transverse ten-
sion, transverse compression, longitudinal tension, longitudinal compression and shear. It was
concluded that the complete characterization of the different failure types implies the defini-
tion of at least four different failure criteria. Catalanotti [136] studied the accura y of several
failure criteria for each of the failure types considering different loading situations. The fol-
lowing sections present Catalanotti’s proposed failure crit ria for FRPs under 3D stress states.
3.3.1 Failure Criteria for 3D stress states
3.3.1.1 Matrix failure
The definition of the matrix failure criteria for a general stre s state is based on the stresses
in the fracture plane. The ideal failure criteria should be ale to accurately predict material
failure using as few mechanical properties as possible.
Figure 3.16: Components of the traction stress in the fracture plane. [136]
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For a general stress state, the failure criteria is a functioof the traction stress,tn, acting on
the fracture surface which can be expressed in the components σN, τT andτL as shown in
Figure 3.16. For composite materials it is known in advance that he fracture plane will be
parallel to the fibers direction which simplifies the definition of the plane to just one angleα.














































, the traction stress
tn applied on the fracture plane is obtained by


















σ12 cosα + σ13 sinα
σ22 cosα + σ23 sinα



















Having defined the traction stress it is straightforward to calculate the stress componentsσN,
τT andτL. The normal stress component,σN, is obtained as


















σ12 cosα + σ13 sinα
σ22 cosα + σ23 sinα

























































= σ22 cos2α + 2σ23 cosα sinα + σ33 sin2α
(3.57)
while the component in the transverse direction,τT , is given by






































= −σ22 sinα cosα − σ23 sin2α + σ23 cos2α + σ33 cosα sinα (3.58)
and finally, the component in the longitudinal direction,τL is obtained as
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= σ12 cosα + σ13 sinα (3.59)
As mentioned before, composite materials have different behavior in transverse tension and
in transverse compression. Thus, it is not enough to use justone failure criteria to describe
matrix failure. A failure criterion for matrix compression, σN < 0, and a failure criterion for
matrix tension whenσN > 0, were defined.
Before presenting the implemented failure criteria it is important to refer that the orientation
of the fracture plane is obtained by calculating the maximumvalue of the failure criterion,
i.e., the value ofα that maximizes the failure criterion corresponds to the angle of the frac-
ture plane. Catalanotti [136] based is search for the best failure criteria for each situation in
the prediction of the fracture plane angleα for special cases whereα is known. Using this
approach the referred author was able to propose a new failure criterion for matrix tension.
Failure Criterion for Matrix Compression
The adopted failure criterion for matrix compression is a modification of the Puck and
Shürmann’s criterion proposed byDávila et al. [81]. The modification was justified by
the fact that under pure transverse compression (σ22 , 0 andσi j = 0) the obtained fracture
angle for fiber reinforced plastics is equal toα0 = 53± 2◦, instead of the 45◦ obtained using
the Mohr- -Coulomb criterion that Pucket al. [78] suggested to be used for predicting the













whereSL is thein situ7 longitudinal shear strength,ST is thein situ transverse shear strength,
andηL andηT are the two slopes in theσN − τL andσN − τT , respectively, whenσN = 0 and
are defined as





















Failure Criterion for Matrix Tension












In the referred work the author proves that the new failure criterion is able to predict the
fracture plane angle for more loading cases than the previous criteria, namely:
• Forσ22 = YT andσi j = 0 the fracture plane angle isα = 0◦ and the Failure Index takes
the valueFIMT = 1, in accordance to experimental results;
• For σ33 = YT andσi j = 0 the fracture plane angle isα = 90◦ and the Failure Index
takes the valueFIMT = 1, in accordance to experimental results;
• For σ23 , SL andσi j = 0 the fracture plane angle isα = 45◦ and the Failure Index
takes the valueFIMT = 1 whenσ23 = SL, in accordance to experimental results;
• And finally, forσ12 = SL andσi j = 0 the fracture plane angle isα = 0◦ and the Failure
Index takes the valueFIMT = 1, also in accordance to experimental results.
For further details about the presented results it is recommended to read the author’s PhD
thesis [136].
3.3.1.2 Fiber Failure
Fiber Tension Failure (σ11 > 0)
The implemented failure criterion for fiber tension failurewas maintained the same as in






whereE1 is the elastic modulus in the longitudinal direction,XT is the tensile strength and
ε11 is the strain in the longitudinal direction.
Note that the influence of the transverse stress on the longitudinal strength of the fibers is
being neglected.
Fiber Compression Failure – Kinking (σ11 < 0)
At the beginning of this chapter it was already mentioned that microbuckling and fiber kink-
ing have been widely studied during the last 50 years, but despite all the efforts there is
so far no full understanding about the physics and mechanicstaking part in those phenom-
ena. Moreover, there is no agreement yet between researchers on what differentiates them, as
some authors consider kinking as a final result of microbuckling (hypothesis first suggested
by Rosen [51]) while others argue that they are two independent failure modes (hypothesis
first suggested by Argon [52]) [84].
The failure criterion presented here is based in Argon’s approach [52] and the latter develop-
ments by Dávilaet al. [81] and Pinhoet al. [82], considering failure due to kinking as an
independent mode. This approach considers that the formation of kink bands is triggered by
an initial misalignment of the fibers which promotes shear stresses on the material that, by
inducing moments, force the fibers to rotate more.
The generalization to a 3D stress state should improve significa tly the prediction of failure
by fiber kinking because it allows to calculate the kinking plane, which is not always parallel
to the 1−2 plane showed in Figure 3.17. A simple case where it was experimentally observed
that the kinking plane occurs in the 1− 3 plane instead of the 1− 2 was already shown in
Chapter 2: laminates loaded in compression which have 0◦ plies at the surface presented, for
those plies, out-of-plane microbuckling (plane 1− 3) because in constrast with the 0◦ inner
plies they don’t have supporting plies that enforce them to fail by in-plane kink bands (plane
1−2). Therefore, in a complex and general 3D stress state the kink band plane will be located
in a plane obtained by a rotation around axis 1 – Figure 3.17(a).
In Figure 3.17(a) the kinking plane is highlighted. It showsthe need to rotate the coordinate
system 1−2−3 around the axis 1 of an angleθ, obtaining the coordinate system 1(θ)−2(θ)−3(θ).
The angleθ is a function of the local defects of the material because thekinking plane is
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Figure 3.17:Coordinate systems used when fiber kinking occurs. (a) Fiberkinking plane –θ rota-
tion (coordinate system: 1(θ) − 2(θ) − 3(θ)); (b) Local kink-band formation –ϕ rotation
(coordinate system: 1(ϕ) − 2(ϕ) − 3(ϕ)); (c) Transverse fracture – fracture planeα. [136]
triggered by these defects. However, if it is considered that t e influence of the defects can
be neglectedthe angleθ can be reasonably approximated by calculating the maximum
principal stress that acts on the transverse plane 2− 3, in this wayθ is only a function of
the stresses [136]. Catalanotti explained this by stating that if σ(θ)23 , 0 this would result in a
movement perpendicular to the kinking plane contradictinghe evidence that fibers kink on





After defining the rotation angleθ it is necessary to define the stresses in the new coordinate
system. Using the stress tensor previously defined in equation (3.55), the stress tensorT(θ) in
the new coordinate system after a rotationθ becomes,
T(θ) = R(θ) · T ·R(θ)T (3.65)
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33 = σ22 sin
2 θ + 2σ23 cosθ sinθ + σ33 cos2 θ
σ
(θ)
12 = σ12 cosθ + σ13 sinθ
σ
(θ)
23 = −σ22 sinθ cosθ + σ33 cosθ sinθ + 2σ23
(




13 = σ12 sinθ + σ13 cosθ
(3.67)
After finding the fiber-kinking plane and after expressing the stresses in that planeit is nec-
essary to proceed to another rotation, this time to have the stresses in the misalignment
frame. But first it is necessary to define the angleϕ in order to calculate the stress tensor on
the 1(ϕ) − 2(ϕ) − 3(ϕ) coordinate system. The approach to calculate the misalignment angleϕ
could be the same used previously for 2D stress states (although in the 3D case new stress
components appear related to the direction 3(θ)). However, the already presented approach
simplifies too much the calculation of the angleϕ because it is obtained supposing that the
material fails under pure axial compression (σ11 = −XC andσi j = 0), thus givingϕ = ϕC for
all 2D stress states.
For calculating the angleϕ Dávila et al. [81] used a combination of Argon’s approach and
LaRC02/03 failure criterion assuming a 2D stress state. Catalanotti [136] used exactly the
same approach, so the angleϕ is defined using strictly 2D stress components although the
failure criterion for compression, which uses the angleϕ, is generalized for a full 3D stress
state. The author summarized the calculation ofϕ in the following manner:
The stresses in the local misalignment coordinate frame of Figure 3.18 are:
σ
(m)
11 = σ11 cos
2(ϕ) + σ22 sin2(ϕ) + 2 |σ12| sin(ϕ) cos(ϕ)
σ
(m)
22 = σ11 sin
2(ϕ) + σ22 cos2(ϕ) − 2 | σ12| sin(ϕ) cos(ϕ)
σ
(m)





As already referred, the simplest stress case to model is to consider that the material fails under
pure axial compression where the stresses take the valuesσ11 = −XC, σ22 = σ12 = 0, and the
misalignment angle comes defined asϕ = ϕC. Supposing this stress state and substituting the
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Figure 3.18: Stresses in the misalignment frame (2D). [136]












12,C = XC sinϕC cosϕC
(3.69)
whereϕC is the already mentioned angle at the failure when a pure axial compression is
applied.
Substituting these stresses in the LaRC02/03 failure criterion it becomes:
SL = XC
(
sinϕC cosϕC − ηL sin2 ϕC
)
(3.70)











































This was the equation previously presented in Section 3.2.1.5. Nevertheless, in order to cal-
culateϕ for a generic stress state the total misalignment angle can be thought as the sum of
an initial constant misalignment angleϕ0 (that represents the manufacture defects and im-
perfections in the material) and aγm angle that is originated by the shear loading applied
and depends on the shear constitutive law. For materials that ex ibit linear elastic behavior in
shear (as fiber reinforced polymers) the shear constitutivelaw isσ12 = G12γm. Therefore, at














for less computational cost it can be considered the small ang e approximation,γmC ≈ ϕCXCG12 .
The initial misalignment angle can then be obtained as
ϕ0 = ϕC − γmC (3.73)
Finally, in order to obtainϕ for a generic load case it is necessary to defineγm because, as
already stated8,
ϕ = ϕ0 + γm (3.74)







(σ22− σ11) sinϕ cosϕ + |σ12|
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Definingϕ by equation (3.74) and assuming small angle approximation,equation (3.75) be-
comes
γm =








Therefore, the misalignment angleϕ has been completely defined. The previous approach
was deduced for 2D stress states, so for 3D stress states the stress components used for the
calculation ofγm have to be the ones obtainedafter the θ-rotation . Thus,
8 In fact the misalignment angleϕ is calculated byϕ = sgn[σ12] (ϕ0 + γm), wheresgn[σ12] is to extract the





















After the definition of the misalignment angleϕ it is necessary to define the stress tensor in
the misalignment frame. The rotation of the angleϕ l ads to the following stress tensor,
T(ϕ) = R(ϕ) · T · R(ϕ)T (3.79)


































































































Finally, it is necessary to perform the matrix failure checkusing equations (3.60) and (3.62),
respectively to obtain the Failure Index for Matrix Compression (FIMC) and the Failure Index
for Matrix Tension (FIMT ). In order to calculate these Failure Indexes it is necessary to define
the components of the traction on the fracture plane, these components were already defined
in equations (3.57), (3.59) and (3.58), except that this time the stress components of the stress
































To assess what is the applied Failure Index it is necessary tocheck ifσ(ϕ)N is either positive or




























































































In conclusion, the Failure Index for Fiber Kinking will assume the value
FIFK = max{max [FIKC] , max [FIKT ]} (3.85)
where max [FIKC] and max [FIKT ] are the maximum values of equations (3.83) and (3.84),
respectively, as a function ofα.
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3.3.2 ABAQUSR© UVARM with Failure Criteria for 3D stress states
First of all, it should be justified the choice of implementing the 3D Failure Criteria previously
described in a UVARM subroutine. The industry, in general, and erospace industry, in partic-
ular, are very interested in tools that can be applied to solve static and dynamic problems for
large and complex structures without consuming too much time. Nowadays it is possible to
model accurately the behavior of composite materials, althoug in a large number of cases the
computation cost is extremely large because these kind of models should have the ability to
predict intralaminar damage and delamination. The VUMAT previously presented is included
in this kind of models that attempt to describe the material behavior as best as possible. On
the contrary, the UVARM subroutine is different in a way that it just defines output quantities
that are function of any element integration point variableavailable. Therefore, it is a very fast
way of applying Failure Criteria to a linear elastic model, enabling the possibility of identify-
ing “hot spots9” in the structure. This is very interesting for a vast majority of practical cases
because with this approach it is possible to identify the areas with high stress concentrations
in the structure and eventually if a more detailed analysis is needed it is possible to apply the
complete (and costly) model, eg., the VUMAT previously described.
Based on the equations outlined above, the UVARM subroutinecalculates the following pa-
rameters that can be used for post-processing:
Table 3.4: Parameters calculated by the subroutine.
UVARM(1) FIMT : Failure Index for transverse tensile failure (Matrix Tension)
UVARM(2) FIMC: Failure Index for transverse compressive failure (Matrix Compression)
UVARM(3) FIFT : Failure Index for longitudinal tensile failure (Fiber Tension)
UVARM(4) FIFK : Failure Index for longitudinal compressive failure (Fiber Kinking)
UVARM(5) αMT : Fracture angle (in degrees) for transverse tensile failure
UVARM(6) αMC: Fracture angle (in degrees) for transverse compressive failure
The following diagrams were created in order to present the implemented subroutine – Figures
3.19, 3.20 and 3.21.
9 Stress concentration points.
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Figure 3.19:Flowchart of themain program – UVARM with 3D Failure Criteria.
117
Figure 3.20:Flowchart of the function “Apply Matrix Failure Criteria ”.
118
Figure 3.21: Flowchart of the function “Apply Fiber Failure Criteria ”.
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In order to finish the presentation of the implemented UVARM it is important to show that
the user must create not only the ABAQUSR© jobname.inp file (where “jobname” can be any
suitable name) but also a file with the namejobname.mt where the material properties are
defined (the file must have the same name as the *.inp file that defines the model and must be
placed in the same directory where the ABAQUSR© input file is located).
The format of the file jobname.mt is shown in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Parameters calculated by the subroutine.
Line Column






6 E1 E2 E3 υ21 υ31 υ32
7 **
8 G12 G23 G31 XT XC YT
7 **
9 α0 SL ηL
The symbol ** means that the corresponding lines can be used to write comments. The name
of the material (line 4) must be the same as the one given in theABAQUSR© jobname.inp
file and must be written in CAPITALS. Lines 3 to 10 can be repeated for the definition of
more than one materials. The following is an example of a file with the definition of three
materials (this was the *.mt file used in Chapter 5 for analysis and validation of the UVARM
subroutine).
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The user must define consistent material properties in thejobname.inp file, and define six
user output variables following the example shown below:
As stated above, in Chapter 5 two ABAQUSR© models will be presented as examples of the
use of the UVARM subroutine in the prediction of first ply failure of a quasi-isotropic Hexcel





4.1 Material Selection and Characterization
The material selected for the present study was the IM7/8552, a unidirectional carbon fiber/
epoxy prepreg with a nominal cured ply thickness of 0.125mm.It was supplied by Hexcel as
a roll of pre-impregnated tape of epoxy matrix (8552) reinforced by continuous intermediate
modulus unidirectional fibers (IM7). This is a high performance composite material for use
in primary aerospace structures, it operates in environments up to 121◦C.
The prepreg was cut into square sheets of 350mm× 350mm and laid up in a quasi-isotropic
stacking sequence: [90/ /±45]3S (total thickness: 3mm). The material was cured in a hot-
-press according to the manufacturer’s specifications [111], with temperature stages of 110◦C
for 1h, followed by 180◦C for 2h. A pressure of 7 bar was applied during the entire cureycle.
The fiber volume fraction was measured using image processing techniques resulting in an a-
verage value of 59.1%. The coefficients of thermal expansion were measured using a dilatome-
ter and the resulting values areα11 = −5.5 × 10−6 /◦C for the longitudinal direction, and
α22 = 25.8× 10−6 /◦C for the transverse direction. The elastic properties and strengths were
measured using ASTM test standards [112, 113]. Five specimens were used for each test
performed.
The mean measured values of the ply elastic properties are shown in Table 4.1.E1 andE2
are the longitudinal and transverse Young’s modulus respectively, G12 is the shear modulus,
andυ12 is the major Poisson’s ratio. Table 4.1 also presents the standard used in each test, the
standard deviation (STDV), and the coefficient of variation (CV).
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Table 4.1: Measured ply elastic properties for IM7/8552.
Property Standard Mean value STDV CV (%)
E1 (GPa) Ref. [112] 171.42 2.38 1.39
E2 (GPa) Ref. [112] 9.08 0.09 1.03
G12 (GPa) Ref. [113] 5.29 0.13 2.53
υ12 Ref. [112] 0.32 0.02 6.18
The measured ply strengths are shown in Table 4.2.XT and YudT are the longitudinal and
transverse tensile strengths, respectively.XC andYC are the longitudinal and transverse com-
pressive strengths, respectively.SudL is the in-plane shear strength.
Table 4.2: Measured ply strengths for IM7/8552.
Property Standard Mean value (MPa) STDV (MPa) CV (%)
XT Ref. [112] 2326.2 134.1 5.8
XC Ref. [114] 1200.1 145.7 12.1
YudT Ref. [112] 62.3 5.3 8.5
YC Ref. [114] 199.8 20.5 10.2
SudL Ref. [113] 92.3 0.6 0.7
The values of the transverse tensile strength (YudT ) and of the in-plane shear strength (S
ud
L )
measured in the test specimens correspond to the strengths of unconstrained unidirectional
plies. The transverse tensile and shear strengths of constrained plies (in-situ strengths) are
higher than those of an unidirectional ply and decrease whenincreasing the ply thickness.
The in-situ strengths are calculated using models proposedby Camanhoet al. [115], which
are based on the mode I fracture toughness,G2+, and on the mode II fracture toughness,
G6. In order to clarify the concept of in-situ strength and to know how these strengths were
calculated, seeAppendix B.
To measure the components of the fracture toughness, doublecantilever beam (DCB) [116]
and 4-point bending end notched flexure (4-ENF) [117] tests were performed. The measured
components of the fracture toughness are shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Measured fracture energies for transverse fracture for IM7/8552 (kJ/m2).
Property Mean value STDV CV (%)
G2+ 0.2774 0.0246 0.88
G6 0.7879 0.0803 10.19
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Using a shear response factor ofβ = 2.98× 10−8MPa−3 and substituting the experimentally
obtained values for the fracture toughness and ply elastic properties in equations (B.1) and
(B.3), the in-situ strengths were calculated – Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Calculated in-situ strengths for IM7/8552 (MPa).
Ply configuration YT SL
Thin embedded ply 160.2 130.2
Thin outer ply 101.4 107.0
Thick ply 98.7 113.1
The shear strength in the transverse direction is calculated as:







whereα0 is the fracture angle of a ply under pure transverse compression. Forα0 = 53◦, the
shear strength in the transverse direction is calculated asST = 75.3MPa.
The continuum damage model also requires the fracture energi s per unit surface for longi-
tudinal failure,G1+ (tension) andG1− (compression).Pinho et al. [118, 119] proposed to
measure this energies using the Compact Tension (CT) and Compact Compression (CC) tests
in cross-ply laminates. Unfortunately measuring these fractu e energies is more complex than
the previously referred properties. This will be evidencedin the next point of this work. Nev-
ertheless, the CT and CC tests in cross-ply laminates were mad for the IM7/8552 material
and the results for the fracture energies per unit surface for longitudinal failure were obtained
– Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Preliminary measurements of fracture energies for longitudinal fracture,G1+ andG1−, for
IM7/8552 (kJ/m2).
Property Mean value STDV CV (%)
G1+ 118.0 6.1 7.6
G1− 82.3 2.2 2.1
It is important to highlight that these have to be consideredpreliminary results (specially
for the compression case, as will be shown in the next point) because there were encountered
similar problems to the ones reported byPinho et al. in [119], even though it was used a more
sophisticated method to measure the crack resistance curve: theDigital Image Correlation
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(DIC) using a high speed camera.
At the same time that all the experimental work was being conducted (from the manufactur-
ing process until the actual testing) the proposed numerical model was developed and im-
plemented. Since this is a small time project (approximately 6 months) by the time that all
the experimental work was done, the numerical model was ready. This way,the numerical
analysis had to use the preliminary measurements of the the fracture energies per unit
surface for longitudinal failure .
While the numerical analyses were running on FEUP’s infrastructure for grid computing, a
second batch of CT and CC tests was realized, this time using specimens with a bigger length
(the next point will explain the reasons that were believed to lead to better results). Unfortu-
nately, it took a significant amount of time to manufacture, test and (specially) to process all
the data collected from the experiments, so the new results for G1+ became available almost
at the deadline of the project, and no results forG1− were obtained.
It should be noted that the measurement ofG1+ andG1− is very important for a correct nu-
merical prediction of the material’s behavior using ply properties, and as will be demonstrated
further it is believed that they have great influence in the quality of the numerical model’s pre-
dictions. Therefore, the fact that the available measures of theG1− are still not reliable can
affect the predictions in compression.
In order to summarize all the measured properties that were exp rimentally obtained and that
are necessary for the numerical model, Table 4.6 was created.
Table 4.6: Summary of IM7/8552 ply properties measured by Camanhoet al.. [23]
Density 1590 kg/m3
Elastic Properties: E1=171.4 GPa; E2=9.08 GPa;
G12=5.29 GPa;υ12=0.32;υ23=0.487
Ply Strengths (MPa): XT=2323.5 ; XC=1200.1 ;
YT=62.3 ; YC=199.8 ; SL=92.3
Fracture Toughness (kJ/m2): G1+=118.0G1−=82.3
G2+=0.28G6=0.79
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4.2 Compact Tension (CT) and Compact Compression (CC) tests
As previously referred, the continuum damage model requires th fracture energies per unit
surface for longitudinal failure,G1+ (tension) andG1− (compression).Pinho et al. [118, 119]
proposed the CT and CC tests in cross-ply laminates to measureG1+ andG1−, respectively.
Based on these tests, a new methodology to measure the crack resistance curves associated
with fiber-dominated failure modes in polymer-matrix composites was used. This method
was proposed byCatalanotti et al. and is described in [128].
Before presenting the experimental procedure, this authorwants to express his gratitude to
Hannes Koerber (PhD student, University of Porto) for the teaching and supervision of
the manufacturing procedures of the cross-ply CC and CT specimens; and also toGiuseppe
Catalanotti (PhD student, University of Porto) and Prof.Jośe Xavier (Professor, UTAD) for
their help in mounting the equipment and for explaining the principles of their new method to
measure crack resistance curves.
The author of this thesis wants to clarify that the followingpresentation is related to a second
set of CT and CC tests, which means that the results obtained for the fracture energies per
unit surface for longitudinal failure that will be presented here were not the ones used in the
numerical model (because they were obtained shortly beforethe project deadline). As already
stated, the values ofG1+ andG1− that were used to run the numerical analyses to simulate the
OHT and OHC tests were obtained in the preliminary CT and CC tests – values shown in
Table 4.5.
Two additional notes should be taken:
• it was chosen to present only the experimental part of the CC and CT tests and it will
not be presented the new method for the calculation ofG1+ andG1− because the latter
is not a product of this thesis. For a detailed description ofthis interesting new method
it is advised to read Catalanotti’s article [128];
• the experimental procedure conducted for this work was usedand described in the re-
ferred article and therefore the next 3 points are obviouslycommon to both works (with
minor modifications).
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4.2.1 Configuration of the test specimens
The IM7/8552 pre-impregnated plies were laid-up in an [90/0]8s configuration and cured
according to Hexcel’s specifications. The resulting platesw re cut using a diamond-coated
disk to their nominal overall dimensions. The specimens were finally machined to their final
geometry, shown in Figure 4.1a) for the CT specimen and b) forthe CC specimen. Four small
square plates made of the same laminate with the dimensions of 15× 15mm2 were bonded in
the area of the holes for all the CC specimens (two square piecs per hole, in the upper and
bottom faces of the specimen). The squares were bonded with Huntsman’s Araldite 2011R©,
and were positioned in the center of the hole in a 45◦ direction (forming a lozenge), in order
to create a quasi-isotropic area around the hole preventingthe local plastification that was
verified to occur at the first set of tests (in which the preliminary results were obtained). The
holes were then drilled through the 2 square plates and the specimen. The holes for the load
introduction pins shown in the same figures (the square plates ar not represented) were cut
using tungsten carbide drills while clamping the specimensbetween two sacrificial carbon-
-epoxy plates. This procedure prevents delamination at theentrance and exit of the drill.
(a) Compact Tension (b) Compact Compression
Figure 4.1: Test specimen nominal dimensions (in mm) for the a) tensile and b) compressive fiber-
-breaking fracture toughness tests. [119]
The CT and CC tests were conducted using a servo-hydraulic MTS 312.31 test machine with
a load capacity of 250kN. The tests were performed using a 100kN load cell and at controlled
speed of 2mm/min. Figure 4.2 shows the set-up used during one CT tests. Thetest specimen
was previously sprayed with a white and black ink to generatea random and contrasted dis-
tribution of granular spots, as required by the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system. The
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average size of the granular spots was suitable with regard to the resolution necessary for the
measurement of the energy release rate.
Figure 4.2: Compact tension test specimen and Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system.
The single-camera ARAMIS digital image correlation software developed by GOM [129] was
used. This measurement system is equipped with an 8-bit Baumer Optronic FWX20 camera
(resolution of 1624×1236 pixels, pixel size of 4.4µm and sensor format of 1/ .8”) coupled
with a Schneider-Kreuznach Componar-S 50mm f/2.8 lens. For mobility and adaptability, the
camera was mounted on a tripod, which was positioned facing the testing machine. In the set-
-up, the optical system was positioned perpendicular to thesurface of the specimen mounted
into the testing machine (Figure 4.2).
A laser pointer was used to facilitate the correct alignment. The working distance (defined
between the specimen’s surface and the support of the cameras) was set in the range of 0.8m.
The lens was adjusted to be in focus with regard to the surfaceof interest, setting the lens
aperture tof /2.8 in order to minimize the depth of field. The aperture of the lens was then
closed (f /11) to improve the depth of field during testing. The shutter time was set to 1/20s,
a value appropriate for the cross-head displacement rate used during testing (2mm/min), and
the size of the camera unit cells (4.4µm). The light source was finally adjusted in order to
guarantee an even illumination of the specimen’s surface and to avoid over-exposition (i.e.,
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the saturation of pixels over the field of view).
The region of interest was set to approximately 20× mm2, which defines a conversion fac-
tor of about 0.185mm.pixel−1. In the digital image correlation method, the displacementfi ld
is measured by analyzing the geometrical deformation of theimages of the surface of inter-
est, recorded before and after loading. For this purpose, the initial (undeformed) image was
mapped by square facets (subsets), within which an independnt measurement of the displace-
ment is calculated. Therefore, the facet size, on the plane of the object, will characterize the
displacement spatial resolution. The facet step (i.e., thedistance between adjacent facets) can
also be set either for controlling the total number of measuring points over the region of inter-
est, or for enhancing the spatial resolution by slightly overlapping adjacent facets. Typically,
a larger facet size will improve the precision of the measurements but also will degrade the
spatial resolution [130]. Thus, a compromise must be found according to the application to
be handled. In this work, a facet size of 15×315pixels was chosen, attending to the size of the
region of interest, the optical system (magnification) and the quality of the granulate (average
speckle size) obtained by the spray paint. The facet step wasalso set to 15×15pixels to avoid
statistically correlated measurements. The in-plane displacements were then numerically dif-
ferentiated in order to determine the strain field needed forthe calculation of theJ-integral
using the procedure previously presented.
4.2.2 Compact tension
A typical load-displacement relation obtained in the CT tests i shown in Figure 4.3. The
load was measured using the 100kN load cell, and the displacement was measured using the
linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) connected to the hydraulic actu tor of the test
machine.
Figure 4.3 shows that the load-displacement relation is linear up to approximately 80% of the
peak load, and that crack propagation occurs in discrete jumps.
Figure 4.41 shows the R-curve measured from the FEM post-processing of the test results
method proposed byPinho et al. [119] and were obtained by post-processing the displace-
1 The legend of the vertical axis has an error in the original paper [128]:Gc units are kJ/m2 instead of J/m2.
Figures 4.5 and 4.7 contain the same mistake.
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Figure 4.3: Load-displacement in a CT test specimen.
ment and strain fields measured by the DIC system.

























Figure 4.4: R-curves extracted from a CT specimen using FEM and DIC. [128]
Figure 4.4 shows a good correlation between the FEM and DIC data reduction methods.
This means that the fracture process zone that bridges the crack has a minor effect on the
displacement and strain fields in the regions where the Finite Element model computes the
J-integral.
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Figure 4.5 shows the R-curves obtained from the three CT tests. Figure 4.5 also shows the
mean value of the fracture process zone, 3.4mm, and the mean value of the initial frac-
ture toughness and the steady-state crack propagation fracture toughness,97.8kJ/m2 and
133.3kJ/m2 respectively. These values are slightly lower than the meanvalues of the frac-
ture toughness for initiation and steady-state propagation, 113.8kJ/m2 and 146.7kJ/m2 respec-
tively, measured by Pinho [131] for the same material system.
























Figure 4.5: R-curves extracted from all CT specimens using DIC, and corresponding mean R-curve.
Each symbol corresponds to one CT test. [128]
4.2.3 Compact compression
A typical load-displacement relation obtained from a CC test is hown in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.7 shows the R-curve measured from the FEM post-processing of the test results
obtained by the method proposed by Pinhoet al. [119] and the R-curve obtained using the
DIC data reduction procedure proposed in [128].
Figure 4.7 shows that the FEM-based solution yields unrealistically high values of the fracture
toughness during the propagation of fiber kink bands. For 15mm of kink-band propagation
the fracture toughness computed using the FEM is approximately twice that calculated using
the DIC system. The reason for this fact is that the FEM-basedcalculation of theJ-integral
does not account for the contact and load transfer across theband of the kinked fibers. These
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Figure 4.6: Load-displacement in a CC test specimen. [128]
effects clearly affect the displacement and strain fields along the contours of the J-integral
computed using FEM. On the other hand, the DIC-based method uses the actual displacement
and strain fields on the surface of the specimen, thus providing a more accurate R-curve.
However, the contact stresses that are transferred along the kink band still pollute the data
obtained using DIC because they introduce one additional term on the left hand side of the
J-integral equation (for further detail, consult [128]).
Delamination associated with the propagation of the kink band from the initial notch was also
observed in the CC tests. The presence of delaminationrenders this test method unsuit-
able to measure the R-curve in compressionbecause there is another energy dissipating
mechanism apart from those related to the kink band itself. In addition, the presence of de-
lamination invalidates the assumptions of a two-dimensional crack, and of constant strain
through the thickness of the laminate (assumption used in the J-integral equation). Delam-
ination was also the reason why the DIC-based method could not etect the tip of the kink
band for 2mm≤ ∆a ≤ 11mm. The out-of-plane displacement of the delaminated plies renders
the experimental determination of the displacement and strain fields impossible with just one
camera. The delamination propagation stopped after 11mm ofkink-band propagation, and
the identification of its extremity was again possible.
In conclusion, the previously described test method seems to be well suited for determining
theG1+ property by a Compact Tension (CT) test but is inadequate formeasuring theG1−
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No test data available
Figure 4.7: R-curves extracted from a CC specimen using FEM and DIC. [128]
property by performing a Compact Compression (CC) test. Theup-to-date value ofG1+ to
be considered in the next analyses is 133kJ/m2 instead of the 118kJ/m2 used. However, the
value ofG1− that was obtained in a previous CC test (that revealed localized plasticity around
the holes and that had a small stable propagation area) is notreliable and further research
is necessary to measure a more accurate fracture energy per unit surface for longitudinal
compression failure (the currently used value was 82.3kJ/m2, as was already referred in the
previous section).
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4.3 Measurement of the Laminate’s Fracture Toughness (for the BFS criterion)
The laminate’s fracture toughness is only necessary in this work for the BFS analytical
method for compressive failure prediction (presented in Chapter 2). None of the numerical
models previously presented (Chapter 3) needs laminate properties, on the contrary, only ply
properties are used.
A series of tests was performed on center-cracked compression and tension specimens to
calculate the fracture toughness,Kc andKt, respectively. The material used was the IM7/8552.
These tests are very simple to perform:
1. Two specimens were manufactured for each of the tension and compression tests. The
specimens tested in tension had the following nominal dimensions: width –W =
45.0mm, gauge section length –L = 90.0mm, thickness –t = 3.0mm, and center-crack
length – 2a = 15.0mm. The nominal dimensions of the compression specimen were:
width – W = 45.0mm, gauge section length –L = 52.0mm, thickness –t = 3.0mm,
and center- -crack length – 2a = 15.0mm;
2. After manufacturing the four specimens, they were loadeduntil failure and the speci-
mens’ failure loads were obtained.
Before presenting the calculations of the fracture toughness it is referred thatSoutis and
Fleck [132] showed that the fractured toughness of the T800/924C, with [(±45/02)3]S lay-up,
is independent of the center-crack size. Therefore, for thequasi-isotropic laminate used in the
OHC and OHT tests ([90/0/±45]3S) the fracture toughness was also considered independent
of the crack length, which decreases the number of specimensthat need to be tested (only one
length of the center-crack was tested).
The test results are listed in Table 4.7, and Figure 4.8 showsa post-failure picture of one
specimen for each test type.
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Table 4.7: Fracture toughness test results. Material: IM7/8552.







(a) Specimen for determining the fracture tough-
ness in tension,Kt.
(b) Specimen for determining the fracture tough-
ness in compression,Kc.
Figure 4.8: Post-failure pictures of the specimens used for determining the fracture toughness in
tension and in compression.
After measuring the failure stresses for each test type the fracture toughness is determined by:










whereσ∞c, t is the failure stress in tension (t) or compression (c), a is the center-crack semi-
-length andW is the laminate width.
Therefore, substituting the real dimensions of the specimens, the fracture toughness in tension
and in compression is determined – Table 4.8
























Finally, according to Soutis and Fleck [132], the energy release rate for tension (GLt ) and for
compression (GLt ) are related with the respective stress intensity factorKt andKc by:
GLt, c = λK2t, c (4.3)


















































































































Substituting the laminates properties the energy release rates become:
GLt = 61.5 kJ/m2 ; GLc = 27.5 kJ/m2 (4.6)
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4.4 Open-Hole Compression test
Compressive tests of notched composite laminates were performed to quantify the size ef-
fect and to obtain experimental data to validate the analytic l and numerical models. Quasi-
-isotropic laminates were manufactured in Hexcel IM7/8552 CFRP with a stacking sequence
of [90/0/±45]3S.
Before performing the tests in notched composites, the meanvalue of the unnotched com-
pressive strength of the laminate,XLC = 532.6MPa, was measured using five test specimens.
The corresponding mean value of the failure strain was 9940µε.
Figure 4.9: Test rig for the OHC specimen.
The notched test specimens were machined using a procedure that prevents delaminations
in the regions close to the insertion point and the exit of thedrill bit. Sacrificial frontal
and backing plates were used to clamp the specimens during the drilling process. All test
specimens were machined to class 1 hole quality and no damagewas observed in a sample of
test specimens inspected using X-rays.
Four different specimens, with hole diametersd=2, 3, 4, 5mm and with a width-to-diameter
ratio (w/d) equal to 6, were tested. A MTS servo-hydraulic machine was used following the
ASTM D 6484/D 6484M-04 standard [120] according to the test matrix shownin Table 4.9.
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Three specimens were tested for each geometry.
Table 4.9: Open-hole compression test matrix.
Specimen ref. D (mm) W (mm) W/D
OHC1 2 12 6
OHC1a 3 18 6
OHC2 4 24 6
OHC2a 5 30 6
One of the OHC1 specimens was instrumented with two strain gages in the positions schemat-









Figure 4.10: Strain gages positioning on the OHC specimen.
The remote failure stress is defined using the failure load measured in the tests (P̄) and the






failure stresses obtained for the different geometries are summarized in Table 4.10.
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Table 4.10:Results of open-hole compression tests.
Hole diameter (mm) σ∞(MPa) STDV (MPa) CV(%)
2 383.1 18.3 4.8
3 372.9 4.6 1.2
4 365.2 4.8 1.3
5 353.7 2.4 0.7
Figure 4.11 shows the measured relation between the remote stress and the specimen strain
measured using the strain gage. The observation of this figure leads to the conclusion that the
material has a linear-elastic constitutive behavior.

















Figure 4.11: Stress-strain curve for the OHC1 specimen.
Figure 4.12 presents the mean values of the failure stressesfor the different specimen sizes
tested.
From Table 4.10 and Figure 4.12 it is concluded that this lamin te with an open-hole presents
a hole size effect when subjected to compression, although the decrease instrength is not
as significant as the observed in the OHT case. The OHC specimens’ strength decreased
approximately 7.7% when the in-plane dimensions were scaled by a factor of 2.5.
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Figure 4.12: Hole size effect in OHC specimens.
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYTICAL & NUMERICAL MODELS’ ANALYSIS &
VALIDATION
In this Chapter it will be made an analysis to the accuracy of the previously presented ana-
lytical and numerical methods in predicting the tensile andcompressive strength of advanced
CFRP for the two most important quasi-static tests performed by aerospace companies: Open-
-Hole Tension and Compression.
In the first section it will be made a comparison between the different Analytical methods
that were described earlier and the experimental results. The second section will start by
presenting the validation process of the Numerical model imple ented in an ABAQUSR©
VUMAT subroutine, and subsequently it will present the comparison between the numerical
results obtained and the same experimental data consideredin the first section.
A third section was added showing the results obtained when applying the 3D Failure Criteria
to a linear elastic lamina with an open-hole. Two examples (OHT and OHC) were considered
in order to illustrate the practical interest of using the ABAQUSR© UVARM subroutine.
5.1 Analytical methods
The analytical methods previously described in Chapter 2 and Section 2.2 were applied to
predict theOpen-Hole Tensile and Compressive strength(the models should be able to
predict size effects). The first section of Chapter 2 listed a large amount of experimental
results with particular emphasis to OHT and OHC tests. Any ofthe referred experimental data
could be used to assess the accuracy of the analytical methods. It was decided to use the “in-
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-house” experimental data collected byCamanhoet al. [23], Table 2.6, and the experimental
data obtained with the experimental work performed for thisesis and presented in Chapter
4, Table 4.10.
For simplicity, the mean average tensile and compressive strength obtained in both experi-
mental programs will be presented again:

















It was seen that Equation (2.9) provides theLEFM (Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics)pre-
diction for the notched strength of the laminate when all the in-plane dimensions are scaled.
This method is extremely simple to apply but leads to inaccurate predictions [23]. One just
needs to consider the average failure stress measured in thespecimens for a hole diameter
within the range of the available diameters (thus, for the OHT it was considered thed = 6mm,
and for the OHC thed = 3mm) and then replace the corresponding values in Equation (2.9).
However, due to the fact that this method produces inaccurate predictions and since it were
considered several (more advanced) analytical methods this method was not plotted in the
figures that summarize all the predictions.
Then, let’s start by considering theInherent Flaw Model (IFM) or Waddoups model. Equa-
tion (2.13) provides the inherent flaw model prediction of the notched strength. If one con-
siders the specimen with a 6mm hole diameter for predicting the remaining failure stresses of
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the OHT test, and the specimen with a 3mm hole diameter for theOHC test, it is possible to
calculate the length of the inherent flaw for each of these cass. Using the respective mea-
sured mean failure stresses in Equation (2.13), the length of t e inherent flaw is calculated
asa = 1.28mm for the OHT, anda = 1.56mm for the OHC. Therefore, after determining
the parametera and knowing the unnotched tensile and compressive strengthof the laminate,
XLT = 845.1MPa and X
L
C = 532.7MPa, it is possible to predict the failure stresses for the
remaining hole diameters for both tests by applying once again Equation (2.13).
ThePoint-Stress Model(PSM) prediction of the size effect is performed using equation (2.5).
This method was applied with two different approaches. In one approach it is considered that
the ultimate failure occurs when the stress at a given distance from the hole boundary,rot or
roc, reaches the unnotched strength of the laminate,XLT = 845.1MPa andX
L
C = 532.7MPa.
In the other approach the point stress model uses the ply stresses and strengths, so that it is
not necessary to measure the strength for every different laminate. Thus, two characteristic
distances are obtained with the first approach by using the measur d mean failure stress in the
respective tension and compression specimens (tension:d = 6mm; compression:d = 3mm),
and other two characteristic distances come from the same analysis but this time considering
the ply mean failure stress (PSM applied to the 0◦ plies). Using the laminates properties
(PSM – laminate), the characteristic distances calculatedw rerot = 0.84mm (tension case)
androt = 0.98mm (compression case). Considering the 0◦ ply properties (PSM – 0◦ plies) the
characteristic distances obtained wererot = 0.75mm androc = 1.45mm. These values of the
characteristic distances are used to predict the strength of the ther specimens.
Finally, it was used theBudiansky-Fleck-Soutis(BFS) compressive criterion. This is a more
advanced analytical method that wasspecifically developed for OHC tests. Nevertheless,
the method was applied to the OHT test in order to evaluate what kind of performance should
be expected for the BFS criterion when applied to this test1. Sutcliffe et al. [139] created
an interesting PC software design tool to quickly predict the failure strength of FRP for some
predefined geometries:Composite Compressive Strength Modeller(CCSM). This software
was used2 exclusively to determine the OHC and OHT compressive and tensile strength,
respectively.
1 Again, it is referred that this method was developedonly for the compressive case!
2 The author of this thesis wishes to express his gratitude towards Prof. Sutcliffe for sharing the CCSM
computer software.
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Next section shows the predictions of the normalized strengh as a function of the hole diame-
ter obtained using the different models.
5.1.2 OHT analytical predictions
Table 5.2 and Figure 5.1 summarize the results obtained for the OHT test.

























OHT11 555.7 639.7 15.1 645.7 16.2 627.8 13.0 616.5 10.9
OHT10 480.6 505.7 5.2 501.2 4.3 505.8 5.2 560.5 16.6
OHT3 438.7 438.7 0.0 438.7 0.0 438.7 0.0 510.7 16.4
OHT6 375.7 400.7 6.7 398.1 6.0 398.3 6.0 470.9 25.3
OHT9 373.7 376.6 0.8 380.2 1.7 371.8 -0.5 440.2 17.8





















Laminate unnotched strength, X
T
L
Figure 5.1: Analytical predictions of size effects in CFRP plates with an open-hole loaded in tension.
w/d = 6.
It can be observed that theBFS criterion clearly is not suited for OHT strength prediction.
This was expected due to the fact that this model was developed exclusively for the com-
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pression case. The error obtained in the prediction for the specimen with the smallest hole
diameter was 10.9% and for the largest one was 17.8%. The maximum error calculated was
25.3% (d = 8mm). Obviously these results are completely unacceptable.
Apart from the BFS criterion, the remaining two methods (thePSM andLEFM-IFM ) can
predict with reasonable accuracythe size effect law of notched composite laminates in ten-
sion. The point stress and inherent flaw models are particularly accurate for specimens with
hole diameters close to the diameter used to calculate the chara teristic distance (PSM) and
the length of the inherent flaw. For specimens with small holediameters, the predictions lose
accuracy. Therefore, to accurately predict the notched streng h of laminates these models
require the calculation of the characteristic distance andle gth of inherent flaw for differ-
ent geometries, and the definition of an extrapolation procedure to define the values of these
parameters for other geometries. It should also be noted that the basic equation used in the
inherent flaw model, equation (2.13), is only valid when finite width effects are negligible,
which is the case of the specimens tested. For smaller ratiosbetween the specimen width and
hole diameter, the inherent flaw model should be modified.
Analyzing the twoPSM model variations, it is concluded that the application of the point
stress method to the 0◦ plies does not lead to an accuracy loss. This is interesting because
it permits the usage of PSM without the need of measuring the tensile strength for every
laminate. Nevertheless, it should be noted that this is onlyva id for laminates in which the
fiber fracture of the 0◦ plies leads to the laminate failure. If other failure modes contribute to
the global laminate failure (for instance, delamination) the method loses accuracy.
TheMaximum Stress Criterion for longitudinal tensile failure is unable to predict size ef-
fects and always underpredicts the strength of notched laminates. For a hole diameter of 2
mm, the application of the maximum stress criterion resultsin an error of -49.1%. The error
associated with the strength of materials approach is even larger when using a failure criterion
for transverse (matrix) cracking, which occurs before fiberfracture, or failure criteria that are
unable to distinguish fiber and matrix failure modes [23].
5.1.3 OHC analytical predictions
For the OHC case, the predictions are presented in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.2.
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OHC1 383.1 421.5 10.0 407.9 6.5 414.7 8.2 392.6 2.5
OHC1a 372.9 372.9 0.0 372.9 0.0 372.9 0.0 376.7 1.0
OHC2 365.2 337.6 -14.1 343.1 -6.1 340.5 -6.8 360.9 -1.2
OHC2a 353.7 311.6 -11.9 318.4 -10.0 315.4 -10.8 345.7 -2.3























Laminate unnotched strength, X
T
L
Figure 5.2: Analytical predictions of size effects in CFRP plates with an open-hole loaded in com-
pression.w/d = 6.
TheBFScompressive failure criterion prediction is impressive. The maximum error obtained
was 2.5% for the smallest specimen. When this model was presented, it was mentioned that
it gives an accurate prediction of the failure load for0◦ dominated laminates, like the one
used in the experimental work. If the laminates are composedmanly of off-axis plies, since
the damage at the edge of the hole is more diffuse in nature, the model loses accuracy. So,
although the BFS model is not a general method of predicting the FRPs’ compressive strength,
it is well suited for various laminates.
Figure 5.2 also shows that thePSM and LEFM-IFM originate quite similar predictions,
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similarly to what was observed for the tension case. These models can predict with reasonable
accuracythe compressive strength. It is noted that the PSM applied tothe 0◦ plies produces
better results than the PSM applied to the laminate and even than the IFM model. This fact
supports the accuracy observed in the the BFS model because it highl ghts the importance of
the 0◦ fibers’ fracture in the whole laminate failure.
Once again, theMaximum Stress Criterion revealed unable to accurately predict the strength
of notched laminates.
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5.2 ABAQUSR© VUMAT numerical model
After implementing the numerical model with damage, shear pl sticity and delamination in
an ABAQUSR© VUMAT subroutine, the validation process was initiated. Next section will
briefly present that process and the subsequent section willshow the subroutine’s results for
the prediction of the laminate’s strength.
5.2.1 Validation
The complete validation procedure of a complex numerical model is a long process. The
following is a preliminary procedure and not a complete demonstration of the subroutine’s
capabilities for all kinds of geometries and loads. Nevertheless, the successful accomplish-
ment of these preliminary tests is imperative. The test consisted in running the subroutine in
order to obtain theuniaxial responsefor a single element model subjected to:
• Longitudinal Tension and Compression;
• Transverse Tension and Compression;
• In-plane Shear.
Figure 3.13 (Chapter 3) showed the expected results that oneshould obtain when using the
VUMAT for each loading case. Figure 5.3 presents the longitudinal stress-stain curve for (a)
compression and (b) tension. The response is linear-elastic until damage evolves according to
a bi-linear law, exactly as the theoretical curve of Figure 3.13(a).
(a) Longitudinal compression (b) Longitudinal tension
Figure 5.3: Uniaxial response of a single shell element: longitudinal direction.
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Figure 5.4 shows the transverse stress-strain curve under (a) compression and (b) tension.
Observing these figures it is possible to conclude that the soft ning law for transverse matrix
failure has the correct shape: linear (as was previously present d by Figure 3.13(b) in Chapter
3).
(a) Transverse compression (b) Transverse tension
Figure 5.4: Uniaxial response of a single shell element: transverse direction.
Finally, the in-plane shear curve obtained with the implemented VUMAT is shown in Figure
5.5. As expected, the response is linear untilSLP, where elasto-plastic response is activated,
and then (after the ply strength is exceeded) damage evolvesaccording to a linear softening
law. The slope of the softening law is determined to dissipate the correct energy, i.e. the
area under the stress-strain curve is the corresponding fracture toughness divided by the finite
element characteristic length:GC/l. [134]
Figure 5.5: Uniaxial response of a single shell element: shear direction.
The VUMAT subroutine is available forshell elementsand for 3D elements, therefore it
was performed the validation for both types of elements: S4R(4 noded shell element with
reduced integration) and C3D8R (8 noded continuum element with reduced integration). It
were already shown the results for the shell element in Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. The results
obtained for the 3D element were the same, so there is no need to r peat the figures.
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A final note concerning the results of the validation processshould be added. The second
slope of the longitudinal response is almost horizontal – Figure 5.3. The reason for this is
explained by the values of the material properties that werechosen. The value that was chosen
for the start point of the second linear curve was very small (just 10% of the longitudinal
tension strength,XT) which is a very low value. On the other hand, the fracture toughness in
longitudinal direction used was deliberately high, which implies that the second slope of the
linear curve has to be very small in order to guarantee the corr t energy dissipation (that has
to be independent from the size of the element). This was a wayof ssuring that the bi-linear
law was clearly visible.
5.2.2 Pre-processing the ABAQUSR© models of the OHT & OHC specimens
To avoid further enlargement of this thesis, specific details of the pre-processing process will
not be addressed. Two models were created for each specimen geometry:
1. Non-Structured mesh: this model uses one3D solid element per ply thicknessthat
simulate intralaminar damage and plasticity using the VUMAT subroutine previously
described, and3D cohesive elements within each plysimulating the resin rich part
that separates each ply (these elements were 0.01mm thick).The cohesive elements
were formulated byGonzalez et al. [127]. It is called a “non-structured mesh” due
to the fact that the elements are not oriented according to the fibers’ direction, which
means that the elements have all the same orientation;
2. Structured mesh: this model uses the same 3D element and subroutine for intralam-
inar simulation but acohesive surfacewas used instead of 3D cohesive elements. An
ABAQUSR© 6.8.3 default cohesive surface was chosen. The usage of a cohesive sur-
face enables the possibility of orienting the 3D solid elements according to the fibers
orientation. On one hand this is expected to improve the numerical predictions, on the
other hand creating a structured mesh has the disadvantage of consuming much more
time3 (specially if one does not use a powerful pre-processor). ABAQUS’ necessary pa-
rameters for the ABAQUS cohesive surface that were used are:‘El gibility=Original
Contacts’ to restrict cohesive behavior to only those nodes of the slave surface that are
3 The author wants to acknowledge Dr. Claudio Lopes for his huge support in the creation of the structured
mesh.
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in contact with the master surface at the start of a step; ‘Type=Uncoupled’ to uncou-
ple the traction-separation behavior which means that pureno mal separation by itself
does not give rise to cohesive forces in the shear directions, a d that pure shear slip
with zero normal separation does not give rise to any cohesive forces in the normal
direction. The properties considered were [140]:Knn = Kss= Ktt = 1e6. The Damage
Initiation criterion considered was based on the maximum noi al stress criterion for
cohesive elements (properties used [140]: 62.3MPa for the Maximum nominal stress
in the normal-only mode; 92.3MPa for the Maximum nominal stre s in the first shear
direction; and 92.3MPa for the Maximum nominal stress in thesecond shear direc-
tion). The Damage Evolution was defined using fracture energies, a linear softening
law and the fracture energy was specified as a function of the mode mix by means of
the Benzeggagh-Kenane mixed mode fracture criterion (properties used are listed in
Chapter 4: 0.28 kJ/m2 for the Normal mode fracture energy; 0.79 kJ/m2 for the Shear
mode fracture energy for failure in the first shear direction; and 0.79 kJ/m2 for the Shear
mode fracture energy for failure in the first shear direction).
Figure 5.6 shows the non-structured mesh and geometry of oneof th open-hole specimens
that was used.
(a) Entire specimen (one 3D cohesive element is high-
lighted).
(b) Close-up of the highlighted cohesive element.
Figure 5.6: ABAQUS open-hole model: Non-Structured mesh.
In order to illustrate the concept of structured mesh the following figures are presented:
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(a) Entire specimen (In the picture: the upper layer cor-
responds to a 45◦ ply).
(b) Detail showing the 1st four plies.
(c) Close-up of the detail. From top to bottom: 90◦, ◦ and±45◦.
Figure 5.7: ABAQUS open-hole model: Structured mesh.
The remaining details of the pre-processing will be omitted. As a final note, it is referred
that the specimen was loaded defining the velocity at one of the ends, and it was clamped at
the other end. A smooth first step for the velocity was considere in order to avoid dynamic
loading (recall that the model was applied in an Explicit code).
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5.2.3 OHT test: VUMAT’s numerical predictions
Table 5.4 and Figure 5.8 summarize the results obtained for the prediction of the tensile
strength of the OHT test.













OHT11 555.7 560.7 0.9 566.1 1.0
OHT10 480.6 491.5 2.3 473.2 -1.5
OHT3 438.7 433.9 -1.1 432.2 -1.5
OHT6 375.7 416.5 10.9 399.1 6.2
OHT9 373.7 395.6 5.9 388.6 4.0






















Figure 5.8: Numerical predictions of size eff cts in CFRP plates with an open-hole loaded in tension.
w/d = 6.
It is observed that the numerical model can accurately predict the tensile strength of all the
OHT specimens for both types of meshes, except for the OHT6 (d = 8mm) which has a sharp
drop. This could be more critical if the prediction for the OHT9 was inaccurate, which is not
the case. More importantly, the structured mesh predicts a bigger decrease for the strength of
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the OHT6 specimen, following the real experimental behavior.
These results are encouraging for two reasons:
1. The strength prediction is very accurate;
2. The usage of a time consuming and more complex mesh (Structured) did not result in
a big improvement in the accuracy because the latter was already good. These are ob-
viously good news for a possible future usage of the code in practical design problems.
The first step to assess the quality of the numerical model in OHT strength prediction is
completed. However, an exceptional model has to be able to predict not only the peak load but
also the damage onset and evolution. At this particular point the experimental program was
not useful due to the unpractical geometry of the test rig andthe consequent inaccessibility to
follow the damage progression. Nevertheless, in the next pictures it will be shown the damage
progression for the 3 types of plies present in the laminate:90◦, 0◦ and 45◦.
90◦ layer
For the 90◦ layer the damage (d2) initiates at approximately 60% of the peak load. Then, there
is damage propagation until the damage reaches values near 1at the peak load. Shortly after
the peak load the damage starts to progress from the edges dueto the free edge effect. There is
no significant difference between the results obtained with the Non-Structured and Structured
meshes, which was expectable due to the fact that at 90◦ (and 0◦) the structured mesh has the
same orientation of the non-structured one. Figure 5.9 and 5.10 show the damage evolution
for the OHT11 non-structured and structured meshes, respectively.
0◦ layer
For the 0◦ layer it is important to check two damage variables:d1 andd2. The first is obviously
needed to check for fiber rupture and fiber pull-out. The second, to check if there is matrix
cracking and fiber splitting. However, to avoid an overflow ofpictures thed2 ones will not be
presented because no significant matrix cracking and fiber splitting were found. Figure 5.11
(non-structured) and Figure 5.12 (structured) present thedamage onset and evolution in the
longitudinal direction. It is interesting to observe that for the case of the 0◦ plies shortly after
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the peak load is reached the laminae fails. This is in accordance with the fact that for this
laminate the role played by the 0◦ layers is extremely important.
45◦ layer
For the 45◦ plies it is necessary to check thed6 damage variable for the Non-Structured mesh
(because it is not oriented with the direction of the fibers) and d1 or d2 for the Structured
mesh. The observation of Figure 5.13 (non-structured) and Figure 5.14 (structured) leads to
the conclusion that the 45◦ layers play a smaller role in the damage propagation. For the
Structured case it is just presented thed2 variable because thed1 was not activated, meaning
that the 45◦ plies failed by matrix cracking and delamination, instead of fiber rupture (which
is expected to happen in reality).
It is curious to verify that even for the case of the 45◦ layers the difference between the results
obtained with the Structured mesh and the Non-Structured issmall.
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(a) Damage initiation at≈ 60% of the peak load.
(b) Damage at the peak load.
(c) Damage shortly after the peak load (note the free edge effect).
Figure 5.9: Non-Structured mesh:d2 Damage onset and propagation for the top 90◦ ply.
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(a) Damage initiation at≈ 60% of the peak load.
(b) Damage at the peak load.
(c) Damage shortly after the peak load (note the free edge effect).
Figure 5.10: Structured mesh:d2 Damage onset and propagation for the top 90◦ ply.
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(a) Damage initiation at≈ 60% of the peak load.
(b) Damage at the peak load.
(c) Damage shortly after the peak load.
Figure 5.11: Non-Structured mesh:d1 Damage onset and propagation for a 0◦ ply.
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(a) Damage initiation at≈ 60% of the peak load.
(b) Damage at the peak load.
(c) Damage shortly after the peak load.
Figure 5.12: Structured mesh:d1 Damage onset and propagation for a 0◦ ply.
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(a) Damage initiation at≈ 60% of the peak load.
(b) Damage at the peak load.
(c) Damage shortly after the peak load.
Figure 5.13: Non-Structured mesh:d6 Damage onset and propagation for a 45◦ ply.
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(a) No damage initiation at≈ 60% of the peak load.
(b) Damage at the peak load.
(c) Damage shortly after the peak load.
Figure 5.14: Structured mesh:d2 Damage onset and propagation for a 45◦ ply.
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5.2.4 OHC test: VUMAT’s numerical predictions
Table 5.5 and Figure 5.15 summarizes the results obtained for the prediction of the compres-
sive strength of the OHC test.













OHC1 383.1 438.6 14.5 439.3 14.7
OHC1a 372.9 434.2 16.4 430.3 15.4
OHC2 365.2 393.1 7.6 411.2 12.6
OHC2a 353.7 381.2 7.8 401.4 13.5






















Laminate unnotched strength, X
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Figure 5.15: Numerical predictions of size eff cts in CFRP plates with an open-hole loaded in com-
pression.w/d = 6.
The compressive strength predictions are less accurate than the tensile ones. For the Non-
-Structured mesh the maximum error is 16.4% for the OHC1a (d = 3mm) and the minimum
is 7.6% for the OHC2 (d = 4mm). It is interesting to observe that the numerical predictions
approach the correct solution in a consistent way, meaning that the error is around 15% for
the 2 smaller specimens and around 8% for the bigger ones. Thiis, obviously, a better trend
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than a “peak/valley” prediction.
Considering the Structured mesh the situation is quite interes ing. The predictions have an
off-set of approximately 14% compared to the experimental data. It is desirable to follow the
trend of the real results.
These results are better than what might seem at a first observation if one reminds some
important details:
1. Generally, the compressive strengths are more difficult predict because the damage
mechanisms are more complex (particularly the kink band formation in the 0◦ plies);
2. There are not many measurements of the ply’s fracture energy per unit surface for lon-
gitudinal failure in compression,G1−, because the tests developed to its measurement,
to this author’s knowledge, are not yet accurate. In Chapter4 it was stated that theG1−
used for the IM7/8552 material was 82.3kJ/m2, but this was considered an unreliable
measurement. The second “in-house” attempt to measure the sam property revealed
inconclusive. No data was found in scientific articles aboutthis subject.This way it
is believed that the primary problem in the numerical predictions should not be
related to the code itself but with the measurement of the input property G1−.
Before showing the damage initiation and propagation in each type of laminae of the laminate
it is highlighted that, once again, the usage of a Structuredm sh did not reveal a major im-
provement in the predictions. Nevertheless, it is possiblethat the Structured mesh produces
better predictions because it was obtained the same trend ofthe experimental data (with an
off-set). On the contrary, the Non-Structured mesh revealed better accuracy but not the same
trend, which probably means that, when theG1− is more accurately measured, the predictions
of the Structured mesh will be better.
Despite what was previously stated, it was not concluded if the Structured mesh should or
should not be used. On one hand, it produced marginally better r sults for the OHT case and
managed to give the same trend of the OHC experimental data, on the other hand, it takes




In the compression case, the damage (d2) initiation occurs at approximately 77% of the peak
load, for the 90◦ layer (instead of the approx. 60% obtained for tension). Then, the remaining
behavior is somewhat similar to the one observed for the tension case. There is no signifi-
cant difference between the results obtained with the Non-Structured and Structured meshes,
which was expectable due to the fact that at 90◦ (and 0◦) the structured mesh has the same
orientation of the non-structured one. Figure 5.16 and 5.17show the damage evolution for
the OHC1 non-structured and structured meshes, respectively.
0◦ layer
For the 0◦ layer it is important to check two damage variables:d1 andd2. The first is obviously
needed to check for kink band formation. The second, to checkif there is matrix cracking.
No significant matrix cracking was found. Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19 present the damage
onset and evolution in the longitudinal direction. It is interesting to observe that for the case
of the 0◦ plies the damage initiates early (33% of the peak load for theNon-Structured mesh
and 37% for the Structured). Again, there is great parallelism between the Non-Structured
and Structured meshes.
45◦ layer
For the 45◦ plies it is necessary to check thed6 damage variable for the Non-Structured mesh
andd1 or d2 for the Structured mesh. The observation of Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21 leads
to the conclusion that the 45◦ layers play a more important role in damage propagation for
the compression case than the one observed for the tension case. A relevant change from the
tension test is observed for the Structured mesh, in which the d1 variable becomes active and
thed2 inactive (the opposite of what was observed in OHT). This means for the 45◦ plies it is
predicted that the latter will fail by fiber rupture (not by matrix cracking or delamination).
Nevertheless, it was again verified that even for the case of the 45◦ layers the difference
between the results obtained with the Structured mesh and the Non-Structured is small. Al-
though, it is only possible to predict the actual damage mechanism using the Structured mesh
(because it is known if it is thed1 or thed2, or both variables that are activated).
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(a) Damage initiation at≈ 77% of the peak load.
(b) Damage at the peak load.
(c) Damage shortly after the peak load.
Figure 5.16: Non-Structured mesh:d2 Damage onset and propagation for the top 90◦ ply.
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(a) Damage initiation at≈ 77% of the peak load.
(b) Damage at the peak load.
(c) Damage shortly after the peak load.
Figure 5.17: Structured mesh:d2 Damage onset and propagation for the top 90◦ ply.
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(a) Damage initiation at≈ 33% of the peak load.
(b) Damage at≈ 60% of the peak load.
(c) Damage at the peak load.
Figure 5.18: Non-Structured mesh:d1 Damage onset and propagation for a 0◦ ply.
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(a) Damage initiation at≈ 37% of the peak load.
(b) Damage at≈ 60% load.
(c) Damage at the peak load.
Figure 5.19: Structured mesh:d1 Damage onset and propagation for a 0◦ ply.
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(a) Damage initiation at≈ 60% of the peak load.
(b) Damage at the peak load.
(c) Damage shortly after the peak load.
Figure 5.20: Non-Structured mesh:d6 Damage onset and propagation for a 45◦ ply.
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(a) No damage initiation at≈ 55% of the peak load.
(b) Damage at the peak load.
(c) Damage shortly after the peak load.
Figure 5.21: Structured mesh:d1 Damage onset and propagation for a 45◦ ply.
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5.2.5 Off-axis tension test of an unidirectional laminate (45◦)
The last numerical model created to test the accuracy of the VUMAT numerical model was
an off-axis tension test of an unidirectional laminate with the fibrs oriented 45◦ relatively to
the direction of the load. The experimental work was performed byCros [141], using the
IM7/8552 material. The specimen dimensions are shown in Figure 5.22.
Figure 5.22: Off-axis specimen dimensions.θ = 45◦ andφ = 54◦. [141]
The experimental results that were obtained are quite interes ing. The first specimen tested
failed at one of the end tabs, with the failure stress of80.0MPa. The second and third
specimens that were tested failed by the middle length with fa lure stresses of103.0MPaand
101.3MPa, respectively. A post-failure examination showed that near the end tabs of the 2nd
and 3rd specimensthe adhesive that was used to bond the tabs to the specimens went
over the tab’s edge, which causeda stress relieveand consequentlyincreased the tensile
strength of the specimen (the failure surface did not occur at the end tabs). This is shown in
Figure 5.23, where it can be seen that the edges of the tabs of the specimens which failed at
the middle length are “shining” due to the adhesive excess.
The numerical model was created defining the end tabs withoutt e excessive adhesive that
relieves the stresses in that area. Therefore, the expectedprediction for the tensile strength
is 80.0MPa4. A Structured mesh was used in this numerical model. Table 5.6 provides the
numerical prediction and the error that was obtained (for the specimen without excessive
adhesive).
4 It is important to state that it is not statistically viable to use just one measurement. Nevertheless, due to the
fact that this experimental work finished in the last week conceded to write this thesis, there was not the possibility
of performing more tests. This way,the comparison between the numerical prediction and the experimental
result presented in this section has to be considered preliminary .
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Figure 5.23: Fracture surfaces of the 3 off-axis specimens tested. [141]
Table 5.6: Comparison between the Numerical and Experimental Off-axis (45◦) tensile strength re-





















45◦ fracture surface at
middle length
101.3 – –
Figure 5.24 compares the real fractured surface of the OA1 specimen with the numerical
prediction. It is concluded that the prediction is in perfect agreement.
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(a) Real fractured surface of the OA1 speci-
men.
(b) Predicted fracture surface by the
ABAQUS VUMAT model.
Figure 5.24:Comparison between the experimentally and the numericallyobtained fracture surfaces.
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5.3 ABAQUSR© UVARM numerical model
In this section it will be shown the advantage of using an UVARM subroutine in order to obtain
the “hot-spots” of a structure. The Failure Criteria implemented in the UVARM subroutine
is more advanced than the ones used by the VUMAT. Therefore, the UVARM should predict
the stress concentrations more accurately. Figure 5.25 shows t e damage initiation in an OHT
specimen and Figure 5.26 in a OHC.
(a) 90◦ outer ply’s Failure Index for Matrix Tension:
FIMT .
(b) 90◦ outer ply’s Failure Index for Fiber Tension:FIFT .
(c) 0◦ ply’s Failure Index for Matrix Tension:FIMT . (d) 0◦ ply’s Failure Index for Fiber Tension:FIFT .
(e) 45◦ ply’s Failure Index for Matrix Tension:FIMT . (f) 45◦ ply’s Failure Index for Fiber Tension:FIFT .
Figure 5.25:OHT stress concentrations.
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(a) 90◦ outer ply’s Failure Index for Matrix Compres-
sion: FIMC.
(b) 90◦ outer ply’s Failure Index for Fiber Kinking:
FIFK .
(c) 0◦ ply’s Failure Index for Matrix Tension:FIMC. (d) 0◦ ply’s Failure Index for Fiber Tension:FIFK .
(e) 45◦ ply’s Failure Index for Matrix Tension:FIMC. (f) 45◦ ply’s Failure Index for Fiber Tension:FIFK .
Figure 5.26: OHC stress concentrations.
It is observed that damage initiates for the 0◦ plies at the top right and bottom left of the
hole, and for the 45◦ plies in the top left and bottom right of the hole. This is exactly what is
expectable:
• For the+45◦ plies the damage should begin transversely to the fibers direction because
the fibers are the primary constituent that gives resistanceto the laminae.
• For the 0◦ plies, and having in mind that the adjacent layers to these plies are the 90◦ and
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the 45◦ plies, the damage should initiate in the hole edge which as the 45◦ orientation
because of the higher stresses transmitted by the 45◦ adjacent ply.
It is concluded that the application of a 3D Failure Criteriato the same OHT and OHC prob-
lems leads to more accurate damage onset predictions. Moreover, the fact that the referred
criteria was applied in an UVARM subroutine makes it extremely fast to run different analyses




In this Chapter it is intended to summarize the main conclusions of the thesis. It was not
intended to analyze in a detailed manner the numerous experimental, analytical and numerical
results, due to the fact that this part of the work is interpreted by this author as a general
conclusion. For specific details, the reader is referred to the remaining parts of the thesis.
6.1 Experimental observations
An extensive review on the experimental data was carried in this work (Chapter 2), in which
it was possible to understand that there are numerous factors (such as material’s nature, stack-
ing sequence, geometry, load, etc.) that contribute differently to the composite material’s
failure. The main failure mechanisms identified in advancedomposite materials are: fiber
pull-out (in tension; extensive sub-critical damage), fiberrittle fracture (in tension; lit-
tle sub-critical damage),kink band formation and propagation (in compression; extensive
sub-critical damage), fibercrushing (in compression; little sub-critical damage),delamina-
tion (in tension and compression; ply debonding, usually causing premature failure),matrix
cracking (in tension and compression; this failure mechanism is related to the initiation and
growth of cracks within the matrix) and fibersplitting (in tension and compression; results
from matrix cracks that propagate in the direction parallelto the fibers’ orientation causing
the separation of the fibers). These failure mechanisms combined can lead to different fail-
ure modes (also known as failure types), which usually have the designation of the principal
failure mechanism that was in their respective origin.
However, since there are many failure mechanisms and even more factors that trigger them,
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the analysis of the fracture of composite materials is complex. In a generalway, it was ob-
served that:
• Unnotched unidirectional (UD) and multidirectional (MD) specimensin tension ex-
hibited aclear volume effect, with the tensile strength decreasing when the volume
increases. However, asmall thickness effect was observed, although some combina-
tion of factors can lead to strength variations (it was observed that for certain lay-ups the
strength increases when the thickness increases, due to thefree edge effect). It was also
showed that the scaling technique (sublaminate- or ply-level scaling) may significantly
influence the size effect;
• Unnotched UD and MD specimensin compression showedsignificantly less size
effects than the specimens loaded in tension, for all scaling techniques (volume, in-
plane dimensions or thickness variation);
• OHT specimens show aclear hole size effect (in-plane dimensions size eff ct). The
thickness effect can be meaningful if a change in the failure mode occurs: usually, a
change to a delamination type of failure (this change can be explained by different fac-
tors, probably the most important is the thickness scaling technique – ply-level scaling
can cause sharp decreases in strength). Otherwise, the thickness effect is negligible.
The volume effect (as the product of in-plane dimensions and thickness) exi ts;
• OHC specimens present aclear hole size effect, although (generally) it issmaller
than the hole size effect observed for theOHT specimens. Thethickness effect is
negligible, unless for ply-level scaled specimens (as was verified withthe remaining
types of specimens). Thus, the volume effect exists but it is mainly due to the in-plane
dimensions variation (similarly to what was stated in the OHT case).
In conclusion, in-plane dimensions variation is clearly the most important type of size eff ct
for composite materials. The thickness is negligible most of the times, although it is proven
that the ply-level scaling technique (usually) affects severely the strength of the material.




It was demonstrated that the present analytical models are not sufficiently accurate for pre-
dicting advanced composite material’s strength under general g ometries, lay-ups and loading
conditions. There is an honorable exception: theBFS compressive criterion. This criterion
predicts very accurately the failure load for the OHC test,a long as the failure is dominated
by the 0◦ fibers. For the remaining cases the model is not suited.
6.3 Numerical models
Meso-mechanical numerical modelswere used and developed in this thesis. The first
model includedDamage, Shear plasticity andDelamination, and was implemented in an
ABAQUS R© VUMAT . It was proven to be well suited forpredicting the strength and the
failure modesof the open-hole specimens. Moreover, the VUMAT model is applicable (with
good accuracy) to off-axis tests, although more numerical analyses need to be perform d to
confirm this applicability.
The great advantage of the numerical model previously present d is that it is meso-mechan-
ically based, meaning that the material is being modeled at the laminae level. This avoids the
use of laminate properties, that need to be measured for eachlay-up and component size.
A final comment about the VUMAT: the accuracy of the model in predicting the OHC strength
can be improved because it is dependent of the longitudinal fracture energy in compression,
which was revealed to be difficult to measure. So far, this was the only problem encountered
in the model, being an external factor and not a formulation problem. Nevertheless, the com-
putational cost of the model is very high and this should be anissue to account for in further
improvements.
There was another numerical model developed to respond to the hig computational cost of
the VUMAT model: theUVARM . This model is based only in advanced 3D failure criteria
that are applied to each integration point. The result is a very fast analysis that defines the
stress concentrations points of the structure. This by itself can be enough to design some
components or can be the first step of the design (the second step consists of applying more




There are several aspects that can be further improved. However, there are 4 main improve-
ments that should be highlighted:
1. The discovery of a way of measuring accurately the Longitudinal Fracture Energy of
composite materials under compressive loads;
2. The formulation and implementation of full3D Damage Laws;
3. The implementation in the VUMAT of the3D Failure Criteria included in the UVARM;
4. The significant improvement of thePlasticity Model, not only in order to describe more
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Appendix A
Constitutive Modeling – Bases
A.1 Matzenmiller Model: a first definition of the complementary free energy
density for FRP
Matzenmiller et al. [100] introduced some very important concepts and relations f r cons-
titutive modeling of anisotropic damage in FRP. Two of the most important aspects of the
Matzenmiller’s model, in this author’s opinion, are:
1. thederivation of the damaged stiffness tensorC, because it preceded the definition of
the complementary free energy density that is of particularimportance to formulate the
constitutive equations based on the thermodynamics of irreve sible processes;
2. the use of the conceptassive damage.
The authors considered that the orthotropic nature of the mechanical response was maintained
at all states of damage in order to treat the lamina as a homogenized continuum in plane stress.
This assumption permits the modeling of damage by two arraysof parallel cracks that are
orthogonal to each other. This means that the orientation ofeach crack-array is given by the
direction of the fibers and their orthogonal direction – the authors called this theorthogonal
crack arrays assumption. For each crack orientation there is a damage variable associ ted,
d1 is related to the fibers direction andd2 to the transverse direction.
The orthogonal crack arrays assumption leads to the relation of the effective normal stresses
σ̃11 andσ̃22 with the respectived1 andd2 damage variables, in the classical sense of CDM.
The authors also considered that the shear stresses were associated to a damage parameterd6
that was independent from the other two (d1 andd2), which differs from the model developed
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by Maimı́ et al. [124, 125] that was presented in Chapter 3. A simple relationship between
effective stresses ( ˜σ) and nominal stresses (σ) holds:
σ̃ = Mσ (A.1)
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It should be noticed that the two parametersd1 andd2 assume different values for tension
(d1+ andd2+) and compression (d1− andd2−) in order to account for the closure of transverse
cracks under load reversal, also known as unilateral effect1 (see Chapter 3). In contrast,d6 is
independent of the sign of the shear stressσ12.
After postulating the damage operatorM the authors were able to define the damaged stiffness
C of the material. It was assumed that the constitutive law waslinear between the stresses and
strains and that the influence of damage on the elastic response may be described by the
damage variablesd. The components of the constitutive tensor were represented as functions
of the damage variablesd and the material parameters of the undamaged lamina (instead of
taking the elasticity constants themselves as unknowns, like in [90]). Therefore, in accordance
with the assumption of the orthogonal crack arrays, the constitutive tensorC(d) was derived
by physical argumentsand information of the dependencies between effective elastic pro-
perties and individual damage variables.
To obtainC the authors started defining the compliance relationshipH because this way is
easier to relate the material parameters to the mechanical response in the privileged axes. One
important aspect to refer is that this relationship was actually defined using the strain equiva-
lence principle, although it generates an inadmissible unsymmetrical constitutive tensor. The
compliance relationship for orthotropic elasticity in plane stress is recalled in terms of the
effective stresses̃σ:
1 By discriminating the damage variables by the sign of the respective stress the authors used the concept of
passive damage.
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with E1, E2, G12, υ21 andυ12 as the elasticity parameters of the undamaged lamina. Positive
definiteness ofH0 requires:υ21υ12 < 1.
From equations (A.1) and (A.2) results:ε = H0Mσ → H(d) = H0M. However, the final
form of the compliance tensor for the damaged lamina,H(d), is obtained afteradjusting2 the






































































































































































(1− d1)E1 (1− d1)(1− d2)υ21E2 0
(1− d1)(1− d2)υ12E1 (1− d2)E2 0

























with Υ = 1− (1− d1)(1− d2)υ12υ21 > 0
andH0 is positive definite.
2 This adjustment was justified exclusively with experimental observations and therefore has no mathematical
basis.
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Although it might seem to some that this model is not very elegant, it serves as basis for many
other models (including the one presented in Chapter 3) thatseem a lot more elegant and
completely mathematically based. In fact, most of the models fined in the framework of the
thermodynamics of irreversible processes start with the definition of the complementary free
energy densityG, and many of these are greatly inspired by the Matzenmiller’s constitutive



























Examples of models that use a similar complementary free energy density to this are: the
Ladevèzeet al. models [101]-[105] and the model presented in Chapter 3 [124, 5].
A.2 Thermodynamic bases for constitutive models
As already referred, thermodynamics of irreversible processes offers a good framework to
formulate constitutive models. This section intends to give some basic concepts about ther-
modynamics and its value in nonlinear solid mechanics. Whendynamical processes are being
dealt with, that involve time evolution of strain (and stress), heat generation, conduction and
dissipation to neighboring domains, an analysis of the relevant systems becomes a powerful
tool [97].
An excellent review on this subject is presented by Baker [97]. This article will be summa-
rized here (without being continuously referenced).
A.2.1 Equilibrium thermodynamics (thermostatics)
Thermodynamics, in resemblance with other type of analysis, also uses equilibrium as a start-
ing point. Equilibrium thermodynamics is a subject that is more familiar to undergraduate
students, and its application to solid mechanics is trivial.
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a) Energy
In any nonlinear dynamic system there will be a potential energy of the applied actions,V,
and kinetic energy of the dynamical system,K; everything else is internal energy,U. The
total energy of a system is written as
Π = K + V + U (A.7)
As is also of the readers knowledge, the change in total energy between two thermodynamic
states is
Π(ε2) − Π(ε1) = Q+W (A.8)
whereQ is the exchange of heat andW is the work.
It is also possible to consider the change in energy due to an infinitesimal transformation as:
dΠ = dQ+dW, where dQ and dW are contributions to elementary heat and work, respectively.
Energy is defined as a function of a set ofindependent state variables. it is then appropriate
to consider the differential increment in total energy as a chain of partial derivative terms,
each with respect to a state variable. Each of the terms must then represent a contribution (or
component) of elementary heat or work.
b) Thermodynamic potential and forces
The concepts of thermodynamic potential and thermodynamicforce are cornerstones for ap-
plying thermodynamics to damage and plasticity models (or any other type of nonlinear solid
mechanics models).Thermodynamic potentialsare quantities from which all characteristics
of the system can be deduced. An example of a thermodynamic potential is the complemen-
tary free energy defined by equation (A.6). A thermodynamic potential is defined as a function
of a set of independent state variables, of whichdamageandplastic strainare of particular
interest for this work. Associated with this set of independt state variables, there is a set
of dependent variables, calledthermodynamic forces (also known as thermodynamic pro-
perties). If one writes energy as a function of some general state variables,Π = Π̃(χ0, χ1, . . .),











are the thermodynamic forces3 associated with each independent state variableχ j .
c) Entropy
From basic thermodynamic courses it is known that the changein entropy,S, from one state
ǫ1 to another stateǫ2 is represented, in its most general form, as:








where dq is the inward normal heat flux,T is the temperature ands is the boundary coordinate.
The second law of thermodynamics recognizes that heat and work are not equivalent because
mechanical energy can be completely converted to thermal energy, but thermal energy can
only be partially converted to mechanical energy during anycyclic process. Thus, there is
dissipation in between.
As is also known, entropy is the appropriate state variable governing internal energy, associ-




dS = TdS (A.11)





In other words, temperature is the thermodynamic force associated with the state variable of
entropy.
d) Enthalpy and free energy
Here the crucial concept of free energy will be introduced. Free energy is defined by a
Legendre transformation, being the difference between internal energyU and the exchanged
heatTS:
Ψ = U − TS (A.13)




3 For example, for the complementary free energy defined by (A.6) it is possible to defineYj = ∂G∂d j as the
thermodynamic forces associated to the damage variables.
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The consequence is that temperature becomes the independent variable of the free energy,
being entropy its thermodynamic force.
In the study of solids the form of free energy defined by equation (A.13) is known asHelmholtz
free energy, and is a very important thermodynamic potential. It is wellknown that thein-
ternal energy for solids is a function of entropyS, strain ε and other independent state
variables (like damaged and plastic strainsεp): U = Ũ(S, ε, d, . . .), therefore the Helmholtz
free energy is a function of strainε, temperature and the other independent state variables:
Ψ(ε,T, d, . . .) = U(S, ε, d, . . .) − TS. Moreover, it is also known that the internal energy is







Another important definition is theGibbs free energyG(σ,T, d, . . .) because in some cases it
is more interesting to define the free energy as a function of the s resses instead of the strains:
G(σ,T, d, . . .) = σ : ε − U(S, ε, d, . . .) + TS (A.16)
It is clear from equations (A.13) and (A.16) thatΨ andG (taken per unit volume) form com-
plementary energies
Ψ +G = σ : ε (A.17)








The issue in non-equilibrium thermodynamics is how to deal with systems that are changing,
in the thermodynamic sense. There are three main approaches. T classical approach looks
to a thermodynamic process as a series of thermostatic equilibrium, the second uses the ratio-
nal theory of Coleman and Noll [106] and the third uses the theory of internal variables [107].
In non-equilibrium thermodynamics there is a very important ssumption: temperature and
entropy can still be used for non-equilibrium processes.
Usually, this subject is presented using specific intrinsicvariables (per unit mass) or alterna-
tively per unit volume. Baker used entities per unit volume but in this presentation it was
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chosen to use specific variables. Let’s start by writing the Helmholtz form of free energy and
the internal energy per unit mass asψ andu, respectively, as well as the entropy per unit mass
s. Then, the Helmholtz energy isψ = u − T s. The important result for our purposes then
derives from the time derivative of this Legendre transformation
ψ̇ = u̇− sṪ − Tṡ (A.19)
where the termTṡ is actually the rate of heat exchange, andsṪ can be considered a kind of
“thermodynamic momentum”.
a) Dissipation
For a reversible process, the change in entropy is due only tothe input of the heat to the
system. By contrast, for anirreversible process(intrinsic changes to material structure, for
example) the change in entropy results from (pure) heat input and irreversibilities that occur
(e.g., damage). Then, for an isothermal process, it is possible to write the following inequality




where dQ is the heat received across all boundaries during the transformation. The so called
Claussius inequality for deformable solids is obtained by applying the divergence theorem
(Gauss’ theorem) to the equation (A.10):





wherer is an internal point heat source per unit volume, andq is the heat flux. The difference
is dissipationΞ, which consists of mechanical and thermal dissipation (namely plasticity and
damage).
To balance the inequality equation (A.21), it is possible toaddΞ and re-write the equation as





with Ξ being always a non-negative entity.
The last term in equation (A.22) can be subdivided in two terms that represent two different
kinds of dissipation: mechanical dissipation (Ξmech) and thermal dissipation (Ξtherm):





Nevertheless, it was already referred that the experimentally obtained variables in a mecha-
nical problem are the strains (ε), stresses (σ) and absolute temperature (T), plus the plastic
strains (εp) and damage (d). If the first principle of thermodynamics is re-written as:
ρu̇ = σ : ε̇ + ρr − ∇q (A.24)
Then the mechanical dissipationΞmechis defined as:
Ξmech≡ σ : ε̇ + ρ(Tṡ− u̇) ≥ 0 (A.25)
However, in a thermodynamical problem it is difficult to define the internal energyu(ε, s, χ j , . . .)
because it depends on the value of entropy. Thus, considering the previously defined Helmholtz
energy,ψ(ε,T, χ j , . . .) = u(S, ε, χ j , . . .) − T s, and substituting its derivative,̇ψ = u̇− Ṫ s− Tṡ,
in equation (A.25) then:
Ξmech≡ σ : ε̇ − ρ(ψ̇ − Ṫ s) ≥ 0 (A.26)











whereχ represents the other independent state variables (namely damage and plasticity).














: χ̇ ≥ 0 (A.28)
Being the strain and absolute temperature the free variables, in order to avoid the mechanical












: χ̇ = Y : χ̇ ≥ 0 (A.30)
whereY are the thermodynamic forces associated to the internal vari blesχ̇ of the Helmholtz
energy. As previously referred, the thermodynamic forces indicate the variation of the free
energy with the evolution of the internal variables.
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As a final note, it is stated that instead of using the Helmholtz energy to obtain the stresses
















: χ̇ ≥ 0 (A.31)












The in-situ effect was originally detected byParvizi et al. [142] after performing tensile tests
on cross-ply glass fiber reinforced plastics. It is characteized byhigher transverse tensile
andshear strengthsof a ply when it is constrained by plies with different fiber orientations
in a laminate, compared with the strength of the same ply in anunidirectional laminate. The
in-situ strength depends on the number of plies clustered together and on the fiber orientation
of the constraining plies.
Dvorak and Laws [143] performed experiments where the relation between thein-situ trans-
verse tensile strength1 YT and the total number of 90◦ plies clustered together (2n) was mea-
sured. The results were obtained for the CFRP T300/944 and are presented in Figure B.1.
Accurate in-situ strengths are necessary for many stress-ba ed failure criteria, in order to
predict matrix cracking in constrained plies. One of the failure criteria that uses the in-situ
strengths was presented in Chapter 3. Therefore, it is imperativ to show how the in-situ
strengths can be calculated.
Camanho et al. [115] proposed a model for the calculation of the in-situ strengths, which
makes the simplifying assumption that the fiber orientationof the constraining layers does not
affect their value. The closed-form solutions to predict the in-situ strengths proposed in this
model were used to calculate the inputs of the numerical model.
The tensile transverse in-situ strengths are given by [115]:
1 The in-situ transverse tensile strength could be symbolized by YisT , but in this work it will be omitted the
superscript “is”. Therefore, both of theYT andSL properties that will appear throughout the entire work are in-situ
strengths.
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Figure B.1: In-situ effect in laminated composites. [143]












whereYudT is the tensile transverse strength measured in an unidirectional test specimen,t is





























whereβ is the shear response factor, and the parameterφ is defined according to the configu-
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ration of the ply:
For a thin embedded ply:φ =
48G6
πt
For a thin outer ply: φ =
24G6
πt











whereSudL is the shear strength measured in an unidirectional test specimen, andG6 is the
mode II fracture toughness.
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Appendix C
Parameters for the Shear plasticity Model
The necessary parameters (besides the elastic parameters)for the elasto-plastic model defined
in Chapter 3 are a total of four. Two are necessary to determinthe initial surface that defines
the elastic space and the other two to determine its evolution. The in-plane shear strainγ012
represents the beginning of the non-linear behavior in a pure shear test, andµ is a parameter
that has into account the transverse stresses (σ22) at the beginning of the non-linear behavior.
It is possible to determineµ by realizing an in-plane shear stress–shear strain test with a
constant transverse stress applied and measuring the beginning of the non-linear behavior
(γ112 in Figure C.1).
Figure C.1: In-plane shear stress–shear strain response varying the transverse stress (σ22). [135]
After measuringγ012 andγ
1
12, theµ parameter comes defined as:
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The parametersH andK can be determined by a test including a load/unload cycle – Figure
C.2.
Figure C.2: In-plane shear stress–shear strain response including load/unload cycle. [135]
Consider that the material is loaded beyond the linear phaseand that the non-linear phase is









1+ H + K
. Once a maxi-
mum strain (γmax12 ) is reached the load is reversed. The unloading process is considered to be












H = R+ K − 1
(C.2)








As a final note, ifσmax12 = σ
min
12 then the model has isotropic hardening, resultingH = 0.
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